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EXPERBEKTAL INVESTIGATION OF H3AT TRANSFER 
AND CRITICAL THERMAL LOADS IN BOILING WATER 

TMSS, CONDITIONS 0? FREE MOVEMENT 

V.S. Golovin, B.A. Kol'chugin, and D.A. 
Labuntsov, Power Institute imeni G.M. 
Krzbizhaaovskiy, Moscow 

The results are given of an 
investigation of heat transfer and 
critical therinäl loads in boiling 
wätar under conditions of free 
loveneni CO ests were conducted 
on horizontal silver pipis with an 
external diameter of J s® over a 
range of pressure changes of from 10 
to 2000 n'cm"^. 

Despite its urgency and practical significance, 

heat transfer in the boiling of v/ater under conditions 

of free movement has been studied insufficiently, 

especially in the area of high pressures. Only a 

few experimental investiptationy are knov/n which are 

devoted to this question /I,2/. There is also only 

a limitea number of works devoted to critical thermal 

loads while boiling water in a large volume. There is 

only one investigation in the range of pressure changes 

of from 10 to 2000 n»cm fij* 

This work has the purpose of expanding and 

adding to the already available rnaterial; however, 

rreet attention has been devoted to the accuracy of 

meäsureroents and to the cleanliness of the surface 

being investigated. . 

I     The experimental unit was made in the form of -4 
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r a vertical cylindrical vessel in which the testing 

section was laid horizontally. An outlet condenser 

vas welded to the upper surface or the bottom of the 

vessel. All elements of the test unit v/ere made of 

stainless steel. 
The testing section was a tube about 150 mm 

long and 5-4 mm in diameter. The tube was made of 

9^.99% silver. • ■ 
A thermal load on the tube was created by a 

low voltage alternating current. The current in the 

circuit v/as measured by an astatic ammeter of the 

0.5 class which was connected to a measuring trans- 

former of a current of the same class. The voltage drop 

in the tube of the testing section was measured by 

a 0.5 class A.C. voltmeter 

The temperature inside the tube was measured 

with a platinum resistance thermometer of special 

construction. The thermometer was connected into the 

measuring circuit with a low-resistance D.G. potentio- 

meter. The graduation of the thermometer was accom- 

plished by the Ail-Union Scientific Research Institute 

of the Committee of Standards, Measures, and Measuring 

Instruments. The error of the thermometer does not .. 

exceed 0.04 degrees K. 
Before assembling the unit, the tube of the 

testing section was cleaned with fine-grained emery 

cloth and was polished with a paste from the State 

Optical Institute A/. After assembly salt-free water 

was poured into the unit and its deaeration was 

accomplished by boiling at atmospheric pressure. In 

I order to eliminate oxygen completely from the water, J 

i» 



h.ydrazine (NME^) was added to it and the unit was 

sealed. The salt content of the water which was added 

did not exceed 0.7 g«in '  of NaCl. 

After the pressure in the unit reached the 

ussi-rned value, the reading was set on the master 

manometer and for a specific thermal load q « 0. the 

temperature inside the tube was measured; under these 

conditions the temperature corresponded to the sat- 

uration temperature (T_, 0iO. Then a certain thermal 

load was set on the test tube ana measurements were 

made of the voltage drop in it, the current strength, 

ana the temperature inside the tube. In doing this the 

pressure in the unit was kept constant; this was 

checked by the constancy of the readings of the 

manometer which performed ehe role of a sensitive 

indicator. It should be noted that the divergences 

in the values of the saturation temperature in one 

series of tests at the sane manometer reading aid not 

exceed the measurement error of the thermometer. 

Upon completion of a series of tests the pressure in 

the unit was lowered to atmospheric pressure. After 

this samples of water were selected for chemical 

analysis. Then the working section was removed from 

the unit for examination. ■ 
he coefficient of heat transfer was calculated m 

according to the formula 

T-^-V 

J 



r i 
rj:he iaploynsiit of a platinum resistance 

thermometer and silver as the material of the test 

tube made it possible to obtain sufficiently high 

accuracy in measuring the coefficient of heat transfer. 

Thus the average quadratic error does not exceed 

IW/o even under the most unfavorable conditions 

(pressure of 2000 n'cm"2, small thermal loads). 

Numerous effective tests of heat transfer have 

shown that with no single material (copper,silver, 

nickel-plated copper) at a pressure over 98 n*cm 

is it possible to obtain a clean tube surface if steps 

are not taken to remove cornpletely the oxygen which is 

dissolved in the water. During the conduct of the 

test the surface is covered with a loose black-colored 

coating of the oxides of the metals with which the 

vater comes in contact during the test. 

The data on heat transfer which is obtained for 

such a surface is very unstable, with the same specific 

thermal loads the values of the heat, transfer coeffi- 

cients which are obtained when conducting the test 

in the direction of increasing the thermal load are 

lower than the values which are obtained when conducting 

the test in the opposite direction. For small specific 

thermal loads (q = 1*105 watts.meters" ) the aivergences • 

in the. values of the heat transfer coefficients can 

reach 500%. If during operation on the upper branch 

of the curve « ■f(q) the load is momentarily 
lowered to zero and then returned to the previous 

value, the value of the  heat transfer coefficient will 

correspond to the level of the lower branch of the 

Uurve (Figure 1). As can be seen from the graph, such «J 



r data cannot be considered as being satisfactory. 
Figure 1 also cortains test points from work A/. 

A comparison of thero makes it possible to presume that 

the upward swin«" of the points as indicated in work 

[2J,  especially when q> 0.5«106 and for high pressures, 
apparently is explained by tha considerable contamination 

of the surface of the tube. 
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Figure 1. Test data on coefficients of heat 

transfer. 

1 — our data when p ■ 725 a* cm ; 2 — data 

ft/ when p - 730 n»cm'2} the solid lino 
corresponds to the data for a clean silver 

surface. J 



r In order to prevent the accumulation of oxides 

and to obtain a practically clean surface, hydrazine 

was added to the water (5-7 ?•»" )' 
N2% + 02 2H20 + N2 

It is significant that only water ana nitrogen 

result from the reaction. Therefore, the employment 

of small doses of hydrazine should not have significant 

influence on the data on heat transfer. As a check 

a series of tests was conducted in which the amount 

of hydrazine which was used was five times greater 

than normal; however, the data on heat transfer 

remained practically the same. 
In conducting the tests while employing hydra- 

zine the occurrence of oretreatment of the suriace 

became noticeable. The tests showed that stable and 

reproducible data on heat transfer are obtained only 

after about one hour of operation of the heating 

surface under a high thermal load. Thus the employ- 

ment of hydrazine and the pretreatment of the surface 

made it possible to obtain reliable, repetitive re- 

sults on heat transfer for all ranges of change of 

thermal load and pressure. 
The results of the tests are given in the table 

below; the remarks ^ive a short description of the 

surfaces after the tests. The salt content of the 

water after the tests was in the range of 5.6-7.0 

g.m"^ of NaCl. 

J 
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Table 

Results of tests on heat exchange 

• 

^•lO-« IT 

I   O/ium M 43 
Tt*.he>%2\'K 

2.23 
1,18 
0.47 
0.247 
0.595 
0,596 
1.44 
1.44 

9.16 
7.11 
4,62 
3,42 
4,63 
4.65 
6.73 
7.00 

Tt =507.25° K 

0.172 
2.00 
1.16 
0.60 
0.198 
0,09 
0,383 

5,61 
13.09 
11.05 
8,59 
5.26 
3.86 
6.72 

T, =456.27° K 
1.63 
1.21 
0.641 
0,353 
0,142 
0.250 

18.27 
16.99 
14.23 
11.54 
7.86 

10.04 

r,» 405.68^ 
1.17     I   22.50 
0.86     I   20,62 

q. 10-« AT ^•10-« AT (M0-* AT 

0.456 
0.244 
Ü.123 
0.356 

17.30 
13.90 
10.00 
16.13 

l   Oiibm A$ 44 

7,-582.29° K 

2.17 
0.261 
0.152 
0.355 

8.85 
3.75 
2.67 
3.54 

7,-507,28'^ 

2.18 
0.84 
0.30 
0.123 
0.46 

12.55 
9.11 
5.92 
4,C6 
6,68 

7>456,320K 

1,59 
0,85 
0,493 
0,116 
0,281 

17.52 
14.69 
12.28 
6.54 
9.87 

7,-405,60° K 
1.17       I   22.08 
0.605     |   18.35 

r.175 
0.29 

12.01 
14.72 

7,=372.93° K 

1.01 
0.5iJ6 
0.386 
0,212 
0,109 
0.313 

24.79 
19.12 
16.12 
13.10 
10.56 
15.13 

\) Onum M 55 

7,-581,37° K 

2,19 
1.15 
0.355 
0.149 

7.93 
6.27 
3.46 
2.51 

7,=607.76,K 
1.83 0.128 

0.374 
0.705 
1.16 
».77 
1.77 
1.75 
1.13 
0.40 

2.09 
3.36 
4.00 
4.79 
5.13 
5.14 
4.2u 
2.67 

7,-581.37° K 
1.14    I   5.99 
0.266      3.17 

(  Otibim A9 55 

7,=608.07oK 
1.79    I   5.11 
0.182 I    2.03 

7,-623.44'K 

1.35 
0.379 
0.15 
0.245 
0.71 

3.24 
2.14 
1.35 
1.61 
2.42 

7,-608.07° K 
0.690 |    2,42 

'   Onum AS 57 

7,-637.65° K 
0.575 
0.341 
0.196 
0.114 
0.254 

1.20 
1.06 
0.85 
0.65 
0.89 

. Keys 

1. Test 

Note: Test No 44 was conducted in a completely 

J 



clean tube. The remaining tests were conducted in 

clean tubes with negligible deposits. 

At pressures over 1000 n*cm  the heating 

surface usually grew somewhat "dull" after the conduct 

of the tests although it still retained a metallic 

luster. This is explained by the formation of an 

insignificant deposit which did not influence the 

level of heat transfer and which made it possible to 

describe such a boilins; surface as being practically 

clean. 
The data which was obtained (Figure 2) is 

well-described throughout the entire range of pressures 

and thermal loads which were investigated by the 

empirical formula 

Ä»4ff 

-." K, 

-i 
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Figure 2. Test data on the coefficient of heat 

transfer a  (watts«ineters" »degrees" ) for 

various specific thermal loads q(watts# 

meters ) and pressures p(n«cm" ). 

1 — 1970; 2 — 1660; 5 — 1365; ^ — W; 

5 — 302; 6 — 108; 7 — 29.4; 8 — 9.8. 

Deviations of test data from the data obtained 

by this formula do not exceed + 25%. It should be 

noted that the relationship of the coefficients of heat 

transfer to the specific load and pressure generally 

were similar to the relationships given in work /2/. 

The method of preparing and conducting the tests 

for critical thermal loads was the same as in the 

tests on heat transfer. The critical thermal load was 

■determined from the readings of a voltmeter and J 



ammeter at zhe  moments of time preceding the burnout 

of The test tube. 
A firaph (Figure 5) of the relationship 

q . f(p) was constructed from the results of the 

tests. The nature of this relationship is basically 

similar to the data obtained in work /V; however, 

the numerical values of qcr in our tests are lower. 

It should be noted that in work flj nichrome 
/nickel-chromium-iron allox/ plates set on ed^e were 

used as the heating surface, i.e., the conditions under 

which the tests in work /37 were conducted differed 

from ours. 

k 

Figure'3. Relationship of the critical specific 

thermal load q„_(wattsjmeters" ) to the 

pressure p(n»cm~ ). 

Symbols 
ä— coefficient of heat transfer; q — specific 

thermal load; qnr% — critical specific thermal load; or 
T-, — temperature inside the tube; Ts — saturation 

.temperature of the water; Tcr — critical temperature 

of the water; T ~ temperature drop in the wall of 

I the experimental tube considering the heat release J 

10 



in it. 

Summary 
Experimental data is obtained on boiling heat 

transfer to demineralized water from horizontal silveT» 

tubes having a 5 ram external diameter. The pressure 

and heat fluxes in the experiments varied over the 

range of 10-2000 (n»cm ) and from 1*10^ (watts* 

meters"2) up to the critical fluxes respectively. 

Stability and fair reproducibility of boiling he«*t 

transfer data were attained only with surfaces"working 

not less than en hour at high thermal loads, provided 

the surface is kept sufliciently clean during the 

test.- 
At hirch pressures and considerable heat fluxes 

the boiling surface was found to be intensely covered 

with the oxide film. This fact can probably be ex- 

plained by the presence of oxygen dissolved in the water. 

As a result the reproducibility of data is not achieved 

and heat transfer coefficients may differ rather 

significantly. The use of hydrazine ($-7g,ni"5) made 

the boiling surface sufficiently clean over the entire 

pressure ranga, thus excluding the above-mentioned 

undesirable phenomena. 
The critical heat fluxes from the horizontal 

silver tubes to the boiling water are evaluated over 

the pressure range of from 10-2000 (n»cm ). The 

critical thermal load was determined by the burnout 

of the test tube. 

J 
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CONSIDERATION OF BEAT EXCHANGE AND THE RELATIONSHIP 
OF VISCOSITY TO TEMPERATURE H THE PROBLEM OF THE 
FLOW OF A VISCOUS LIQUID BETWEEN TWO ROTATING CON- 

CENTRIC CYLINDERS 
(on the theory of an unloaded hearing) 

■ 

S.K. Aslanov 
State University loenl 
N.6. Chemyshevsky, 
Saratov 

A generalization of the problem of 
Professor N.P. Petrov on the movement 
of a lubricant in a symmetrical layer 
.of. an arbitrary thickness between 

-■rptatinp; cylinders is examined for the 
case when heat exchange anu the re- 
lationship of viscosity to temperature 
are considered. 

Let us examine the established flow of a viscous 

liquid between two round coaxial cylinders of un- 

Umited length of radii ^ and R2 (R2 > R.) which are 

rotating about a common axis with constant angular 

velocities«, and wa. In work A/ which laid a 

foundation for the hydrodynamic theory of lubrication, 

Professor N.P. Petrov gave a precise solution to this . 

problem in his hypothesis on a constant coefficient of 

viscosity (*» ^0 , i.e., jneglecting the influence of 

internal heat release oniliquid friction. However, 
i 

an experiment /^/ indicates that the thermal effect 

in the layer is generally considerable and makes it 

necessary to take into account the relationship of 

viscosity to the temperatiure T. This investigation is 

based on the approximation of P.A. Pilonov /V 

■J 
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._:•    'S. 

!*=!*oexp(-5(r-ro)l 2>0, (1) 

the advantage oi" which will subsequently becone clear. 

The reraininfi; thermal physical characteJjistics of a 

liquid, in particular the coefficient of thermal 

conductivity A, in view of their slight relationship 

to temperature, are assumed to be constant. 

If we ignore the mass forces and take into 

account the unlimited length of the cylinders and the 

axial symmetry of the flow', then the equations of 

Navye-Stoks and of the influx of heat M in the case 

under consideration will ß;ive the following basic system 

of equations 

Pjl.ii, Ür-Oj-0, ^««(r), P = P{0, 
r       dr 

dt   ,2t,,     / dv      v \ 
dr      r \dr      r j 

IfrxiHU-l-u, T-T(r) 
r \. d' j     h 

(2) 

with the extreme conditions: 

J*%ti*V%*   w*^ ^»rtl. (3) 

Hi 



r 
From th« second equation of (2) we iinraeoiately 

obtain 

Hf   f)-i(7)-C7 M 

This rreans that for the displacement of a viscous 
layer an amount of work Q ■ tv/J should be.expended 

per unit of area; this ^ork is given off in the flow 
in the form of heat and is lost tlirough the walls of 
the cylinders under the established regime. 

Thus from (l)-(4) a border problem occurs for 
temperature and speed fields in a dimensionless form: 

ö' + je'f-^expH-O; (5) 

dS l ? )" S» 
expo; (6) 

a^o, a » / *h**   t */; (7) 

15  — 
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e m$        u«   a0   ^K»» ^ * (o ^ '; (8) 

r Rt 

qs ö = 
fl fl |i0Vl/?l 

(9) 

A nonlinear enuation like (5) has already been 

used by us /y. Introducing the new variables 

Vö 
e«i/(x)-2Af, x-ln-p, 

we will have the equation 

y" + exp y » 0 

Integrating it, the general solution (5) can be 

presented in a final form as 

«-to-TI* chHCi+Ci/ilnl) (10) 

From this the integration of (6) gives 

16  — 
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i X r 

« - AC^thCC + cy^lnO-hC,«. (U) 

where 

Am7im±*v JJ »tV t? (12) 

• 

(plus corresponds to C > 0 and minus to C < 0), 

In order to find the arbitrary constants C , 

Git Co« and Cz we have four limiting conditions of 

(7) and (8). In particular, in satisfying the border 

conditions for temperature 8 » "* obtain 

C, + C» V'fl In ?o - Arch {C& V?)- 
(13) 

In accordance with the existence of inverse 

hyperbolic functions, we have 

Ci/2 >lCl\lVf>\, (14) 

As will be shown later, l| > | and the second 

inequality will become immaterial. Fulfilling the 

marginal conditions for speed u gives 

J 



«o-S. - ^C^o IthCC + Cj/ain^-thCl. 
(15) . 

which can he written in a more convenient form if we 

use (13) as: 

c^it^i/q-v, (16) 

(plus corresponds to C2 < 0, minus to C2 > 0)» 

sh (C, Va In ?«) - Ä, * - 2Clgli"0"'o) . 
Ato 

(17) 

The positive nature of the argument of the left part 

(C1> 0, {0> 1) results in B2 0, i.e. 

(18) 

Based on this, a sign is selected in (12) and 

consequently for the arbitrary constant C0. Its value 

is found from (17) and (9). 

,/-..,/"T"ig.     Arshi ArshB      MLlHUl (19) 

J 
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As a reiult »11 th« constantf are expressed through Cv   In 

order to determlns C. In the second relationship of (15) «• »m •«- 

elude C2 and T/^vith the help of (13) and obtain 

The selection of a possible sign is limited 

by the conditions of (18). From this, according to 

(13), the plus sign occurs simultaneously only when 

51>l, Ct>0. (21) 

In the remaining two probable cases CgO. 

Solving equation (20), we then find the constant 

C, 
(22) 

The second solution 0-^  - *> is not applicable 

since it results in infinite values of the temperature. 

It remains to select the sign for the constant Cg« 

For this purpose we will require that the solution 

we have found provides a continuous limiting transition * 

to a flow regime with a constant viscosity ^ ■ H0» i«e»» 
so that when fx—♦n, (S—►O)» it would turn into 
N.P. Petrov's solution /I, V. Because in the given 

.case the value A-* oo, (22) takes on the appearance J 

_- 19 



Ci = 
AU 

4(tf,-5o) 
(23) 

consequently values C^ and C2 also tend to proceed 

toward infinity. Applying (23) in (1?) and (14) 

••^ives 

O at — 
2 '-i , vTCiMi-tliHtl (24) 

For the limit when 1=0,   0, according to (9), turns 

to zero and (10) alon^? with the first equation (13) 

results in the relationship 

(25) 

From this with the help of (15) we visualize (11) 

as 

«,i+-i-ih(cyiHU) 
2Cl 

or considering (24) 

^+£ii A    /.llni.i/lnt,       .-lln^i/Jn«. 
—I )• (26) 

*. 
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If we assume that f, - ^0 > / » ***•« using (23) 

it is possible to obtain 

^Mo-IA»)-(«,/%-1) 

""     (l-l/?)5 

or in the dimensional variables of (9) 

«■ (27) 

which coincides precisely with N.P. Petrov's solution 

/l, 4/. Another possible assumption in (26) that 

f =i \/t       Fives  as a result an expression which is 
different from (27). Thus in order to observe the 

limiting transition to the case of constant viscosity 

it is necessary that ^>| and consequently condition 

(21) determines the identical selection of the si^n of 

Cp. From this it is possible to draw the conclusion 

that {,= / is the upper limit of the existence of a 

stationary regime for the flow which we have examined, 

i.e., when-f^j, the heat which is given off as a result 

of internal friction does not succeed in passing 

through the walls of the cylinders to the outside and 

creates the non-stationary condition of the flow. In 

dimensional terms, the limit of the established regime 

is expressed as follows: 
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Thus (10)-(15)» (16), (19), and (22) represent an exact 

solution of Professor F.N. Fetrov's problem consider- 

ing the influence of internal heat release on the 

process of liquid friction. As a result of this the 

liquid in the layer is heated and the temperature 

reaches a maximum: 

^saln^rr' thlC + CyalnS,)- ^r.   (29) 

It can be shown that when ^ > $o (1] ^ Xj» the 

latter always takes place. 
A trivial case  Wi - w( (u.0 « (j is obtained 

similarly to the regime of constant viscosityvfor 

formulas (23) and (24) retain their force. The un- 

limited nature of C- simplifies (11): 

i.e., the entire layer moves as a whole. 

In order to portray the influence of the 

dissipative factor on the movement of a cylindrical 

layer of a viscous liquid we will calculate, on the     . 
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basis of (4), the value of.the moment of the frictional 
forces on the internal cylinder 

AJ-jfltlÄi(l9-2«lC#|. 

The case of a slide bearing which is most interesting 
from an engineering point of view is characterized 
by the parameters itfl«0^»«o) and £«~ I  (smallness 
of clearance). Then (19) and (22) give: 

Mt a * 

B ■km-mM'+xw- m 

The correction which is obtained for heat 
transfer can be expressed by known criteria of simi- 
larity if (12) is expressed as: 

R«LPr87«J      vo 

Pr.JUffL, C-il^L. 

v - Wo  -_1L i\ m    r ■, », m -**•. 

J 
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As an example of the practical employment of 

the above-developed theory numerical calculations 

were performed for a bearing with a rotor radius 

i^ - 0.025 m and with cylinder oil having the following 

theraophysical characteristics fej: 

T0 = 4Ö0C, ^ = 0.675 n.sec.m"2, 

\ *  142.5»10"*watts»meters"1.degrees"1, 
p « 9.64 n»sec^«m"^, 

d - 0.097 decrees" c (gives an average deviation from 

experimental values of {JL  of 3*4# in the temperature 
range from 15-650C). 

According to (29) and (30) we obtain the results? 
1*    ^i = T0 (same temperature conditions of the 

cylinder and bearing), when on,  « 1200 rev/min, 

m B 0.433, i.e., the correction for heat transfer 

max 52.50c. Of course is equal to approximately 57%, T 

such an increase in the temperature in the lubricant 

layer cannot be neglected since it will lead to a 

greater than double decrease in the resistance moment. 

-Vhen W( = 500 rev/min .m = 0.913 (correction  %) 

Vx ' ^50C. 
2. T1 » 200C (different temperature conditions 

of the cylinder and bearing), A), . 1200 rev/min 

max 41.50C. It m = 0.662 (a correction of 34%), T 

is fully understandable that the influence of the 

thermal effect "in decrease together with temperature 
Tl- 

It should be noted that in the framework of 
a hyberbolic approximation of the relationship /<(T), 

-J 
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basis of (4), the value of the moment of the frictional 
forces on the internal cylinder 

M-J|xlÄ,<*¥-2«|C#|. 

The case of a slide bearing which is most interesting 
from an engineering point of view is characterized 
by the parameters ttt«$$*»•$) and f,^ I  (smallness 
of clearance). Then (19) and (22) give: 

m.£.-{lJnü±^ZlI. ^expl^-TV), 

B h iBH-irii+KlT (30) 

The correction which is obtained for heat 
transfer can be expressed by known criteria of simi- 
larity if (12) is expressed as: 

Pr.Jtofi, G..*l£L 

/CGa 
PrlT, 

2«/?»     P 

J 
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As an example of the practical employment of 

the above-developed theory numerical calculations 

were performed for a bearing with a rotor radius 

R, = O.Ü25 m and with cylinder oil having the following 

thermophysical characteristics fej'• 

1    = ^C, ^# = 0.675 n»secern , 
0 5 _T —T 

X. = 1^-2,5» 10"^ watts •meters »degrees , 
2 -4 p ■ 9.64 n»sec •m , 

h = 0.097 decrees  0 (gives an average deviation from 

experimental values of /x of 5-^ in the temperature 

range from 15-650C). 

According to (29) and (50) we obtain the results: 

1, Ti a T (same temperature conditions of the 

cylinder and bearing). When ö>( ■ 1200 rev/min, 
m = 0,435, i.e., the correction for heat transfer 

is equal to approximately 57%» T max 52.50c. Of course 

such an increase in the temperature in the lubricant 

layer cannot be neglected since it will lead to a 

greater than double decrease in the resistance moment, 

.Vhen wi = 500 rev/min .m = 0.913 (correction  9%), 

T " » 41.5UC, max    y 

2, T-, = 20 0 (different temperature conditions 

of the cylinder and bearing), fc>, ■ 1200 rev/min, 
T. 41,50C. It m » 0,662 (a correction of „ ,.,, .max 

is fully understandable that the influence of the 

thermal effect '"ill decrease together with temperature 

It should be noted that in the framework of 

a hyberbolic approximation of the relationship A<(T)» 

J 
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r 
the distribution of speeds and temperatures in a layer, 

as is not difficult to show, is expressed by Bessel's 

function with the argument const /CJ/j . Therefore, 

the problem under consideration cannot be solved for 

the reneral case. It is only in the particular case 

of a small clearance between cylinders that one can 

finally find A/ all arbitrary constants from the four 
marginal conditions. 

Symbols 

r, 9 , and z are the radial, angular and axial 

(directed alon«? the common axis of the cylinders) 

cylindrical coordinates; Vr, V9 , and V are the 

component speeds in the corresponding directions; 

p is the density; p is the pressure; I is the mechan- 

ical equivalent of heatfc is the stress of the.internal 

friction in the layer; M0 is the resistance moment of 

the cylinder in the assumed case where pi*/i, c const; 

6a is the Galileo number; K is the specific heat 

content per unit of length of the periphery of the 

cylinder; and c is the thermal capacity. 

Summary 

The stationary flow of a viscous liquid in 

an arbitrary space between rotating coaxial cylinders 

of infinite length is studied and the relationship 

between the temperature and friction heat and viscosity 

of th9 flow is taken into account. The law of this 

relationship is assumed to be exponential. Then the 

problem is reduced to the integration of a non-linear 

lequation. This integration is performed rigorously 

— 25 
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and all the boundary corditions are satisfied conspletely. 

As a result a closed rinorous solution is obtained 

for t.he case of constant temperatures of cylinders, 

and t>Q limits of the ^iven stationary flow conditions 

are shown, A comparison is nade with the case of 

constant viscosity, 
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AN INVESTIGATION OP THE INFLUENCE OF THE 
DIAMETER OF A PIPE ON THE SIZE OF THE 
CRITICAL THERMAL LOAD FOR BOILING WATER 

R.A. Ryfeln 
Central Boiler - Turbine 
Institute imeni I.I. 
Polzunov, Leningrad 

. 
Results are given of the experimental 

investigation of the influence of the 
diameter of a pipe on the size of the 
critical thermal load for gravimetric 
velocities of water of from 16,000 to 
70,000 n^nf'sec , steam content at the 
outlet from the pipe of up to 1096 by  , 
weight, and a pressure of 101.3«10'n.m . 

There is a small number of published works in 

which a special study was made of the influence of 

the diameter of a channel on the size of the critical 

thermal load /3, 7, 9, IQ/. in particular, the influ- 

ence of diameter on the critical thermal flow a  when 
cr 

water is flowing in vertical pipes at a temperature 

below the saturation temperature and at a pressure of 

25.^«105n«m" was investigated in work /T/. it was 

found that with a decrease of the diameter from 

4 to 1 mm the critical thermal flows increase, but 

with a change in diameter from 4 to 6 mm they remain 

unchanged. In work /V it was not noted that the dia- 

meter of the pipe influenced qcr for changes of diameter 

from 4 to 12 mm and at pressures of P - (101.3-202.6)»lO^ 

n»m" . As in work /7/, the tests were conducted on 

I water which was not heated to the saturation temper- 
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ature. 

In investigating critical thermal flows in flat 

slotted channels fb] at a pressure of 143«105n«m" , 

the authors came to the conclusion that a change in the 

width of a slot from 1.4 to 2.5 mm does not pffect • 

the size of the critical thermal load. 

V.S. Chirkin and V.P. Yukin /iQ/ conducted tests 

with rinr; apertures on water which was not heated to 

the saturation temperature and at a pressure close to 

atmospheric pressure. They established that a change 

in the width of the aperture space from 0.5 to 2.5 mm 

increases the critical thermal flow. Further increase 

in the width of the aperture up to 5 mm has no in- 

fluence on qcr. 
From this short list of works it is apparent 

that the question of the influence of the diameter of 

a channel on the magnitude of the critical heat flow 

has been studied insufficiently and requires further 

investigation. 
We conducted an investigation of the influence of 

the diameter of a pipe on the magnitude of the critical 

thermal load for the flow of a water-steam mixture with 

s gravimetric steam content at the exit of the channel 

of up to 10%, gravimetric flow speeds of T ö^- (1.6- 

7.0)104n*m"2sec"1, and pressure in the circuit of 

101.3'lO^n'm"2. The tests were conducted in an 

experimental unit consisting of a closed circulating 

system with forcea circulation (Figure 1). 

• 
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Figure 1. Diagram of the experimental unit. 

1 — circulating pump; 2 — measuring diaphragm; 
3 — regulating valves; 4 — heaters; 5 — 

wattmeter; 6 — refrigerator condenser;      J 
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7 — experimental section; 8 — ion exchange 

filters; 9 — deaerator; 10 — autotransformer; 

11 — power transformer; 12 — differential 

manometers; 15 — master manometer; 14 ~ feeder 

pump. 

The experimental section and also the heater 

ard vaporizer were heated with A.C. current. T'ne heated 

part of each experimental section was preceded by an 

unheated hydrocynamic stabilization section 250 mm 

lone»;. The tests were conducted in tubes with internal 

diameters of 2.05, 5.8, 5.5, 6.5, 7.6, and 10.2 mm. 

The relative length of all investigated pipes was 

equivalent to ^0 diameters. This latter situation was 

caused, first of all, by the fact that according to 

the results of some experiments A, §7 where 1/d ■ 
15-20, the relative length does not affect the size of 

the critical thermal load and, secondly, by the desire 

to have water at the intake into the experimental 

section which was not heated to the saturation 

temperature while the steam content at the outlet was 

10%. 
Method of measuring and of conducting the tests. 

In the course of conducting the tests the expenditure 

of water was measured through the use of a throttle 

piece; the temperature of the water at the input and 

of the steam-water nixture at the outlet from the 

experimental section were measured with chromel-alu- 

minum thermocouples placed in mixing glasses; the 

pressure of the water before the test section was 

measured with a master manometer; and the electric 

30,  - 
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power supplied to the experimental tube was measured 

with a wattmeter. The onset of a crisis was gauged 

by the reddening of the tube. With this the load was 

thrown off from the tube. However, there were cases, 

mostly for small diameter tubes (5.3» 3.8, and 2.5 mm) 

when the load could not be thrown off and the pipe 

ruptured. The reddening always occurred in the 

upper part of the pipes. 
Results of tests. In analyzing the test data 

the steam content at the outlet from the operating 

tube which was determined from the thermal balance 

equation was taken as the critical steam content x. 

The critical thermal flow was determined from the 

formula 

icr Ul 
In connection with the fact that the transition 

from bubble boiling to pellicular boiling is a 

consequence of a profound hydrodynamic reconstruction 

of the flow /5, §/, it is preferable to relate the 

change in value of the critical thermal load not to 

the gravimetric steam content x but to the true 

volumetric steam content $ . Because the question of 

the determination of (p for a broad range of pressures, 

velocities, and steam contents is in the study stage, 

it is possible, based on works /I, 2/, as a first 

approximation to use, rather than 9 , the value of the 

volumetric expended steam content ß  , inasmuch as in 
the area ß  - 0-0.85, the value 9 is proportional to 
fi , which is found from the formula J 
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The tests showed that with a decrease in the 

diameter of the pipe in the range of changes of the 

parameters ß and T^ under study, the critical thermal 

load increases. 
The initial test data (such a treatment was used 

earlier by other authors) for qcr - f((* ) ^r different 

values of T^ and d was treated as follows (Figure *): 

.qc/^a + bj?. M 

Coefficients a, b, and n depend on 7^0• ^he median 

line is drawn by .he smallest squares method. A 

comparison of the values of qcrd
n - £( fi ) *** 

different values of TV in the range under consider- 

ation shows that in the Siven area of change of gravi- 

metric velocities and steam contents the influino. of 

Ik on qcr is negligible. This make, it possible to 

obtain the relationship 

ri cr 
= f( ßy   d), 

which generalizes the results of our tests with a 

spread of +20% (Figure 5); 

-1 
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Figure 2. Relationship of the critical thermal 
load to the volumetric expended steam content 
for tubes of different diameters when 
TK - 45,000 n*a •••e , 

1 — d - 2.05 mm; 2 — 3.8; 3 — 5.3; 
4 — 6,3; 5 — 7.7; 6 — 10.2. 

o    w   w   v   y   v   y   q    i 

L. 

Figure 3. Relationship of the critical thermal 
load to the volumetric expended steam content 

/ 4-2-1 
when Ta)0 ■ (1.6-7.0)10 n*m »sec  and the 
tube diameters are as shown in Figure 2. 
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r The empirical Torraula which describes the curve 

shown in Figure 3 is qcr = (6.0-3.05/5 )d
0,4105. 

The graph in Figure ^ is an attempt to general- 

ize the data on the influence of the diameter of a 

channel on the value of the critical thermal load 

using the criteria of the system proposed by 

S.S. Kutateladze /6/ /See Kote./. The expended 

volumetric steam content ß is taken as the parameter 

which determines the influence of steam content. 

fitotej:    The influence of the criterion 

^" (   g* / in the case beinS considered (water at 
F ■ (100-180)10^nTa~"), according to the data of 
V.M. Borishanskiy /ll/, can be neglected. 

9    Kj 

Figure 4.    Relationship of criterion K to KJ 

when K    = 40 and   ß ■ 0.6. 
1 — d « 15 mm, P = 101.5»10^ n»m"2; 
2 —_d = 6.2, 9.9, and 5.5 mm, P - 151.9f105 

(2.05-10.2) mm, P - 101.5»10' n,m" . 3 — a 

3^       — 

.1 

|  n'm"2 (all central Boiler-Turbine Institute);      I 



r 
4 — d » 8.2 mm, P - (101.5, W, 162.8, and 

182.5)10^ n'm"2 {l0j\  5 — aperture  ■ 2,46 mm, 
P - 143.10^ n«m"2 /V; 6 — d « 3 mm, P - 

101.3'105 n«m"2 A/. 

The graph in figure 4 contains test data from 

a number of authors /3t ^t and 1Q/ for one value of 

criterion K» 40 and j9 - 0.6. Criterion 

\- *'fä^ 

The lack of a sufficient amount of test data for 

tubes of various diameters for different pressures, 

steam contents, and velocities made it impossible to 

construct similar curves for other values of the 

criterion 1^ and the parameter j0 . 

Prom the graph it is apparent that with a 

decrease of the criterion K,, - d( T?.r* )**, the value 
-1 

of the criterion K - q^OeOOrVgr7"^ <J (>' - y ) 
increases. This under other equal conditions gives 

evidence of the increase of the critical thermal load 

with a decrease in the diameter of the channel. The 

path of the curve K ■ fCK^) provides a bosis for 
assuminp; that for values of criterion Kd greater than 

10, the latter will cease influencing K. This conclu- 

sion is supported qualitatively by works faj and filj. 
The nature of the influence of channel diameter 

on the value of the critical thermal load apparently 

, can be explained by the fact that with a decrease in 

I m i I- 
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Flhe channel diameter the characterisitic size of the 

freely-formed stean phase decreases due to the action 

of the hydraulic pressure of the flowing liquid. In 

this the portion of the heating surface which is in 

simultaneous contact with the steam decreases; this 
increases the stability of the two-phase surface layer 

filj.    In order under these conditions to break down 
the stability of the surface two-phase layer, it is 

necessary to increase the number of steam formation 

centers which are participating in the process. 

Under other equivalent conditions the latter is      % 

achieved by increasing the thermal load. 

Symbols 

1 — heated length of the operating pipe; 

d -- internal diameter of the operating pipe; qcr — 

critical thermal flow (load); w() - speed of circu- 
lation (speed of the water at the saturation tempera- 

ture); Wel - electric power measured in the operating 

section* 

Summary 

The effect of the chamber diameter on the 

thermal load at the transition of bubble boiling to 

film boiling is examined. The experiments were carried 

out in a circuit with forced water circulation. 
During the experiments the weight rate changed 

from 17,000 to 70*000 n-nT^sec"1; vapor content 

variations at the outlet were up to 10#; the channel 

diameter was from 2 to 10 mm and the pressure was 
maintained at 101.3-105n.m-2. The relative length of j 

,1  
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r the pipes was 1/d ■ 40* 
The channel diameter was found to have an 

important influence on the critical load. 

An empirical formula was obtained which makes 

it possible to estimate the effect of the channel 

diameter on the critical thermal load over the range 

of parameter changes under study. 
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MEASUREMENT OF THE TBMEBRATURB 
OP AN ARC JET 

Ye.V. Garkavyy 

Results are given of the measure- 
ment of the temperature at the axis of 
an arc Jet and of the temperature 
distribution along a radius as related 
to certain parameters of the discharge 
by means of a determination of the 
relative intensities of spectral lines 
and through an investigation of the 
hydrogen line contours of the Balmer 
Hp series. 

Over the course of a number of years high 

temperature gas Jets obtained through high current 

arc discharges have been a subject of very broad 

study. Recently they have also come under spectro- 

scopic investigation. This has been based, first of 

all, on the fact that high temperature Jets are of 

great interest in theoretical and applied spectroscopy. 

as a new source of light and, secondly, on the ne- 

cessity of measuring one of the basic parameters which 

characterize arc Jets — temperature. Spectroscopic 

methods of measuring temperature make it possible to 

determine not only a local value of an indicated 

parameter at some point in the Jet but also make it 

possible to find the temperature distribution for 

a cross section and along the length of the Jet, which 

in a number of cases is a matter of considerable 

I interest. J 
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In this work the object of our research was a 

high temperature arc jet which was obtained with the 

help of a nitrogen-stabilized high-current D.C. arc 

discharge. Such units have already been described 

in publications /I, 2/. It is necessary to note only 

that a graphite cathode and a copper anode served as 

the electrodes. A cylindrical aperture in the anode 

served as an outlet for the Jet into the atmosphere* 

The stabilizing gas was fed into the discharge chamber 

tangentially to the interior surface. 

The spectra of the jet were recorded with the 

help of ISP-28 and ISP-51 spectregraphs. The cross 

section of the Jet was sharply directed at slits in the 

spectrographs at a distance of 2-3 mm from the outlet 

aperture. The focusing of the cross section of the jet 

at a slit of a spectrograph made it possible to find 

the temperature distribution along the radius of the 

jet according to the distribution of intensity across 

the spectrum. This was accomplished by recomputing 

the measured intensities of spectral line« taken for 

the lateral profile to find the radial distribution. 

The coefficients cited in work /V were used for the 

recomputation. 

The dispersion of the spectrographs in the area 

of line H« amounted to ^-0 l/m for the ISP-51  and 

65.5 Ä/mm for the ISP-28, which made it possible to 

determine with sufficient accuracy the half-width of 

the line which had been changed in our tests in the 

range from 15 to 70 Jl, depending on the temperature of 

the jet. 
L    The method of measuring the temperature according-I 
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r to the broadening of line Hp consisted of the following. 
Based on the experimentally measured half-width of 

line (AX)^ a determination was made of the normal 

intensity of the field 

'•    a. 

,■» 

The coefficient a was taken from the theoretical 

contour of line Hp as calculated by Griem, Kolb, 

and Shen /4/. Then according to the formula F^l.Llen 
the density of charged i.articles n was calculated 

where, in accordance with the theory of Griem, Kolb, 

and Shen, n - ne ■ nj. Having thus determined the 
electron density and keeping in mind the fact that 

the admixtures of graphite and copper in the jet do 

not exceed 2-3%, it is possible with a sufficient 

degree of accuracy to find the temperature, using the 

relationship of the electron density to the temperature 

for pure nitrogen /5/. Because the escape of the det 

occurred into the atmosphere, for this purpose the 

relationship of na to T for a pressure of 9.8»10 
-2 n»m  was used. 

The values of the temperature which were 

calculated for the broadening of line Hp were com- 

pared with the results of measuring the temperature 

according to the relative intensities of the spectral 

lines. For measuring the temperature according to 

Ornshteyn's method, lines of one-time ionized carbon 

of 2509, 2512, and 2656-37 A were used. The probabi- 

lities/of transitions for these lines were taken from 

I Maecker /*$/. The formula for calculating the temper-  J 
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ature was 

gtrJl tu kx A gi 
«■ A, ^tjA 

In determining the temperature according to the re- 

lative Intensity of the spectral lines it was assumed 

that there was local thsrmodynamic equilibrium in the 

jet; this was checked by us and found to exist as 

arplied to an arc jet /^/. 

The temperature values which were calculated 

from the same spectrum according to the CII lines 

and the half-width of line Ha correspond well with 

each other as can be seen from the table. The measure- 

ment of the temperature according tp the broadening 

of line Hg in the presence of small admixtures 

obviously is more dependable than measuring according 

to the relative intensity of spectral lines. This is 

based on the fact that the probabilities of transitions 

for spectral lines are not known with sufficient 

accuracy. For lines CII which were used in this work 

the probabilities of transitions were determined with 

an error of 20-25%» which can cause an error in 

measuring the temperature of up to 3%. On the other 

hand, the half-width of line Hp can be determined 

with an error of a few percent which could cause an 

error in the temperature value on the order of 10%. 

Unfortunately the upper limit of the temperatures 

which can be measured in arc jets from the broadening 

of hydrogen lines is approximately 16,000-18,0000K; 

over this value'the determination of the temperature 

becomes ambiguous in view of the decrease in electron 
-l 
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density which occurs with further increase in the 

temperature because of thermal expansion. 

Table 

Comparison of temperatures measured by 

H^ and by Oil lines 

Temperature at the axis of the jet, TC 

By Gil 

By HJJ 2509 A _ 2512 A _ 
Tav 

2836 2836   . 
57 I 37 A 

15^50 16500 15550 15750 

17000 17500 16650 17100 

14500 14800 13950 14400 

15^00 17000 16250 16350 

14400 14000 14800 14400 

The value of the temperature at the axis of the 

jet and especially the nature of the temperature 

distribution along the radius of the jet depend 

essentially on the parameters of the discharge and she 

geometry of the discharge chamber. In experiments    j 
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on üetermlnins the relationship of the temperature on 

the axis of the Jet to the power which is applied to 

the disch^r^e (Figure 1), the length of the anode was 

constant and was equal to 50 mm and the diameter of 

the outlet aperture varied from 12 to 15 mm, which had 

no significant effect on the value of the axial 

temperature. The temperature distribution alon?; the 

radius of the Jet under these conditions was parabolic; 

as can be seen from Figure 2, the higher the temperature 

is at the axis of the Jet, the steeper will be the 

parabola. If at a temperature of 14,000-15,0000K 

the temperature distribution curve corresponds to a 

parabola of the third degree, then for 18,000^ at 

the axis it is close to a quadratic parabola.       * 

15 

to 

ir^Z^r* 

50 150 

i': 

250    N-IO 

Figure 1. Relationship of the temperature T( K) at the 

axis of a Jet to the power N (watts) which Is applied, 

to the discbarge for two different expenditures of 

stabilizing gas. 

1, 2 — 0 ■ 5.6; 6.5 (g'sec"1) 
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Figure 2. Distribution of temperature T(0K) 

alonp the radius of a jet r (mm) 

a, b, c, d — N • 250; 160; 255; 269«105 (watts); 

G - 6.55; 6.5; 10.75; 13.6 (g'sec"1); d - 12; 

12; 13.7; 15.5 (mm) accordingly; 1-50 mm for 

a, b, and c and 100 mm ford. 
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'.'he temperature distribution acquires a completely 

different character in the case of an increase in the 

expenditure of stabilizinn; gas to 11-14 g'sec"^ when 

the (rsometry of the discharge chamber remains unchanged. 

In this case the maximum temperature is displaced 

approximately 3 mm from the center and a temperature 

dip appears at the jet axis which increases as the 

expenditure of stabilizing gas rises. The lowering of 

the temperature at the axis of the Jet is rather 

considerable. For an expenditure of nitrogen of 

14.5 g«sec , for example, the depth of the dip, i.e., 

the difference between the maximum and axial temper- 

atures, reaches 4,000-5,0000K. 

Both the appearance of the dip and some asymmetry 

in the temperature distribution along the radius of 

the j'et are based apparently on the intensification of 

the twisting of the Jet during the increase in the 

expenditure of the stabilizing gas which is fed into 

the discharge chamber tangentially to the internal 

surface. The influence of the twisting depends signi- 

ficantly on the geometry of the discharge chamber and 

in particular on the length of the anode and the 

diameter of the outlet aperture (Figure 5). As is 

apparent from the graph, the temperature dip should 

lessen with an increase in the anode length and the 

diameter of the outlet aperture at the anode for an 

unchanging expenditure of the stabilizing gas and 

should disappear completely in the straight-line 

portion of the curve. And actually when the length 

of the anode is increased from 50 to 100 mm and the 

•^expenditure of gas remains unchanged, as does the    .  I 
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diameter of tha outlet aperture, the temperature dip 

at the axis of the jet does disappear and the 

temperature distribution again assumes the shape of a 

parabola (Figure 2d). In this case the jet temperature 

is lowered somewhat and the temperature profile becomes 

fuller than in the case of a short anode. The 

temperature distribution curve which is given in Figure 

2d corresponds approximately to a parabola of the 

fourth decree. This effect can apparently be 

explained by the fact that in a long anode there is 

better mixing of the cold and hot gas. In addition 

there is also the not completely excluded influence of 

the twisting. The flattening of the temperature 

profile for an increase in the length of the anode 

can also be explained in part by the change in the 

cooling conditions (increased removal of heat). 

I 

<0 

_J—L—I—i—L—* 
Qi 0 . 1.5 dl 

Figure 3. Relationship of the ratio of the 

maximum temperature T_0„ to the temperature 

at the axis of the jet Taxi8 with respect 

to the parameter G/dl (g»sec" •cm" ). -J 
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Ml these phenomena of course require further 

investigation. However, it is now possible to conclude 

that by selecting certain disch&rse parameters and a 

certain geometry for the discharge chamber it is 

possible for some interval of temperatures to obtain 

a öet arc with a selected temperature distribution 

alonp, the radius. 

Symbols 
T — temperature of the jet; ne — electron 

density, n*  - ion density; e - electron charge; 
E - excitation level energy; K - Boltsman's constant; 

g - statistical weight of the level; X- wave length; 

A - probability of transition; I - relative intensity 

of a spectral line; G - expenditure of stabilizing 

gas (nitrogen); N - discharge power; d - diameter of 

the outlet aperture; 1 ~ length of the anode. 

Summary 
The relationship of the temperature of the 

axis of an arc jet to the discharge power (Figure 1) 
is determined.    Temperature distributions with respect 
to jet radius are plotted and discussed for various 
discharge parameters (Figure 2).    The results of 
temperature measurements obtained by two different 

methods are compared. 
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FLUCTUATIONS OF TEMPERATURE AHD THERMAL 
STRESSES IN A TURBINE BLADE DURING PERIODIC 

CHANGES OF GAS TEMPERATURE 

Ye.P. Plotkin and Ye.I. Molchanov 
All-Unlon Thermal Engineering Institute 
imeni F.E. Dzerzhlnekly, Moscow 

On the basis of the methods of 
approximate calculation simple relation- 
ships have been derived for evaluating 
temperature fluctuations of a blade and 
results are ^iven of the calculation 

• of thermal stresses which occur in blades 
during fluctuations of gas temperature. 

In the process of operating gas turbine units 

one often encounters regimes where the rotor and 

stator blades are under conditions of periodically 

changing gas temperature. Considerable fluctuations 

in the gas temperature can occur because of the un- 

stable operation of the combustion chamber or, during 

transitional stages, because of a change in the power 

of the gas turbine unit. In this the amplitude of the 

fluctuations can exceed by several times the difference 

of the gas temperatures of the initial ana final heat 

regimes. 

The gas temperature fluctuations cause corres- 

ponding fluctuations in the blade temperatures, 

especially of the thin edges which warm and cool 

considerably faster than the bulky center part of the 

blades. The resulting unevenness in the temperature 

throughout the cross section of a blade can be the reason 

for the appearance of thermal stresses. It is a matter 

| of great practical interest to evaluate the change    I 
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in temperature and in thermal streßses in blades with 

the purpose of discovering the effect of gas temper- 

ature fluctuations on the strength of blades which 

are operatinp; under conditions of high temperatures 

and stresses, 

The difficulty of solving a non-stationary 

problem of thermal conductivity concerning; the distri- 

bution of temperature in a blade means that one cannot 

obtain an analytical expression whicr is suitable for 

concrete analysis. However, it is possible to use the 

method of the approximate calculation of the blade 

temperature for a non-stationary regime /!/ in order 

to discover, with a degree of accuracy which is suffi- 

cient for practical application, the effect of various 

factors such as the profile of the cross section of the 

blade, the concitions of heat transfer, the physical 

properties of the blade metal, the period and amplitude 

of the gas temperature fluctuations, etc. 

At the basis of the method of approximate 

calculation is the assumption that in the heating of 

the blade the main flow of heat is normal to the 

surface and that the flow of heat along the skeletal 

line of the cross section is small and can be neglected. 

This makes it possible to consider each section of a 

blade cross section as a plate with a thickness of 

I  '  2h, 
A comparison of an approximate solution with 

an exact one A/ obtained on a hydraulic integrator 

shows that our assumption does not lead to a signifi- 

cant error for practically encountered conditions of   . 
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heat transfer and the physical properties of blade 

material« 
For a plate which has heat transfer irom two 

sides it is possible to establish the equation 

where *.-$-. 

The coefficient ^s -r3—r1 which is introduced 

into criterion k and which characterizes the in- 

equality of distribution of the temperature through- 

out the plate, according to the theory of regular 

operation, is approximately equal to <|>9ö(l-f-6)/3). 

Let us examine equation (1) for change in gas 

temperature according to the harmonic law 

t^ - t0 -h t^ Sin  ZTT-=s.       (2) 

Introducing the diraensionless temperature of 
the plate (Jstlla- we obtain the equation 

H 

— 4-Jfee = iltsin2t:—. (5) 
d-z T 

Let us accept fe ■ const in the solution, i.e., 
we will not consider the change 'of a , c, and T with 

the. change of temperature aud time, and let us accept 

I the value of f as being unchanged. The solution of    I 
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enuation (5) takes on the form 

l + fr/kT? -M«pMt)t      (4) 

where tbe constant A is easily determined from the 

initial condition. For large values of t    the second 
member of the solution approaches zero and 

-[-(^r-K-'i- (5) 

Thus fron solution (5) it follows that the 

average temperature of the plate t performs a simple 

harmonic fluctuation, the phase of which does not 

coincide with the phase of the fluctuation of the gas 

temperature 

t - t0-l-Tx»'a (w-=j=-  * VJ'       (6) 

where the amplitude of the fluctuations 

6 l'*(ft)T,        C7) 
and the displacement of the phase of the fluctuations 

«p.arctg-?!.. (8) 
kT 

J 
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As is apparent from (7) and (8), the relative 

arplitude of the tsnperature fluctuations of a plate 

Öat/tl and the an^le of the displacement of the phase 

<p depend on the paraneter 

kT MT. (« 
Based on relations (7) and (8) it is possible 

to calculate the temperature fluctuations of different 

parts of a blade, for example, the edges, considering 

thtiff as plates with a corresponding thickness &  ■ 2h. 
The calculation of specific variants makes it 

possible to learn the effect of various factors. Prom 

an analysis of the curves (Figure 1) of the relationship 

§* t/t*   to the thickness h   and the fluctuation 
period T it is clearly apparent that even for relatively 

hittfi values of the coefficient of heat transfer 
-2      -1 

(ä ■ 1163 watts»meters «degrees ), fluctuations 

with a period of less than 0.5 sec will have little 

effect on the temperature of a blade. This means that 

pulsations of the s;as temperature behind the combustion 

chamber of hi.^h and medium frequency (10 cycles or more) 

are of no danger with respect to the strength of the 

blades of a gas turbine. Low frequency fluctuations 

of t (1.5-5 cycles) behind the combustion chamber 

affect only the temperature of very thin edges 

(abctut 0,5 mm), and in this the amplitude of the 

temperature fluctuations of the edges can be 15% 

from the amplitude of the fluctuations of the gas 

temperature. 
-I 
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Figure 1. Relationship of the relative amplitude 

of th3 fluctuations of temperature 5 to 

the thickness 3 (mm) for different values of 

T (sec). 

1 — 0.5; 2 - 1; 3 - 3; ^ — 6; 5 — 12? 

6 ., jo; 7 -- 60; 8 — 120; 9 ~ 300. 

A stronger effect on the temperature of the 

blade edges is caused hy transitional processes which 

occur in regulating the power of the gas turbine unit 

and which occur with a period for the fluctuations 

of several seconds or more. In this the temperature 

field of tne blade changes considerably and the tem- 

perature of the thin edges practically "follows" the 

temperature of the gas. A significant role in such 

regimes is played by the thickness of the edge; an 

increase in thickness considerably lowers the relative 

amplitude of the temperature fluctuations. 
The average temperature of the thicker center J 
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part of the cross section of a blade changes little 

with ras temperature fluctuations, at least for fluc- 

tuations, at least for fluctuation periods of up to 

20 seconds. It should be noted that in evaluating the 

temperature of the center part of a cross section, 

the average temperature t of the equivalent plate still 

does not fully characterize the temperature field in 

this part of the cross section because the amplitude 

ol the temperature fluctuations of the surface can be 

somewhat higher. In order to determine the temperature 

of the surface in the average part of the cross section 

it is possible to use the known solution [t] for the 
propagation of heat waves in a plate when the tempera- 

ture of the environment performs harmonic fluctuations. 

With the help of a hydraulic integrator an 

exact solution was obtained for a chantre of the temper- 

ature field of a rotor blade of a turbine during 

fluctuations of the gas temperature. The cross section 

of the blade was divided into 35 units; the thermo- 

physical properties c, Y » and \ of ste^l were accepted 

according to a temperature of 4000C; the coefficient 

of heat transfer was accepted as a constant for the 

surface equal to 930 watts'iaeters" •degrees" . 
Figure 2 shows graphs of temperature fluctuations 

of the exhaust edge and center of a blade. These 

rrapbf were constructed according to the results of 

tne calculations. 

5«  - 
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Figure 2. Temperature fluctuations of a turbine 

blade for gas temperature fluctuations 

(solution on a hydraulic integrator), 

1 — gas temperature; 2 — temperature of the J 
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exhaust edf;e; 3 — temperature of the center of 

the blade; a, b, c — T (sec) — accordingly 

| 120, 30, 3. 

For s^all periods of fluctuations (T • 3 sec), 

the teraperature of the center part of the blade does 

not change while at the same time the amplitude of the 

temperature fluctuations of the edge ( ^ - 1.6 mm) 

comprises lü% of the amplitude of the fluctuations of 

t . As the period of the fluctuations increases, the 

relative amplitude 3 of the fluctuations of the tem- 

perature of the edge grows, reaching in a period T - 2 

minutes the value S - 0.90. In this there is also an 

increase in the temperature fluctuations in the thicker 

center part of the cross section (5- 0.2?). It should 

be noted that the surface temperature in this part of 

the cross section fluctuates with an amplitude of 

5 - 0.30, slightly exceeding the amplitude of the 

temperature fluctuations of the center. 
A comparison of the results of an accurate 

solution on a hydraulic integrator with the results 

of ah evaluation of the temperature fluctuations of a 

blade according to the approximate method, as described 

above, show that approximate calculations performed 

without considerinr the longitudinal flow of heat 

along the blade section permit a sufficiently correct 

evaluation of the temperature fluctuations of a blade, 

although they do give somewhat inflated vlaues for the  • 

temperature of the edge for gas temperature fluctuations. 

The considerable unevenness of the temperature in 

J 
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a cross section of a blade which occurs during gas   "1 

temperature fluctuations causes thermal stresses in the 

blades. The evaluation of the size and nature of these 
stresses is a matter of interest. Per this reason, 

using temperature fields obtained with the help of a 

hydraulic integrator, we calculated the thermal stresses 

in a rotor blade for gas temperature fluctuations of 
from 300 to 5000c with a period of T - 2 minutes. 

This case corresponds to actual fluctuations of t which 

occurred during idling of the turbine while adjusfing 

its operation. The calculation of the temperature 

stresses was conducted according to the relationships 
for unevenly heated rods ^. 4/. The normal radial 

stresses fft in a cross section of an unevenly heated 
blade are equal to: 

»,-£ 
l^tdF fatyäF J£(3,,df 

'+yJL. +xJL jw     p^ ""-J - rx^ */ 
Ex*dF 

) 

The thermal stresses, as is apparent from the 

-raph (Figure 5), chage according to the harmonic law 

periodically causing expansion or contraction. The * 

p-aximum value of these stresses and the displacement 

oi the phase are the sans for different points of the 

cross section. The maximum stress occurs at the 

exhaust edge where it reaches a value of az - +1140.105 

n*m 
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Figure 5. Temperature stresses ffj (n«m ) in 

a turbine blade (T « 120 sec). 

1, 2 — at the exhaust and Intake edges; 

3, 4 — on the convex and concave surfaces. 

The calculations which were made confirm the 

fact that because of gas temperature fluctuations in 

the process of operating a gas turbine unit it is 

Iossible to have considerable fluctuations in 

temperature and thermal stresses in the blades. These 

fluctuations of temperature and stresses can have a 

significant effect on the lonr^-term strength of the 

blade material and can lead to early breakdown /|/» 

Symbols 

t — temperature of the surrounding gas; t — 

l_average temperature of a plate; t — surface temperaturej 
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of a plate; f. — amplitude of the gas temperature 

fluctuations; T ~ time; T ~ period of a gas tempera- 

ture fluctuation; £ ~ coefficient of heat transfer; 

c -- thermal capacity of the blade material; A — coef- 

ficientof thermal conductivity-; h — half the thickness 

of a plate; E — module of elasticity; ß  ~ coefficient 

of linear expansion; x, y -- coordinates of points of 

a cross section relative to the main axes of the 

thermalelastic curvature of the blade; y   — specific 
gravity of the blade material. 

Summary 

Approximate methods are presented for solving 

a temperature field of a turbine blade with gas tempera- 

ture fluctuations. Simple relations for the temperature 

change of various parts of the blade are derived based 

on the fluctuation period, heat transfer conditions, 

physical properties of the metal, and blade sbapef 
Gas temperature fluctuations of high frequency 

are found to have actually no effect on the blade 

temperature field because of unstable operating condi- 

tions of the combustion chamber. Gas temperature 

fluctuations with transient operational processes of 

the turbine resulting from the action of the control 

system and characterized by lower frequency cause 

considerable temperature changes in the blade, especially 

of its thin edges. These changes may result in addition- 

al thermal stresses« . 
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THE STUDY 07 THE MECHANISM OF MOISTURE 
TRANSFER IS THE CRYdO OF COLLOIDAL 

CAPILLARY-POROUS BODIES 

N.V. Churayev 
Kallninskiy Peat Institute, 

Noscov 

The results are described of 
experiments in the study of the mechanism 
of moisture transfer and of the processes 
of structure formation of colloidal 
capillary-porous bodies of various 
dispersities. 

..* 

Methods which are based on the utilization of 

a radioactive indicator have been developed for the 

investigation of the hydrous properties and the 

moisture transfer mechanism in the drying of colloidal 

capillary-porous bodies /1-57. With the help of th^se 

methods a study has been conducted of processes of the 

isothermal dryin? of samples of peat and clays (balls 

of a size of 7-10 mm). The tests were conducted in 

a drying unit A/ using two repititions and passing 

air through the chamber at the rate of 1-3 liters/ 

minute and while maintaininp; a temperature of 20-250C. 

and a relative humidity of 10-30^. 

Figure 1 shows the graphs which were obtained from 

a series of test samples and which reflect the re- 

lationship of the drying spsed, sample volume, 

volumetric weight of the samples, coefficient ß©, 

and the. values of the integral criterion of phase 

transformation to the moisture content /V* Based 

on these graphs the values ^ • qj  have been calculated i 
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^    ~~a*A  ->f röTiovßl of the moisture wv^ieh indicate the speed Dl removßx ox 

tin. -Hioh is based on tne evaporation rou the 

.„rfac. or the saaple of water whioh reaohed there 

in t;he form of liquid. 

ptguri 1. Change of values of the integral 
0 criterion of the phase transformation 

£ (1), of the volume of the samples 

Y (cm5) (2) and their volumetric weight 

V (g.cm-5) (5), of the speed of drying 
-1' q ^.hour-1) (^) and its component qe, 

».hour"1) (5). and also coefficient 
(3 (6) in relation to the moisture content 

of samples « (g/g) which decreases during 

the course of the drying. 

a .-peat moss, R - 1%; * "- sedge peat. 

H - 30%, dispersed; c — humbrine. 
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r The main results obtained fron an analysis of the test data 

are shown in the following table. 

Table 

Results of the observation of the drying of 
samples of different soils 

1 

(«J 
XapairrepHCTHKa 

oGpaaua (1< 

* 

Pt. 

m 

M 

11 as 

(S) 
KpHTimecKMe 

3Ha'ieHiiJi MaJKr, 
HOCTH,   % (jb 

h h II 

TU 06l*M-$ 
HOA ycaAKH 

ßt 

KOJIHMCCTUO BO- 
Au. nepcHeceH- 

infl  WHAKOCTHUM 
MexaHH3MOM.  % 

Af0 

OharHOBbifi nepexuAiiufl 
Top*. Ä=l5u,i   W 

OcoKODuii Topit>, R" 
=30%    .  . Jf/. 

I lyuniueBo-aJMnioBhiH. 
top*. R=40% P% 

OcoKonufl Top*, R= 
B3ü% . nepepaßo- 
Tan I pa.i   . iOK 

MCAHVMTOp*, R = 
=25%,   nepepaöo- 
Tan 5 paa     . y*!i 

MeAHyw-Top*. /?= 
=25%.nenTM3Hppi, 
aaH NaOH . . .'tfl 

'Mi 
HecoK, 0,1—0,25 ää 
r^yxoaeuKiifi iaomn(fi 
FyMOpHH  . AffJ. . • 

60 

115 

125 

100 

105 

95 

1100 
630 

5 

12 

20 

20 

25 

40 

0 
H 

430   H 

176 

82 

65 

97 

83 

85 

6.8 
18 
20 

180 

190 

170 

160 

155 

130 

22 
35 

45 

90 

40 

50 

10 

30 

75 

35 

70 

45 

45 

0,6 
5 

13 

30 

70 

30 

75 

45 

50 

0 
2 

14 

0.047 

0.130 

0.183 

0.313 

0.56 

1,22 

0 
0.59 

1.78 

1,17 

0,84 

0.61 

1.40 

2.2 

Keys: 

1. Sample number 

2. Description of sample 

3. Content of dry matter (in milligrams) 

I k. Content of particles smaller than 1 micron, i 
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35 

31 

29 

18 

4 

H 

100 
14 
38 

M 

44 

37 

45 

32 

16 

H 

100 
52 
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data* 

n 
$. Speed of drying, %/hour 
6. Critical values of moisture content, % 

^ *N - 100 ' physico-chemical 
8. Coefficients of volumetric shrinkage 
9. Quantity of water transferred by the liquid 

mechanism, % 
10. Sphagnous transitional peat, R ■ 1% 
11. Sedge peat, R ■ 30% 
12. Sriophorous-sphagnous peat, R ■ 40% 
13. Sedge peat, R • 30% processed once 
14. Medium peat, R - 25%, processed five times 
13» Medium peat, R > 23%, peptized with NaOH 
16. Sand, 0.1-0.25 mm 
17* Glukhovetskiy Kaolin 
18. Humbrine 
Note: H indicates the lack of experimental 

The results of the tests make it possible to 
draw the following conclusions with respect to the 
roechanispi of the processes which occur in drying 
test samples of colloidal capillary-porous bodies. 
In natural peat of low dispersity (No 1 and 2 in tht 
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table), in connection with the hif& strength of the    ' 

structural elements from larfje plant fibers, the 

shrinkage is not large (jS - 0.05-0.13) and its rate 

in accordance with known theories /fe/, does not change 

throughout the entire course of the drying (Figure la). 

The low values of coefficient p6 indicate an intensive 

entry of air into the samples which leads to a contin- 

uous decrease in their volumetric weight. The retreat 

of the evaporation front leads to a lowering of the 

values of e. from the very beginning of the drying. 

For this reason, as can be seen from the table, the 

role of the fluid mechanism for samples No 1 and 2 

in a period with a constant drying speed is very 

important. Up to 30-35% of all the moisture is drawn 

to the surface of the sample in the form of liquid. 

This, in all probability, is facilitated by the plant 

residue which creates a capillary net which more or 
less drains the sample. 

As the degree of dispersion of the peat increases 
as a result of its decomposition (sample -No 3), 

mechanical processing (samples No 4 and 5), or 

spontaneous dispersion (sample No 5), there is a 

change in the Tiechanism of the processes of moisture 

transfer and structure formation during drying. 

The decrease in the size of the pores ft]  leads to an 
increase in the strength of the capillary contraction 

$J and the breakdown of the plant residue does not 
prevent further deformation of the samples. As a 

result of this the coefficients of volumetric shrink- 

age in highly dispersed peat increase to (S - 0.2-0,6, 

Us had been noted earlier by /y. similar relationships j 
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occur also in nlneral soils; as their degree of 
dispersion and hydrophilicity increase, the shrinkage 

processes develop ever uore effectively, as is 

apparent from a comparison of the coefficients of ß 
in the table. The transition to a liquid transfer 

roachanism occurs in highly dispersed samples of peat 

at low levels of moisture content. As can be seen 

from the table, the portion of the moisture which is 

transferred by the liquid mechanism becomes lower as 

the dispersion of the peat grows. Thus in the case 

of drying dispersed peat, the transfer of moisture in 

the form of vapor acquires basic importance. 

An element which was common for all tested 

samples except sand was the gradual increase in the 

role of the liquid mechanism of transfer in the course 

of ibe drying, as is apparent from an analysis of the 

«traphs of £j and <^j . This may be connected with a 

decrease in the size of the air-conducting pores as 

a result of shrinkage and also with an increase in the 

moisture gradient in the sector between the retreating 

evaporation front and the surface of the sample. It 

should be noted that these conclusions do not coincide 

with the results obtained earlier in the study of 

thermal moisture conductivity /3, lOj,   There, as is 
known, the role of moisture transfer in the form of 

vapor, on the contrary, increased as the moisture 

content of the peat decreased. These differences 

are connected, however, only with structural character- 

istics of the test samples and with the conditions 

under which the tests were conducted. The tests on 

| thermal moisture conductivity were conducted with heat j 
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r 
and roisture insulated scnples of pulverized peat of 

various moisture contents and, in these tests, the 

structure of the samples was formed spontaneously 

during the course of the drying. Therefore, if, for 

example, in the first case the dry peat was a large- 

pored powder, then in the drying tests the peat in 

the dried state would have a fine-pored "stone" struc- 

ture. The change in the initial structure of the 

samples, which has a significant influence on the 

moisture transfer mechanism, can be used to control 
these processes. 

As is apparent from the graphs in Figure lb 

and c and from the table, the coefficient of volumetric 

shrinkage ß  does not remain constant in highly dispersed 
samples. For a moisture content Wj, which is close to 

the content Wpc of physico-chemical bond water, the 

rate of shrinkage changes and the values of fi  increase 
to 0.6-2.2. The intensification of the shrinkage 

when W< W,» is connected, in all probability, with the 

manifestation of the forces of molecular interaction 

which progress according to the measure of the amount 

of water removed and of the drawing together of the 

particles /llj,   jn this case there is a squeezing 
out of the air from the pores by the spontaneously 

deforming sample, which follows from an analysis of 

the values of coefficient (3, which increase toward the 

end of the drying. This leads in turn to a notice-, 

able increase in the values of the volumetric weight 
of the samples. 

The interaction between the particles ends 

Ufith the formation of strong condensation and 

i 
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crystallization structures, after which the shrinkage 

of t;he material stops. In dispersed peat the end of 

the shrinkage was observed when W - 15-23% loss than 

'JV , which has also been confirmed by the results of 

other research /l2, 13/. Let us note that the 

svstem of drying the samples has a vital effect on the 

course of th9 structure-forming processes. Thus, 

for example, in tests with clays (under conditions of 

ßc "1) the shrinkage ceased upon reaching a moisture 

content which corresponded to the maximum hygroscopi- 

city ^14, 15/. In our tests, whenß^ 1 at the 

berdnniniT of the drying (see Figure 1), the shrinkage 

of the samples of clays ended at lower values of 

moisture content. Similar conclusions also follow 

from works /!€*/ and /I?/. 

It is characteristic that in the case when the 

drawing together of particles by capillary forces 

which is required for a manifestation of the forces 

of rndecular interaction is not achieved (as occurred, 

for example, in roughly dispersed sphagnous peat 

and kaolin), the breaking points on the shrinkage 

graphs will be lacking entirely.. It should be noted 

that breaking points for Wp on the shrinkage graphs 

had not been detected previously. This is explained 

by the fact that the research was conducted, as a rule, 

on samples of considerable size. The formation of a 

crust on the surface of such samples limited the 

development of shrinkage, and a considerable difference 

between the moisture content of the surface and of 

the heart of the sample masked the influence of its 

hydrous properties and structure. 1 
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Let us now examine the sequence of the removal 

of various categories of moisture (in accordance with 

the classification of P.A. Rehinaer /6$ 1Q/) when 

drying samples. Figure 2 shows the results of determin- 

ing the content of different categories of connected 

writer in sedge peat of different moisture contents. 

The measurements were performed hy the radioactive 

indicator method [ij for peat samples, the moisture 
content of which was changed hy drying within the 

range of from 710 to 10%. On the graph the values of 

the moisture content of the peat at which the 

nrnsurenents of the total amount of solvent water in 

the p?at Ws - Winternal+ Wimraobilized+ Wphysico-chemical 
are placed alonf: the horizontal axis. 
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Figure 2. Content of free (a), capillary (b), 

immobilized plus intracellular (c), and 

physico-chemically connected (d) water in 

sedf^e peat (R • 50%) for different moieture 
J 
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contents W (?/s)« 
1 — values of complete moisture capacity 

Wc (%); 
2 — quantity of solvent water Wi (%). 

The measured values of W# and the values of the 

complete moisture capacity of this peat Wt as taken 

from works /l*^/ are given along the vertical axis. 

The horizontal broken line indicates the content of 

physico-chemically connected water which is constantly 

in moist peat and which is lOjh  for the given sample. 
Using this graph it is possible to follow thtchange 

in content of various categories of water in the 

process of renoving water from the peat. 

For high moisture content of the peat which is 

greater than its full moisture capacity W > Wc , for 

example, when W ■ 950%, the tested peat, 
as is apparent from the graph, contains free water 
wfree " 50^ caPillar^ v'ater wcap ' 550^ ^e8 Note^» 
intracellular and immobilized water Wcom » Wintracell+ 

WJ  v ■ 280%, and physico-chemically connected water 
imnob 

W  ■ 70%. The drying of peat leads at first tö a 
po - 
loss of free water and then, when W < We , to the 

removal of the weakly connected water of the large 

pores. The role of the shrinkage of the material is 

still not noticeable at this stage of drying. The 

capillary forces are not sufficiently strong in order 

for the deformation of the framework of the material 

to occur. This is concirmed in particular by works 

fij and /!$/♦ where it was shown by direct measure- 
Lments that the forces of capillary contraction and the J 
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rshrinkage of the sample do not occur in the initial 

stage of drying. 
/foot*/: As is known, the category of capillary 

water is not determined by the indicator method and 

therefore does not enter into the measured values 

of Ws. 
In the case of further lowering of the moisture 

content, when the capillary pressure forces grow, 

it becomes possible to squeeze out the intracellular 

and immobilized water. This also is facilitated by 

the shift of the dispersion and ion equilibrium in the 

direction of the compact coagulation which occurs 

with a lowerinp; of the moisture content of the system. 

In this case the intracellular and immobilized water 

become capillary water and are evaporated during the 

drying. The same water removal process as a result 

of a decrease in the combined water content for un- 

changed values of the capillary water content is 

observed during the mechanical pressing, of water 

out of the peat /5» 7/. When the water content of 

sedge peat is lowered to approximately 400%, there is 

also a noticeable decrease in its absoritive ability 

/l^/ and complete moisture capacity (see Figure 2) 

which can be explained in part by the irreversible 

changes which occur during the dehydration of gels and 

plant residue. 
Figure 3 shows the results of one of the tests 

of drying samples with the radioactive marking of 

only the intracellular water; these results confirm 

our position. A fraction of 0.25-1.0 mm of lowland 

sedge peat which had been washed on sieves and which  ) 
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r ' "1 1 consisted of mainly plant residue was placed in a 

flask and covered with a concentrated solution of a 

radioactive indicator (Na2S04 with S
55). After three 

days the batch was washed on a filter with a 4% 

solution of non-radioactive Na^SO^ until the indicator 

wee completely gone from the free water. Little halls 

were formed from the sample whj.ch had thus been pre- 

pared and their drying was observed. AF a result of 

such preparation the samples were marked with only 

intracellular water into which only a small quantity 

of radioactive marking was diffused during the three 

days. BecHUBe the capillary water of the peat 

contained the non-active salt in higher concentration, 

the reverse diffusion of the indicator from the intra- 

cellular water into the free water was artificially 

hampered. As can be seen from Figure 3, The radio- 

active marking appeared on the surface of the sample 

with a large delay, only after more than half of the 

water which had been contained in the peat was 

separated from it. Because this sample contained 

basically only capillary and intracellular water, the 

results of the test clearly indicate that at first 

pure water which filled the large capillary passages 

was removed and only later was the marked 

intracellular water removed. 
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Figure 3. Rasults of observations of the 

drying of a roughly dispersed fraction of 

sedge peat with radioactive marking of the 
intracellular water. 

1 — moisture content of the sample w (g/g)« 

2 — speed of drying q; 3 — specific activity 

of the surface of the sample N' (impulses/min"1). 

After the removal of the weakly connected 

intracellular and immobilized water, the dehydration 

of the microcapillaries begins. As can be seen from 

Figure 2, when the moisture content is close to 

200-250%, practically no weakly connected water remains 

in the peat beinp; tested. The beginning of the 

removal of water with higher connecting energy, which 

corresponds to the first critical moisture content, 

leads to a change in the drying speed. As can be     ■ 
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I seen from Figure 1, for this moisture content there   ' 

is also a change in the mechanism for transferring 

moisture; the transfer of moisture primarily in the 

form of vapor gives way to liquid transfer which 

occurs along a system of micropores« The ß, coefficients 

in this increase, which is evidence that air is being 

squeezed out of the pores as a result of shrinkage 

and of the elimination of the internal evaporation 

front. The capillary contraction forces, as was shown 

in /^/» reach a maximum value for W^,. 

The removal of microcapillary water ends when 

the moisture content of the peat is close to the con- 

tent of W . At this moisture content the drying 

mechanism again changes. The removal of the physico- 

chemically connected water begins, as evidenced by the 

fact that in all cases there was a coincidence of the 

second critical point on the drying curves, W^ witJl 

WN « 100 * WDC ^8e9 table)• The removal o£ the mos* 
strongly connected water is accompanied by irreversible 

changes (hydrophobization) of the colloid fraction of 

peat /20/. The agreement of the second critical point 

with the WÄÄ content has been shown in a series of pc _ 
works for other dispersed materials /b, 21, 2%/, 

The results of the research indicate that in 

accordance with the views of P.A. Rebinder fiSj the 
removal of different categories of water during 

drying occurs in a strictly set sequence depending on 

the energy of its connection with the solid phase« 

The data which we have obtained confirms the results 

of the research of M.F. Kazanskiy /22/ and L.A. 

I Lepilkina and P.M. Polonskaya /24/ which were obtained | 
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Fby other methods of analysis. The specifics of the    I 

hydrous properties and structure of the samples of 

peat under study which contain intracellular and 

immobilized water leads, as was shown above, to some 

differences in the nature of the transfer of moisture 

and shrinkage which have been studied in the work. 
It should be noted that the conclusions which 

we have made on the mechanism of moisture transfer 

apply only to the case of isothermal drying under the 

established conditions of the test regime. They cannot 

however be applied to other methods and systems of 
drying. However, such investigations can^^conducted 

in each particular case with the help of methods of 

research which have been developed. The employment of 

these methods makes it possible to analyze phenomena 

which take place in the drying of materials which 

can be used in developing optimum systems for 

technological processes. 

Symbols 

q — speed of drying; T — volumetric weight; 

P, ~ coefficient; £j — integral criterion of phase 

transformation; Pd ~ content of dry matter in the 

test samples; q0 — speed of drying (in a period of 

constant speed); Wkl, Wk2 — moisture content 

corresponding to the first and second critical points 

on graphs of the speed of drying; Wfl — moisture 

content at which a change in the coefficient of 

volumetric shrinkage was observed; WN.100 — moisture 

content corresponding to the end of the removal of 

the radioactive indicator to the surface of the      i 
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Fsainple; 0, , J5t — coefficients of volumetric shrinkage I 

in the initial period and at the end of the drying; 

M , M — quantity of moisture transferred to the 

surface of a sample by the liquid mechanism during a 

period of constant drying and during the entire period 

of drying, expressed as a percentage of the total 

quantity (solvent indicator) of water; Wintracellf 
#,  . ~ accordingly, the content of intracellular 
iraniOD 
and immobilized water. 

Summary 

The mechanism of moisture transfer and the 

process of structure formation in the drying of 

colloidal capillary-porous bodies of various 

dispersities (peat, clay) are studied using previously 

developed methods. 
. In the drying process the liquid mechanism 

becomes more important at the first critical point on 

the plot of the drying rate. The second critical point 

corresponds to the beginning of the removal of the 

physico-chemical bond water. A change in the. shrinkage 

rate in highly dispersed samples is observed at low 

values of moisture content. This phenomenon results 

from the action of molecular forces. It is shown that 

the sequence of removal of various kinds of moisture 

fpom the material being dried depends on the bond 

energy of the solid phase. 
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THE raPLOElfCB OP THE MHIERALOOICAL C0MP08ITIOH OP 
AROILLACEOÜS SOUS ON THEIR PROPERTIES 

N.Ya. Kharkhuta and YU.M. Vaall'ytr 
Branch of the All-ühlon Scientific Re- 
search Institute for Roads and Highways, 

Leningrad 

Experimental data is cited which 
indicates the influence of the mineralo- 
gical composition of argillaceous 
fractions of soils on their physico- 
mechanical properties and stability under 
the action of water and frost. 

The influence of the mineralogical composition 

of argillaceous soils on their structural properties 

has been revealed through appropriate tests of soil 

mixtures which had been selected so as to have a pre- 

dominance of minerals of different groups in their 

argillaceous fraction. Soil mixtures were prepared 

from pulverized soil, sand, and different clays. 

Concrete clay (ascanite from a deposit near Makharadze) 

served as a component for obtaining soil mixtures of 

which the argillaceous fraction consisted mainly of 

inontmorillonite. Cambrian clay (Leningrad) was used 

to obtain soil mixtures in which minerals of the 

hydrated mica group predominated in the argillaceous 

fraction; kaolinite soil mixtures were prepared from 

clays of the Glukhovskoye and Latnenskoye deposits. 

The components were selected in such a way so 

as to obtain soil mixtures which in one case would have 

the sarre granulometric composition of the mixtures 

and in the other case would have the same specific 

. surface. In preparing mixtures of the same granule- 
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' metric composition, the argillaceous part was selected 

accordinp; to the total content of particles smaller 

than 0.002 mm. 
If we consider that in the case of the pre- 

dominance of minerals of the montmorillonite group 

the argillaceous fraction consists mainly of particles 

of considerably smaller sizes than in other soils, 

then the selected mixtures can only arbitrarily be 

indicated as having a certain granulometric composition« 

Nevertheless, in evaluating soils for engineering« 

construction purposes where there is also not a division 

of the argillaceous fraction, all these mixtures will 

be considered as being soils which have the same 

granulometric composition. 

The specific surface was found by calculating 

tbe moisture equivalent for the flattening 

/raskatyvaniy^/ limit so that according to the measure- 

ments of Deryagin and Karasev /\7» *&• thickness of 

the film of the bond water would be 0.15-0.20 microns. 

In this, according to Grim /^/, the assumption was made 

that the thickness of the film of bond yater was 

independent of the mineralogical composition of the 

soil. The determination of the specific surface was 

also performed using the measurements of Avgustinik 

and Dzhansis /V. 

For each of the soils which were prepared in 

this way, the fluidity /tekuchest',/ point, plasticity 

point, and ultimate strength were determined. An 

evaluation of the degree of compaction was performed 

based on the results of the "standard compacting" 

I which has found wide employment in road, airfield, and J, 
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n other types of construction« In this the optimum 

moisture content <o« and the maximum standard density 

5 „ were determined. The soils were also tested for max 
creep /polzuchest',/, which made it possible to compare 

their decree of resistance to external loads and to 

learn the nature of the deformation change with respect 

to time. The tests for strength and creep were conducted 

during the deformation of soil by a round stamp. 

The form with the soil had a diameter of 100 mm and was 

12? mm high; with a diameter for the stamp of 30 mm 

this minimized the effect of the bottom and sides of 

the form. Execution was accomplished with a lever 

press with a water load. In the test for creep the 

stamp was loaded through the lever press with an 

instantaneous unstressed load which was maintained 

over the course of 30 minutes. The size of the load 

was selected so that the stress on the surface of the 

soil would be one half the ultimate strength of the 

soil. By an ultimate strength o* we mean a stress on 

the surface at the point of contact of the stamp and 

the soil at which it begins to break down. The ulti- 

mate strenghts are determined according to the curves 

of the relationship of reversible deformation to \the 

stress for soils with optimum moisture content which 

are compacted to the maximum standard density (SJ• 
The soils were also tested for creep under the same 

conditions. 
A determination was also made of the effect 

of the mineralogical composition of the soils on the 

frequencies corresponding to their maximum tixotropic 

I lowering of strength /this work was conducted with the J 
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i participation of V.M. lyevlev, M.I. Kapustin, and 

Yu.N. Starodumov/. For this purpose an "Askaniya" 

vibration stand was used which made it possible to 

obtain different vibration regimes with frequencies 

of up to 600 cycles. Here the soils were placed in a 

cylindrical form which was 100 mm in diameter and 

12? mm high and which was securely attached to the 

vibration table of the stand. From the surface the 

pressure was conducted through a stamp 93 mm in diameter 

by the pull of rubber lines so as to obtain a stress 

of 0.2»lO'' n*m . The vibration regime was selected 

so that the acceleration which was developing during 

the oscillating movements was in all cases equal to 

8 g. At the same time separate identical samples of 

soil were subjected to vibrations of various frequen- 

cies which made it possible to find such values 

for them which met the maximum tixotropic lowering of 

the strength of the soils. The latter were established 

from a volumetric weight of soil which was obtained 

in a set time and which at these frequencies reached 

a maximum value and also visually from the abundant 

formation of moisture -and from the rapid and consider- - 

able deformation. 

In order to obtain a more complete description 

of the effect of the mineralogical composition on the 

construction properties of soils it was necessary to 

compare their tendency toward swelling and frost heave. 

The soil samples were prepared in ring forms with an 

internal diameter of 102 mm and a height of 82 mm /§/• 

The sides of the forms consisted of separate rings whioh 

Lgrovided for free increase of the soil volume during  ■ J 
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r. swellin* and frost heave. The lower part of the forms 

consisted of a vater chamber connected with pipes 

which provided for continuous feeding of water which 

could come either without pressure or with some small 

pressure which in these cases was taken as being equal 

to the height of the sample. 
In testing for swelling, soils with a moisture 

content of 0.8 <*)» (^ is the flattening limit) were 
formed to densities at which the volume of the pores 

containing air was 5% of the total volume of the 

samples. The water saturation was conducted under 

pressure. The freezing of the samples was conducted 

in a cooling chamber at a temperature of -50C which was 

automatically maintained with an accuracy of +1 • 

The forms which were placed in the cooling chamber 

were insulated with slag cotton so as to provide for 

freezing the soil only from above. This freezing 

proceeded at a speed of 1.5-2 cm/day. Water was supplied 

to the lower parts of the samples without pressure. 

All tests were repeated no less than five times. 

Departures from the average did not exceed 10-15%; 

therefore, the accuracy of the determinations can be 

considered as being satisfactory. 
The results of the work are presented in the 

table below; the graph in Figure 1 gives the relation- 

ship of the flattening level to the content of argil- 

laceous particles of different mineralogical composition 

in the soil mixtures. The creep curves are given in 

Figure 2. No noticeable effect of the mineralogical 

composition on the frequencies of maximum tixotropic 

I lowering of strength was detected. Under these con-   [ 
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ditlons they were in the range from 150 to 200 cyclei. 

Table 

Results of testing soil mixtures of different 

mineralogical composition 

rpymi v\) 

(0) 
CoAepwaiiHe a % typamm 

pauHMHux pasMcpoe (MM) 

■ 

o 

o 7 
o 
o 

I 

Peay^bTatu 
cruuiapTHoro 

yiuioTHeiiHii 

n Hh,. 

I. ÜAiiHiKOBoro rpaHyflo- 
nerpHWCKoro cocnsaj^ 
DUpOCAMAHCTUft ii • — 6 12 14 45 23 21 1 / 10 1,77 
MOHTMOpHAAOHHTOBU^ JJ" 1 3 15 13 45 23 5221 32b 1.53 
KaMHHHTOBfalA  (Ha Ail- 
HCHCKCft MHHe)   l]A< 1 8 10 14 44 23 281 310 1.72 
MKMHHNTOBUA (m My- 
XOBCKOA MHHC) iff) 4 14 11 48 n 271 MO 1.71 

II. C OAHKaKOBoA yACflb- 
HOA noBepxiwcTb» ijt 
rMApocmoAHCTufl ^ mm I 13 14 49 23 22l B1U 1.77 
MOHTMOpWUIOHNTOBUA ^ 1 2 17 14 52 14 4212 220 1.55 
WKMIHHHTOBUA  (HI     ,.- 

MTHCHCKOA MMHeyjfo I 2 12 14 49 22 301 812 1.70 
KKUHHIITOUlA (ua 

rayxoMNoA MHHe)(ff — 1 14 11 49 25 281 810 1.69 

17.9 
26.0 

18.2 

18.4 

17.2 
26.0 

18.3 

19.0 

KT 

m 

5.9 
16.6 

6. 

5.7 

6.4 

020 

2.0 
5. 

5-6 
94-5 

.4 

19.8 

5-6 

5-6 

12.9 5.4 

6.4 

6 

15.( 

1.95-6 
4-5 

05-6 

5-6 

Keys! 

L. 

1. Soils 
2. Content in % of fractions 

of different sizes (mm) 
5.    Less than 0.002 

4. Fluidity 

limit, % 

3* Flattening 
limit, %      J 
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6. Plasticity number 

6. Maximum density, 

grams/cnr 

10. Swelling 

12« Ultimate strength, 

10"5(n»m"2) 

14. Hydrated mica 

16. Kaolinite (Latnenskaya 

clay) 

18. Same specific surface 

7«   Results of 
standard compaction 

9«    Optimum moisture 
content, % 

11. Frost heave, % 
13» The same granule- 

metric composition 
13» Montmorillonite 
17. Kaolinite (Glukhov- 

skaya clay) 

15 20 N \ 

Figure I.   Relationship at the flattening limit  Up if) 

to the quantity of argillaceous particles N(£). 

1 — Kaolinite soils;   2 — hydrated mica soils; 

3 — montmorillonite soils. 
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Q5  /    2   3     5        10   ß 20   t 

Figure 2. Relationship of the deforüiation in 

the process of creep A (mm) to the time 
t (min). 

1, 2, and 3 — See Figure 1, 

Prom the table it is apparent that the fluidity 
and flattening limits of hydrated mica and kaolinite 

soils are close to each other, but for montmorillonite 
soil they are considerably higher, especially when 

soils are compared which have the same granulometric 

composition but not the same specific surface. The 

somewhat specific position of the montmorillonite  • 

soil can be explained by the mobility of its crytalline 

[Jatticework which leads to an increase in the specific J 

v 1 
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surface and consequently in the content of bond water. 

Therefore the maximum standard density of this »oil 

was considerably lower and the optimum moisture content 

higher than in hydrated mica and kaolinite soils where 

these parameters were close to each other. A large 

amount of mechanical work was always expended in order 

to remove the water; therefore, in order to obtain 

the same density, raontmorillonite soils require the 

expenditure of considerably more mechanical work than 

is the case with hydrated mica and kaolinite soils. 

The ultimate strengths of the hydrated mica and 
kaolinite soils were the same but were 15-20% lower 

for the montraorillonite soils. This difference can 

be considered insignificant and can be ascribed to the 

lower absolute density of the montmorillonite soil. 

From Figure 2 it is apparent that the development 
of deformation in the process of creep in all three 

soils is qualitatively the same; in semilogarithmic 

coordinates this process can be reflected by a straight 

line. At the sa-e time it should be noted that for 

the sa.Tie relative state of the soils and the same 

relative load the deformation of hydrated mica soils 

is considerably less. The montmorillonite soils were 

the most pliable with respect to an incident load. 

The kaolinite soils occupy an intermediate position; 

however, in their deformative properties they are 

closer to the montmorillonite soils than to the hydrated 

mica soils. The data which has been obtained makes it 

possible to conclude that the influence of the min- 

eralogical composition of the argillaceous fraction of 

Lsoils on the nature of deformation, its magnitude,   J. 
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and also on the ultimate strength and compactness Is  I 

limited to a change In the quantitative Indices and 

therefore can always be taken into account through 

simple tests. Such tests Include those for standard 

compaction and determination of the deformation 

module and ultimate strengths of soils. 
It is apparent from the table that if the swell- 

ing of hydrated mica and kaolinite soils is practically 

the same, the swelling of montmorillonite soils is 

much higher; this can be ascribed completely to the 

properties of the mobile crystalline latticework of 

these minerals. Apparently the tests for swelling can 

serve as an indirect method of detecting minerals of the 

montmorillonite group in soils. 

The mineraloglcal composition of the argillaceous 

fraction has a significant effect on the extent of 

frost heave, as has already been noted earlier /fe, 7/» 

The kaolinite soils have low frost resistance. The 

frost heave of these soils was three times as great 

as for montmorillonite soils and 8-10 times as 

f?;reat as for hydrated mica soils. The hydrated mica 

soils have the greatest frost resistance; the 

montmorillonite soils occupy an intermediate position 

but are closer to the hydrated mica soils. 

The great tendency of kaolinite soils toward 

frost heave in a number of cases makes them un- 

acceptable for use in building foundations under such 

engineering installations as road and airfield surfaces, 

the upper portion of a railroad bed, etc. Even the 

presence of relatively small amounts of minerals of the 

kaolinite group in the argillaceous fraction of soils | 
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can lower their resistance to frost actions, as is 

apparent fron the test data, shown in Figure 3 /V» 

Prom the table and Figure 3, for example, it is apparent 

that if the argillaceous fraction of cohesive soil 

consists of 20-25% kaolinite, its frost heave will be 

1)4-2 times higher than when the soil fraction consists 

only of minerals of the hydrated mica group. 

I 

m 

w 

i.0 

y 
^ 
/ 

,,«  

A ^ 

/ ' 

0          2 0          41 0 6 0         60           C 

Figure 3. Relationship of frost heave h (%) 

of polymineral soil to the content of 

minerals of the kaolinite group in its 

argillaceous fraction c (%). 

Thus the influence of the mineralogical content 

of soils on their water and frost resistance is very 

considerable and absolutely must be taken into account. 

Summary 

Experimental data is presented which shows the 

effect of the mineral composition of the argillaceous 

fraction of soils on their mechanical properties. 
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I It is concluded that this effect on the ultimate     • 

strength of the soil, on its compositions, as well as 

on the change mechanism and on deformation may be 

found easily by simple tests. The effect of the 

mineral composition is considerable with respect to 

the action of water or frost. Montmorillonite soils 

show the maximum swelling while kaolinites display the 

maximum frost heave. 
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THE BREAKDOWN OF HEATED METALS ARD ALLOYS 
1H AN AIR STREAM AT SUPERSONIC VELOCITIES 

L.Ya. Nesgovorov and V.l. Proivirln, 
Institute of Engineers of the Civil 
Air Fleet USSR,   Riga 

The hish temperature oxidation of 
metals and alloys in an air stream at 
high speeds which is accompanied by the 
corrosive-erosive breakdown and combus- 
tion of the material of a sample is 
investigated.    The relationship of the 

.average speed of the corrosive-erosive 
breakdown of aetals and alloys to a 
series of active factors is established.   - 

The high temperature oxidation of metals and 
alloys in a gaseous stream has been studied by a 
number of researchers A-77 and has been conducted 
in heated furnaces through which various gas mixtures 
have been circulated at speeds not in excess of 

10 m»sec' . 
In order to conduct such research in an air 

stream at high velocities a special unit was designed 

which consisted of a cylinder-type aerodynamic tube 

and a heating device (Figure 1). The methods for 

conducting the experiment were also worked out. 

-1 
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Figure 1. General diagram of the unit. 
1 ~ compressor part with operating cylinder; 

2 — forechamber with operating nozzle; 3 — 

elements of the electroheating system; 4 — oper- 

ating part of the aerodynamic tube; 5 - sample; 

6 — computer element. 

Air was forced into the operating cylinders 

under a pressure of 5.9'106.n.m-2 with the help of a 

four step compressor which had devices for cooling the 

air between the steps and at the exhaust. In the 

I operating cylinders the compressed air was cooled to J 
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r I the temperature of the surrounding atmosphere which was 

taken as 2880K. The condensed moisture was removed 

from the compressed air when it passed through the 

water-separating columns of the compressor and with the 

help of the drain taps of the operating cylinders. 

Thus the main mass of the moisture was removed from 

the air in the operating cylinders and on the way to 
them. 

During the outflow of the compressed air from 

the cylinders into the forechamber its temperature 

is lowered, which causes a lowering of the deceleration 

temperature. Thus, for example, in the investigation 

when the flow speed changed from M ■ 1.3 to M » 3.0, 
the deceleration temperature was determined according 

to the teraperature in the forechamber which was measured 

during the course of the experiment. Inasmuch as the 

departure of the deceleration temperature from the 

temperature of the surrounding atmosphere was insigni- 

ficant and the moisture content from this was increased 

very little, the air in the pipe was sufficiently 

dry. The approximate value of the absolute moisture 

content was 9.81•10"* n»m . 

The test sample which had a special, form 

(Figure 1) was heated by the passage of an electric 

current. The measurement of the teraperature of the 

sample was conducted by an optic method with an accuracy 

of + 10° in the range of temperatures under investigation 

(1073-12730K). The speed of the air movement was 

O'i.U'Z  3, The time of action of the air flow was 

changed from 10 to 120 seconds. The angle of incline 

| of the sample with respect to the direction of the wind i 
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1 flow speed (angle of attack of the substance) was equal 

to 0- n"/3 radians. 
The order of conduct of the experiment was as 

follows. Before the start of the experiment the control- 

rsfulatinn; apparatus was set in the position for the 

operatinn; regime: T » const, M - const, < - const, 

Ä t ■ const. 
An operating nozzle which was set for a certain 

M number was readied; the desired angle of attack of 

the sample was set. After setting the desired temper- 

ature in the optical pyrometer and the desired exposure 

on the time relay a signal was given at which there 

was a simultaneous change of the sample temperature 

and flow speed (M number) to the operating levels, 

which required 2 to 3 seconds. When the sample and 

pyrometer temperatures were equal, the "beginning of 

exposure" signal was given and the time relay was 

activated simltaneously. In the process of exposure 

special care was given to maintaining the constancy 

of the air flow speed and the sample temperature 

(fine repulstion of the temperature was accomplished 

through the use of a ballast rheostat). Each new 

rep-ime was operated with several control samples in 

order to establish an ampere-speed relationship 

(determination of the current strength required to 

maintain the equilibrium temperature of the sample for 

a certain air flow speed). This provided for rapid 

heating oi the sample to the assigned temperature. The 

air flow speed was uetermined by measuring the differ- 

ence between the full pressure in the forechamber and 

| the static pressure in the operating cross section     i 
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(the cross sectian in which the sample was located). 

The test samples were prepared from calibrated sheet 

material. The test material was Armco iron and complex 
alloys with iron and nickel bases. 

The determination of the total loss of weight 

of the sample was made by removing the scale which 

remaineu on it with a special reagent. The scale from 

the samples of Armco iron was removed with a reagent 

of the following composition: 10% HgSpt. + 1% formalin 

+ H2O; treatinp; time — 2,5 minutes; reagent tempera- 

ture — 308 to ?130K. In order to determine the 

.corrosive action of the reagent with respect to the 

pure metal (the determination of the protective action 

of the inhibitor — formalin), 50 non-oxidized samples 

were treated in the given reagent for 15 minutes, * 

The average loss of weight of the samples after treat- 

ment was 4,905'10"6 n, i.e., within the limits of 

accuracy of analytical scales. 

The removal of the oxide film from the sample 

alloys was performed with a reagent of the following 

composition: 20% HOI + 5% HNOj + 5% H^PO^ + H^O. 

The temperature of ths reagent for th9 iron alloy was 

3350K; for the nickel alloys it was 3530K; the treat- 

ment titiie was 3 minutes, in order to determine the 

loss of weight of the non-oxidized sample due to the 

etchinn; action of the reagent 50 samples of each alloy 

were treated at the indicated temperatures with a 

15 minute exposure. The loss of weight was 1.5% for 

the first alloy and 2% for two other alloys. The 

calculation of the corrosive-erosive breakdown applied 

I not to the whole sample but to an element of it con- 

1 
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sistinr of a disc 5 mm in diameter which had been cut 

"Pith a calibrated punch fror-i the center part of the 

sample after it had been subjected to a blowing action 

(PiRure 1), The initial weight of such a disc (equal, 

for example, to 915*10"6 n for the first alloy) was 

determined by a statistical method. 

For this, 100 discs were cut from those places 

on a calibrated sheet which occupied a similar position 

to that of the cutting of discs following the blowing 

of the sample. Then the weight of the cut discs was 

measured and a frequency curve was constructed from 

data. In this it turned out that the weight of 90% 

of th3 discs from the first alloy was in the range 

from 910* 10'6 to 918» 10"? n and only 10?6 had an average 

deviation of a m^nitude of +8» 10  n from the average 

statistical weight. Thus the initial weight of a disc 

was taken as being the average number from 90 measure- 

ments of different discs.      . 

A quantitative indicator of the breakdown 

process was.the loss of weight (ZÜP) which occurred 

in the formation of the scale. The tot^l result of 

the-decorcposition of the sample during the "operating 

regime, was determined from the average value of 3 to 6 

experimental points. 

In studying the heat resistance of Armco iron 

in an air stream at high velocities the following 

factors were investigated: air stream speed, sample 

temperature, time of exposure, and angle of attack of 

the sample. The results of some basic tests are shown 

in Figure 2, 
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a b 

Figure 2. The corrosive-erosive breakdown of 

Armco iron in an air stream, 

a — relationship of the average speed of 

breakdown Mp(n»l ••to ) to the speed of the 

oncoming air stream (to the M number), 

ä . - 0 radians; I, II — t ■ 10; 1073oK; 'at 
30 sec; b — relationship of the average speed 

of breakdown $ (n*m"2»8ec ) to the angle 

of attack of the sample a ^  (radians), 
M - 1.5; t - 10 sec; I, II — T - 11730K; 

10730K; 3, 4, 5 — number of averaged experiment- 

al points. 
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In order to explain the influence of the air 

stream speed on the speed of breakdown of iron the 

following char.cteristics were taken: current density 

(or average gravimetric expenditure per unit of area 

of the pipe) and the average flow of kinetic energy 

per unit of area of the pipe; these were determined 

by the appropriate means /V« 

The action of an air stream on heated metals 

and alloys is manifested in the corrosive-erosive 

breakdown of their surface layer. The extent of the 

corrosive (physico-chemical) action of a gas stream 

on a sample is characterized by the speed of scale 

formation which depends /lQ7 on the speed of bringing 

atoms from the media which border on the scale (from 

the ges or metal) to the dividing surfaces between 

these media and the scale and on the speed of diffusion 
through the scale. 

The speed of bringing oxygen atoms depends 

on the speed of movement of the gaseous medium (air) 

over the metal being oxidized. In an aerodynamic 

tube the parameter which describes the number of air 

particles (and consequently the number of atoms of 

oxygen) and their speed of movement is the gravimetric 

expenditure .of air per unit of area of the cross 

section of the tube. 

The erosive (mechanical) action of the air 

flow on the sample occurs under the action of the 

tangential stresses from the friction forces in the 

border layer, the action of which can be evaluated 

approximately from the change in kinetic energy of the 
air flow. 
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r In a subsonic flo^ reßime the influence of the 

air flow speed (M number) on the corrosive-erosive 

breakdown of Armco iron can be explained with the help 

of curves (Figure 3). Prom Figure 2a it is evident 

that in the interval from M - 0 to M - 8 the speed of 

the corrosive-erosive breakdown increases, which 

corresponds to the increase of Iw and Bkin in this 

interval 

Figure 3. Relationship of the average flow 

of kinetic energy through a unit of area 

of a pipe Bkin (doules-sec"
1-*" ) and the^ 

average density of the current Iw (kg-sec • 

m"2) to the speed of the air stream (M num- 

ber). 

The transition from subsonic to supersonic 

speeds has not been investigated due to the absence J 
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of a stationary flow regime, the presence of a sharp  ' 

increase in aerodynamic loads and vibrations which 

introduce distortions into the experiment, and the 

impossibility of exact measurement of the values of the 

parameters of the air flow. 

At supersonic speeds (M> 1) the nature of the 

flow changes due to the appearance of a compression 

liunp in front of the sample. 

In order to explain the effect of the flow 

•peed on the speed of corrosive-erosive breakdown 

it is necessary in this case to consider the change 

In the parameters of the air flow at the compression 

jump« In the supersonic regime of the flow up to the 

number life 1.8-2.0 (Figure 2a) there is a lowering 

of the average speed of the corrosive-erosive breakdown 

which corresponds to the lowering of the gravimetric 

expenditure when M > 1 (Figure 3) and to the lowering 

of the kinetic energy behind the Jump, Despite the 

increase in the total supply of kinetic energy in the 

rane;e of M*s under study, the portion of kinetic 

energy acting on the sample decreases because part of 

the kinetic energy is lost in the compression Jump« 

At a conslderabla increase in the speed of the flow 

(M > 2), the portion of kinetic energy acting on the 

sample will increase, which will cause a small increase 

in the speed of the corrosive-erosive,breakdown of the 

Arraco iron« 

An increase in the exposure time from 10 to 

30 seconds (Figure 2a) caused a lowering of the avtragt 

speed of breakdown throughout the entire range of II 

I nuiflbtrs which were being investigated« 
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This indicates that the scale on the Armco 

iron under the conditions of the experiment possesses 

protective proi^erties and that as a whole the process 

of the breakdown of the Armco iron at the selected 
temperatures has a corrosive character. 

The results of the investigation of the 

influence of the angle of attack on the corrosive- 

erosive breakdown showed that the air stream has the 

maximum destructive action on a sample of Armco iron 

of an angle of attack of approximately TT/e radians - 

both for subsonic (the experimental data is not given 

here) and supersonic velocities of the air stream 

(Figure 2b), Similar results were obtained in dusty 

Sag streams /ll, \2j at high subsonic speeds. Such 

investigations of an air stream are unknown. The 

maximum breakdown of thj sample at an angle of attack 

of TT/e radians can be explained with the help of 

Newton's inpact theory (considering the viscosity of 
the medium). 

The maximum speed of the corrosive-erosive 
breakdown at an angle of attack of  TT/e radians 

should be connected with the fuller utilization of the 

kinetic energy of the molecules of air upon impact with 

the surface of the sample. This condition is met for 

e certain ratio of normal and tangential components 

(with respect to the surface of the sample) of the 

quantity of movement of air molecules. 

The initial investigation of the influence of 

temperature on the heat resistance Of the first alloy 

was conducted in an immobile gas medium (Figure ^a). 
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"aS   on    w      T  o M      o x    to 

Figure 4. The kinetics of the corrosive- 

erosive breakdown of alloys with iron and 

nickel bases, 
a — relationship of the loss of weight of the 

samples of the first alloy ^(n/m2) to the 

temperature of the sample T (0K), M - 0; 

a t - 0 radians; I to V — t - 10; 30; 60; 

120; 36 seconds; b — relationship of the 

average speed of the corrosive-erosive break- 

down of an alloy $  (n-nf^sec"1) to the air 

stream speed (M number), X - 10 seconds; 

^  - 0 radians; I and II - T - 1373; W3 K; 

c -- comparative evaluation of the heat resistance 

of alloys with an iron base, nickel bases, and 
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of Armco iron, M ■ 0.8$ Oi 
8* 

0 radians; T 
I and II — T • 1275; 1473 K; d — Armco iron; 

et h — alloys with an iron base; f» g — alloys 

with a nickel base; 3, 4, 5 — number of 

averafred experimental points« 

For all tests of exposure the relationship 

of the loss of weight to the temperature had the 

same character. Up to a certain temperature area of 

13730K < T ^ 14230K oxidation proceeds slowly; at 

temperatures above the indicated area the heat resist«« 

ance decreases sharply and this is expressed in a 

sharp increase in the weight loss of the sample. 

The sharp decrease in the heat resistance of 

an alloy having an iron base at T ^ 13730K 

coincided with the appearance of an external, 

easily renovable (upon cooling) layer of oxide on the 

surface of the sample. This oxide (on a cooled sample) ' 

had a dull gray cast and possessed magnetic properties. 

The sharp drop in the heat resistance of the 

first alloy in the temperature range from 1373-14230K 

for the case of double-layered scaling on the alloy 

can be connected with a phenomenon which has already 

been observed in a series of works £i] — the 

vaporization of CrgO* at temperatures from 1373-W730. 

If the oxide enters into the composition of a more 

complex oxide (for example, of the type of the 

spinels NiO«Cr20,, PeO'CrgOj, etc.), then there is 

a preliminary breakdown of this complex oxide. 

From the outer layer of the scale of the alloy 

lj;he oxide CrpO* vaporizes with the preliminary breakdowaj 
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of oxides or the type of the spinels PeO'Cr^O, and   "' 
NiO«Cr203. 23«« 

The relationship of the speed of the corrosive, 
erosive breakdown of the first alloy to the air stream 

speed (Figure 4b) was investigated in the range of 

speeds 0 ^ M1 3 at the temperatures of 1373 and 

1W K. The exposure time was 10 seconds. An 

explanation of the course of the given of the given 

relationships at subsonic and supersonic speeds was 

accomplished with the help of averaged parameters 
of the air stream Iw and JSkin (pigure 3) 8imilarly u 

the explanation for Armco iron. The higher speeds 

of the breakdown of an alloy at the temperature 

1473 K in comparison with the temperature 13730K 

were based on the more intensive course of the second- 

ary reactions in the scaling of the alloy, which 

causes an intensification of the erosive breakdown of 
the scaling. 

... ^Heat re8i8tance .of the f^t alloy was compared 
with that of the second alloys and Armco iron at 

* - 0.8 and T - 1473° and 12730K respectively (4c). 

Pigure 4c shows the time relationships of the 

loss of weight in corrosive-erosive breakdown. The 
fading nature of these curves points to the pre- 

valence of the corrosive process in the.total process 

of breakdown and to the protective properties of the 
scale of the test materials. 

Iron at T - 12730K and at a flow speed of 

M - 0.8 in a period of 120 seconds lost approximately 

7.5 times more weight than the first alloy (curves 

.d and e). At T . 14730K in an immobile medium the     1 
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heat resistance of the first alloy differed little    ' 

from the heat resistance of the second alloys; where* 

as in an air flow at M - 0.8 and at the same tempera- 

ture the heat resistance of the first alloy was consider- 

ably lower than that of the nickel alloys (curves 

f, g, and e). In addition, the alloys with an iron 

base experienced combustion in high-velocity gas 
streams. 

In our experiment, for example, baring of the 

first alloy was observed at T « W-930K and an air 
stream speed of M3t 0.8. 

The possibility of the manifestation of such 
a process of burnintj is provided by the high iron 

content in the alloy. In an immobile gaseous 

medium a sample of the first alloy experienced complete 

breakdown as a result of melting at T - 16*30K. We 

had found earlier that the burning of iron in an air 

stream occurred at Mi. 0.8 and T w 1373°, which 

coincides with some calculations on the determination 

of tbs theoretical consumption of air (of the air stream 

speed) required in order to maintain a stable burning, 
process. 

Symbols 

T — sample temperature; M — coefficient for 
the speed of the stream; %  — exposure time; « t — 

angle of attack of the sample; Ap/s — relative loss 

of weight of the sample; Ap/st — average speed of 

the breakdown of the sample material; I — current 

density; Ekln — average flow of kinetic energy 

through a unit of area of the pipe, 

"A 
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r 'i. 
Summary 

T'he results of a study of heat resistance of 

metals and alloy» in an oxidizing medium at high 

velocity are presented. For the experiments a 

special unit was designed and appropriate methods 

were worked out. As a result of the investigation a 

relationship was established between the average 

velocity, the time of heating, the sample temperaturt, 

and the orientation of the sample to the air stream. 

Combustion of iron and iron-bearing alloys was also 

found in an air stream moving at a high velocity. 

The heat resistance of iron and of some heat resistant 

alloys in an air stream at a high velocity were 

compared. 
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THE EFFECT OF TRANSVERSE MASS FLOW ON THE 
RESISTANCE AND HEAT EJCOHANOB ASSOCIATED 

WXTH THE TURBULENT FLOW OF A COMPRESSED CMS 

P. N« Romannnko 
V. H. Kharöhenko, 

Tonnt EnglnMVlnc lattltut«, 
Moscow 

The results of experimental Investigation! 
are reported on the effects on heat exdxsnge 
and resistance of various gases to Injection 
through a porous dlaphragp Into a turbulent 
boundary layer en a horlsontal plane« 

One of the effective methods of protecting stream- 
line surfaces from the action of hlrii temperatures or 
kinetic energies is the injection of liquid or gas cool- 
ants into the flow through a porous diaphragm. For this» 
in order to design a porous cooler, it is necessary to 
have reliable methods of determining thezmal flow and 
frictional resistance on the streamline surfaces upon 
the admission of mass into the gaseous flow. The tur- 
bulent boundary layer offers the most practical Inter- 
est since it prevails in devices for vhlch porous cool- 
ling is necessary. However, even In those oases vhea no 
transverse mass flow exists, a laminar boundary layer is 
established and the injection of the coolant disrupts 
the stabilized flow and changes the laminar flow Into a 
turbulent floK. Consequently, the problem of heat •»* 
change and resistance between the substance and the gas, 
moving relative to each other, during porous cooling 
leads to the establishment of methods for determining 

, the coefficients of heat exchange and resistance in the . 
Lconditions of a turbulent boundary IftT**« '        -J 

♦ 
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n  Various approximation methods of en analytical »oluTI 
tion of the problem have been developed, based on diagraw» 
of the actual flow conditions and the introduction of a 
large number of slightly vaUd assuaptions, and also ad- 
ditional experimentS Sit« [H. 7, h.  Ifl. The results 
of experimental works on the effect on heat exchange and 
resistance of the injection of air into a turbulent boua*" 
ary layer on a horizontal plane have been published in a 
nunfcer of works £2, 6, 8-133. ^»7 **<>* «L?1!^ in" ^ 
creased consumption of injected air, the coefficients of 
heat exchange and resistance are diminished. However, 
the values of these coefficients, obtained by various 
author* at identical condition* differs considerably. 

A short summary of the works on porous cooling 
is given in D.?]« * , *.,     ,  , 

The results of investigations on friotlonal resis- 
tance and heat exchange upon injection of air, helium, 
carbon dioxide, and freon-12 into a turbulent boundary 
layer of heated air on a porous horizontal plate, are pre- 
sented in the present work. Experiments were conducted 
on an experimental section ^Pig. 1), representing a rec- 
tangular thermally-insulated duct which has a porous 
copper plate with a 50Ä. porosity in the bottom membrane 
measuring 300x60x8 mnuß^otej: The plate was made by the 
Chair of Physical Metallurgy, Qor'kovskiy Polytechnic 
Institute). Dimensions of the experimental section were 
420x150x60 mm. 

Injection of gases through the porous plate was 
accompolished by excess pressure produced in the tank 
under the plate. The injected air was supplied to the 
tank from the air compressor receiver and the other 
gases from a bottle through a pressure reducticn valvet ■ 
The static pressure drop on the plate was checked by 
a differential mercury manometer. The consuniptlon of 
injected gas was determined according to a previously 
constructed calibrated graph at certain temperatures 
and pressure differentials of the plate. At the given 
conditional the volumetric porosity was determined on a 
special weighing device according to the volume of dis- 
placed water from the measuring tank by the gas passing 
through the plate. Weighing of the porous plate was 
done before and after the experiment. 

The experimental section was part of the device 
described in L2j. . , , 

The following quantities were' measured during the 
experiment: air pressure and temperature at the heater . 

Loutlet (front of the jet); the dynamic pressure, and alsoi 
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Flgt 1 Diagram of the Experimental Section 

1. 
2. 

6. 
7. 

fltot micro-tube 
Statlo pressure check points 
Boundary layer suction 
Porous plate 
Plate thermocouples 
Injected-gas feed line 
Side expendible aesftvencs 
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! the temperature of the air flow at 8 points along the   | 
length of the plate; the static pressure at 10 points; the 
temperature at five points on the Inside surface and at 
five points on the outside surface of the plate; and the 
ten^erature of the Injected gas In front of the plate. 

The dynamic pressures in the boundary layer and in 
the streamline of tne checic points were measured with 
pitot micro-tubes connected to differential manometera 
filled with water or ethyl alcohol. Plow temperatures 
vjere measured with moveable chromel-alumel themocouples 
at the same points as the dynamic pressures. A record 
of the air temperatures at all points was made on the 
tape of the electronic balancing potentiometer. 

The pitot micro-tubes and micro-thermocouples were 
placed along the center of the plate by using a coordi- 
nate system Which made it possible to measure the dy- 
namic pressures and temperatures at check points 0.05 
mm apart. Simultaneously, the fields of dynamic press- 
ures and temperatures along the sides of the plate were 
measured at the first and last points. The measurements 
showed that the distribution of flow parameters along 
the width of the experimental section was uniform. Tenp- 
eratures of the plate and also the injected gas were mea- 
sured with chromel-alumel thermocouples and recorded 
with the aid of a PP-25 portable potentiometer. 

For providing a bu31d-up of the boundary layer 
at the front of the porous plate, suction of the bound- 
ary layer was carried out at a distance of 65 mm from 
flow intake onto the plate. 

Prior to starting the experiment, the plate was 
heated to a prescribed temperature and held constant 
throughout the experiment. The required plate texnper- 
ature for the given experiment was determined on the 
basis of previous works. 

Reynolds number for the experiments ranged from 
10^ to 5 x 10^, The injection-rate ratio. WK^iUi was 
measured from 1 x 10"* to 7 x lO"-3, and the temperature 
of the air stream — from i^O0 to S^CrK. Temperature range 
of the plate was from 375° to I^OOR and the flow velocity 
ranged from 25> to 75 meters/sec. 

Graphs of the velocity distribution and tenpera- 
tures for each cross section were plotted according to 
data from measurements of the dynamic and static press- 
ures, flow temperatures at the check points of the bound- 
ary layer, and plate temperatures. The integral proper- 

. ties of the boundary layer; Ö, tf*, and f were determinedj 
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fby these &9&1*.   Cte-aphs of the change of ^•••^2*^1 
' See along the length of the experimental sectioa lalong 

coordlnatS x) were then constructed.   In ^J^'/^ 
S"S change p,' tt1# Tn, and f, along the length of tto 
wctlon werf c^st&ctJd.   Al^theae data nere «ed *o   , 
calculate the coefficient of «ctlcnal resistance •* «ad 
heat flow QM on the porous plate according to ttie lateg-  
ral lit^ulse and engery relationships f orJtoe bot^ur Ijy» 

Per determining the flow rate In the boundary «T- 
er, the following Initial equation vas used: 

«-|/jgÄ^. (i;) 

The quantity IT, associated with the Injection of 
air, was detexrolned from the equation of state, pa)fla!# 
according to the measured pressure p In the cross seotlott 
In question and according to temperature T at the given 
point of the boundary layer« ^ /  .  ... 

For determining the specific wel^it T (w density 
fl of the mixture during Injection of He, CO2, and freon- 
12, the following ratios were used.       . . ^ ^ . 

In M it was shown that In the case of turbuloit 
flow arouna a horizontal porous surface one can use 

-IT'**' & 
The tangential force of friction on Hie newbrani 

1 * -®. O) 

On the other hand. 

The specific mass Input of Injected gas is ax- 
pressed by the equation 

L 
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Fron equation (2) we have: 

Wj.   [ay I.'* 

n 
(*) 

i« 

After substituting the expression for the relooity 
gradient on the aentbrane in equation 0)$  by means of 
equation (If.) we will obtain 

\ äy  lm       j*. 2 (Ö) 

Then on the basis of equations (£) and (6) it is possible 
to write 

19) 

from Which 

tihere 

p:-p,|l+{Sc6l)-»l-
1. 

SC.£;>.ÖL1. 
-.    Pi«i f/ 

(10) 

The density of the two-component gas mixture in 
the boundary layer is 

P 
P- gRT OX) 

The gas constant of the mixture, R, is determined 
according to the formula 

«-4-f)+ir(f) (12) 
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i     Prom equAtlcns 111) and 112) we have: 

a3) 

The partial density f of the Injected gas Is ex- 
pressed by equation (2) 

p'-hi •i'-i) llfc) 

Taking into account equations {13),  l^)» «** <10^ 
we bring equation U) to the following form: 

«-(2ÄT» gRtT    \       Ril ix_LV      *KI 
Scbt 

-i 

'    {!$) 

Equation {!$) represents a third degree eepiatloa 
with regard to the desired quantity u: 

(16) 
^sc^ L ^J 

The flow velocities in the boundary layer were 
determined according to equation (16).  .^» ffl«Jjr*j;Än 
permeability parameter b. w" ealcuiat»d

0Jff^
eJ^Sed specific flows of the injected gas ^V^and the measured 

parameters of the streamline ^ according to the for- 
mula 

P."« 
p^jStPr1/« (17) 

The Stanton number was determined from the heat 
balance equation 

St - tekfailtlJjl . a8) 

t ■• 
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r" POP detexwlning the iSitPWit vtluti of th» ^•""l 1 tanoa oSffioleStoTllong the lengtii of the itwllae 
»Wfeoe, the Integril relationship of iapulaea uti uaeds 

dB  .Z^ + g   tox   *±ih.\a-.ta*s—£L 
dx     [    ux      dx       Hdx)        Mi      2 

«hare 

e -f£r('-j)* -'r '-J('-5r)* 
The values of the dinenaionlasa ooeffieient of 

heat exchange, St, were determined by 1;wö_^d»PJnJ^ 
»athods: from the heat balance equation (If) and tvom 
the integral energy ratio 

1      41T.~TJ      1 JiL 
r#-f,        dx h dx dx L«i dx 

f- 

where 

<20) 

All the quantities encountered in aquations U9) 
and (20), in addition to cf and St, ware determined from 
experimental data« ^ ^ 

Experimental data for the effect of tranawse 
flow of air, helixai, carbone dioxide, and freon-12 on 
the resistance and heat exchange during non-gradient 
turbulent flow of air around a horizontal surfaee were 
correlated in the form of graphic relatiooMhlpai 

(tlrm" (ilr1^ 
where *.&£ 6 -frfMfJ, 

e^fiitt  St, Pi «i 0« 

For determining ofo, special .experiments were 
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« i„rr A^Pä snixAn   Wlalch ocoupMd In the teats wxtn a 

Of   was determined from the expertnental data fro» the 
integral impulse  relationship 

2      dx 

The depth of impulse loss eo during JwJ^g 
stresmllne with air flow of « iy;^1;JSf,l*a 

membrane was calculated according to the formula 

u 

In addition, values of c£   were oalculsted by the 
method of P. Clauser WQ and ^Szius« formula 

51 - 0,0296 (-^.p 122) 

Test data for cf . obtained from equatiai (21) 
and Clauser's method sa?lsfactorily agree with data of 
f 01WUlaThf Stanton st^ was detepalned by the 

following formula JljO: 

0.0296 ReT0,2 23) 

ft A7 
Where Alt*isPevident from Pig. 2 that an Increase In 
the permeability parameter is w^arded by a drop 
in magnitude of the resistance coefficient and for b»Z 
is almost 20JS of Of0* 

Preventing the general tendency of ©r/of0 *0 *•" 
areaao with an increase in b for the data of the yarlous 
SorS U SsSti^lly different.   Our data was slMlar tOj 

L 
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ito the theorectloal data of TX|. btiad on Prandbl»! hyp^l 
thesis on the means of nixing; 041» based on the bouh- 
ary zones of resistance; and the taqperlnental work of plj, 
obtained In conditions which more closely approximated 
the conditions of our experiments« Works M» WI» «a* 
0-91 give too large, and work CLQ I too small an effect 
of the Injection on the coefficient of resistance. 

When injecting 
gases of different mole-  /c, 
oular weight, the most 
descrease of resistance 
results with the injec- 
tion of gases with a low 
molecular weight ^Slg« 3)« 
Freon-i2 reduces resist- 
ance considerably less 
than air and particularly 
helium, however, at iden- 
tical Inputs of injected 
gas,., the effectiveness of 
helium is considerably 

08 

a« 

# 

n 
a> 

5 

r*t 
* 

a-4 

$ß       0       m 
greater in cor^arlson with Fig« 3 Effect of the in- 
air than air in comparison Jeotlon of various gases on 
with freon-12. Carbon 
dioxide takes an inter- 
mediate position between 
air and freon-12. 

The effect of in« 
Jeoting gases of differ- 
ent molecular weight on 
the heat exchange is shown 
in Fig. k*   Data of this 
graph shows that injection 
of gases essentially re- 
duces heat flow on the 
membrane« It is signifi- 
cant to note that injected 
gases of different molecu- 
lar weight effect heat ex- 
change in approximately 
the same way as they ef- 
fect resistance« Helium, 
having a very large heat 
capacity, is a very ef- 
fective coolant, whereas 

the resistance coefficient; 
i-freon-12; 2-OO2J 3-«trj 
l^-hellum 

00 

05 

Oft 

Q2 

»•1 
9   • 

O i\ ^ 1 . 

1 4 T* 

^S> 
4b »•• 

A T 
A 

1 

k. 
P^ 

0* H 0 

1 t A- 
• - 

'1 
• i. 

o-J 
A-« 

0 1 0 i t I ^ 

Fig« if Bffeotr of the in- 
jection of various gases on 
the coefficient of heat ex- 
change? 1-4; see Fig« 3 

freon-12, with a heat capacity one-elAth the magnitude . 
Lof helium (in the Investigated conditions), only •litf&«-L 
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r^eduoes heat exchange.    Tue ^J3^*11} P^I-Se^*  "^ -«^.%ftT. ftflT.hondloxlde and air with Intemefliate 

freon-12 and helium« 

SYMBOLS 

A- coefficient of diffusion 
/» — difference in manometer liquid levels 
V- specific gravity of liquid in manometer 
j — specific mass input of Injected gas 
R. A,, R' " respectively the gas t™*™** **??££ ^-ture of air and injected gas,   undisturbed fl<W, 

and the injected gas ^„M ***** 
Re , Ree -- Reynolds« numbers of the undisturbed flow 
* comnosed of x and© 

T, Ti, Tp, T«,, T*, Tj, Te - respectively, the tempera- 
tures of the boundary layer, undisturbed flow, 
injected gas in front of the plate, the plates, 
adiabatic drag of the boundary layer, adiabatlo 
drag of the undisturbed flow, and the equilibrium 
temperature of the membranes 

/,i oj -- partial density of the injected gas In the 
"      boundary layer and near the membrane 
3c -~ Schmidt number 
b . — permeability parameter characterizing the effect 
1  substance transmission over the surface of a 

streamline body 

Indices — 1, parameters of the undisturbed flow; 0, 
parameters for a plane impermeable plate in iso- 
thermal flow; k/, membrane parameters 

■/ ■ 1 

SUMMARY 

Gas injection into an air turbulent boundary Uyj! 
decreases skin friction and heat transfer with small ecu- 

^"VÄo'rÄ. ar. hell», erb» dloxld.. 
and freon-12 were injected through a Pprous wall. 

It is shown that with increase in the molecular 
weight of the injected gases, their effect on skin fric- 
tion and heat transfer decreases." 
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presslois (31) Ä (32) respectively. 
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PSRPORMANCB OP ?OROUS ELECTRODES IN A 
DiPPUSlON PROCESS OP REAGENT SUPPLI 

V.S. Bogottkiy and I.O. Qurtrlch, 
Powert XoglnMriog iMtltwtt, 
Acadeny of Selanett BoloruMÜB 8SR, 
Minsk 

The problem concerning the distribution 
of the electrodiexnical procese by means 
of electrochemical polarisation and ohm- 
ic loss through a porous electrode of 
finite thickness, operating in a diffu- 
sion system,is investigated. A general 
solution in the closed form is given. 

in applied electrochemistry, the use of porous 
electrodes, having a developed external surface, is 
associated with desire to intensify electrode proces- 
ses to the maximum and at the same time to obtain 
noted specific properties. ,.44* 

in connection with this there is much sigpif- 
cance in question about the effective use of such elec- 
trodes, explained by the macro-kinetic nature of tte 
electrode process, leading to a non-uniform distribution 
of its intensity in the volume of the •ti^fj?™»  .. 

in most of the published works tl-leü» directly 
or indirectly related to the present question, the prob- 
lem concerning the intensity of the «l^jde Process 
in the volume of the electrode is solved \jaj one ap- 
proach or another) analytically, issuing from the gene- 
ral theory of the field distribution in the electrolytic 
cell tpoisson»8 equation is used) by means of nass-trsns- 
fer processes [13-13 or without such transfer (Jv-lOJ. 
In works [ll, l3 the electrode is Investigated at being , 

L . 
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äquipotential, Mt ^^^^^en^ty^^ 
eleotroohftinioal Proce8« ^^t!"^er.   In certain workf 

Sv« t.X«) by »»»-^•S •f^TmSit tp ti» work, 

lern concerning the operation ?f.aP0^! •general fop- 
Sffueicn system !• ^••^gÜ!^ JoSS J l^X 
mulation and takes into ^o^^^Ä^^of finite thick- polarization and (tonic J for an electrode or nniw WJW 
ne88, We will study study the following system (Pig, 1). 

L 

Pig. 1 

a-electrioal cell diagram; y^aftrt^»!«! 
of potential through the ^^«CJ^iSSSSa 
«laotrSe: metallic skeleton of the electrode 
tireleoÄic solution «Ithout current U) 
and with a current (3) 

!■ .'■ 
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FiL porous eleotrod» of thlotaioii L waa iübnopsod in an H 
eleotpolytio ohawber. In the prtitnt work, th» ©*•• la 
Investigated where the reagents are either electrajfutral 
moleeules or the corresponding Ions of the electrolyte. 
It Is suggested that transfer of electroneutral aoleoules 
of the reagent and product In the Investigated system to 
the electrode—electrolytic ohaafcer Is accornpollshed only 
by means of molecular diffusion, and the transfer of loos 
of the electrolyte—by means of diffusion and migration 
In the electric field of the electrode. 

It la further sugcested that ths Ionic concentra- 
tions, coi^rlslng the working mixture and filling tfce 
electrode, considerably exceed the concentrations of the 
elect»neutral molecues of the reagent and product. This 
condition makes It possible to study the conductivity of 
the mixture and, In addition, to disregard the diffusion 
potential formed due to non-uniform distribution of the 
ionic concentrations. ^ . 

Conditions are provided for maintaining constant 
volume Un the electrolytic chamber at a certain dlatance 
from the electrode) concentrations of reagent oj and pro- 
duct olr or by means of chamber dimensions, or by means of 
a continuous supply of reagent and removal of the pro- 
duct formed« 

In the steady state an amount of products equi- 
valent to the magnitude of the current I flows to the 
electrode and an equal amount of products, formed In 
th£ course of the reactions, is removed from the eleo- 

In the present work, during the study of the 
transport stages of the electrode process, the flow of 
electroneutral substances (reagent or product) are 

taken into account - 

qim—D/ qradc/. (1) 

Suppose that In the electrode a reaction of the 
form below takes place 

(2) vpP+ ...-♦ ».11 + .•.+««. 

Assuming the visible surface of the electrode 
is sufficiently large in order to neglect edge effects» 
and the structure is very finely porous In order to 
have the possibility to be diverted from a oooorete 
structure and to study the electrochemical reaction   . 

L . * 
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riocurplng In the entire volume of ^•,6leotr4
0S*,(!S.Ji;i^ 

done byfa. B. Zel'dovlöh 17 )» and to poasibly dxtnge 
to the study of a unldlmensional problem, 

SlncS the distribution ©'>• ^•»«iJjiL^ 
electrode process Urue current density i^.^J^™ 
depth of the porous electrode is assoolated ^J* Jf«* 
the distribution of reagent and product concentratlonj 
and Se distribution orpotentlal, then we will come to 
rsystem of two equations describing the function of thi 
electrode. One of these is Plck»s equation 

nFDp 
and the. other—Polsson^ equation 

< sRJ. ih) 

Prior to analysis of the system of •^iff* ^ 
and Ik), it is necessary to decide on the suitability of 
use of Polsson's equation in W *«;fU80%8;n«£ly. . 
peaking, it describes the distribution of the solution 

P0 9n Neglecting the resistance of the metallic skela» 
ton in comparison with the effective resistance of the 
mixture in the pores of ^^ J^^^irS^S«^ Sf 
obtain, Independent of coordinate x, ^«dependence of 
the metal potential fH (line 1, Pig. 1, b and, « ^W . 
is no current, the potential of the solution iequiUbPiu») 
ialso independent of x (line 2), then under load qy 

(x)uu^e 3)^atial ^^ on the electrode aupfaoe in 

the absence of current is 

and the potential drop for the electrode under load la 

A^-^-V (6) 

Then polarization of the electrode 1» 

H-A^—Af-9,—f{. (7) 

Differentiating (7) i we obtain j; 

L   • dx       dx   ' ■     ■<*: 
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ductivity of the nstalUo ;*;Jj*«* VtL w^^ slderably exooeded the conductivity of the wowang m*r 
tUr0'    For the kinetic nature «f#^ P'0«6".^!! *** 
the expression from the theory of delayed discharge 

.-^-BM-H-^i- (9) 

In order that the system of equations 13) «d (lj) 
proved to Se coraplete, we find the ^»«nTfsSSnt localized values of ooncentratl<ns of product and reagent 
whlS should make It possible to eUMnate the concentra- 
tion of the product from equation 19)• 

WWtlng Pick's equatlcn (1) twice, once ^J^J.^ 
reagent^d ^ce for the product, and ^J±*****g, 
S the substance from the electrical magnitudes and coef- 
Sclmtl of ^e reactions i2), we obtain respectively: 

nFDp 
f« (10) 

I 

dx nFDn (11) 

Eliminating I- from (10) and (11), we obtain, after 
differentiation, the Interesting relation 

(12) 

Por this, in order to change «Wj^WJpJJ« 
unlmowi values of concentrations on the ^»Mf«.      . 
Sipect to the opposlteTelectrodef I. ••» J*^ »^ 
face of the electrode cj ^ cj to given JJ^^ncwa- 
tratlons cp and c, we Sill spy the options of re- 

,   agent diffusion from the electrolytic chariber to tne      j 
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of Mftcent md product in the diffusion layor ™r[mr~ 
SoStS SwSwof the electrode M UMi». f^g* 
tof follotSng expression for current per unit visible 
surface of the electrode: 

JmmnFDp   (cl-4) 

Then, using the expression for Uniting current 

a3) 

•npu 
nFD9  . 

x   9 

jL/^O-e), *•'• e"-d. ve obtain cjr 
wwm  ^p 

coefficient of "charging" the electrode (0*041). 
Finally. 

ct-cjKi-e). 

- the 

Similiarly we obtain 

4-Ä+^e. 

(15) 

(16) 

Talcing into account equations (12), ^^ ^i1^' . 
equation (9) can be rewritten in the following form. 

*f(M)t°-mi-P —If (9') 

We introduce the following sjnibols; 

.-1;   5--2-;   rfp.B-n : ^•"•Tf flV   D/ 5 D'. 

^for most poro\is electrodes dsiO"1 or 10"     12 )• 1^        . 
L . 
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' the eleotrode decreases diffusion only by its struoturo 
without regard for the properties of the diffusing sub- 
stance, then it is evident that d-ad*, i. e. DA/toLslU/fiu 
Then the egression for i is sillied:    T ^T ■"" 

'-/. 

l Xexp - 
(«-«)f 

(17) 

and the system of equations (3) and (Ij.) is rewritten; 

cl« 
nFD'? fal^l 

-a)f 

AT (18) 

V-^J, 

Talcing into account that for the conditions of 
the investigated problem (Pig, 1, a), the flow of the 
substance and current across the back surface of the 
electrode is zero and across the frontal surface is 
respectively equal to >J>/nPI and I, we obtain the boun- 
dary conditions of the following form: 

VIJT-O-O, Vlw.-/?^; 

Cplr-O-0, <i\'mL'm'^r t' 
(19) 

L 

System (16) is a system of two non-linear differential 
equations of the second order. 

We will rewrite the system of equations (16) and • 
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rboundary coundltlons a9) after previously being ohengedl 
to a diraensionless coordinate from the condition \sx/t 
10<£*1J, to diraensionless concentrations from the condi- 
tion cscp/cJ' (O^c^l) and to dlaensionless polarisations 
from the condition uslty/RfU:. 

Then 

and boundary conditions 
a'lc-o-0. a'|t-i-l; 

c'U-O.c'Ui-te, (19») 

where 

A 

1 
•np«! 

RT/*F 

Equating the first equation of the system (18) to the 
second we obtain 

(20) 

After a double intergration of (20) taking into account 
the boundary conditions for f «1 we have: 

-f + Cf, (21) 

where Ks^ö, and C« — the second integration constant« 
Substituting (21J into the first equation of 

system (18») we obtain 

L  tf*-4* /Cicexp(/Caf)-(£-Mc)/Ci' exp[^/Cie]|.  (22) J 
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fihere KjMxp(ö2#ö^i ttfl/ÜuJ^ 
W« subitltuta the variable cpiantltles aooordlng to 

c-hif. (23) 

Then equation ^22} can be rewritten 

with.boundary conditions «'^«O; /|t-i-K«i (»i""«l«-i)' 
Here . 

2 

1 

/iW--** 
■—M «-HI 

-/Cilnz^+^-MM/Ci- «' 
XH-I 

Substitution of pU)sz,(C) »»kes It possible to reduce 
the order of equation (21f) and bring It to the form of 
a Bernoulli equation 

- . 

The boundary conditions are written respectively: 
pWli-i.-O; PWII-,.-^. 

A subsequent substitution qU)sp2(8) makes It possible 
to reduce equation C2V) to a linear equation idtti 
variable coefficients 

^-2/1(z)<? + 2/,(z)-0. (2^«») 

L 

Integrating (2i|.»") by taiown methods and deter- 
mining the Integration constant from the boundary oon- 
dltlon for 5=1: ^ 

fllj^-P*!«-«!"«^'' 

we obtain a solution In the following form: 

s 

Im 1  «-*    t-A 

+ AWCi' t 
Kt 

1~L*    (^K.)']! 
+ 
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\ 

r i 
\ ■■ 

K* 

In order to detenalne Ki (explicitly and enter- 
ing the constant of intergrati&i 03 of equation (20) 
in it} we use the boundary condition forSsO: <l|a#sO« 

A solution in the general form of the derived 
equation, with regard to %, is diffult. For values 
of «and n, satisfying the relationship ct-rv«» -1, th» 

' equation becomes quadratic and the following expression 
is derived for %: 

hVo^T (2$) 

where 

L 

Q.^-l^l/Cln^-ll-^l/Ciln^-lir1; 

£/c* (7 - 7) ^jj: |i('ln^,! ü I > ^+ü! 
B"—""   zf'l/Clnza-ll-^l/Cln^-U        •. 

and from which 

Performing the reverse transformation from «be 
change of z to the change of c, we obtain 

(. f j#•+M* [-j-Hexp iM WgP- U -exp li(Al [K*- U) + 

/■ 

• i 
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r "1 
+4" f-§-<«'P<-'M-e»Pl-'tAl)- 4-(«Pl-'MX 

At \ A| At (27) 

ThB relationship between c and C U7) by a toown app»»* 
laatlaTcan be Sinpllfled. Condiderlng that for the . 
majority of Ideal systems the quantity 

KA-O-e) 
QM»«* 

•<1 (K«c></CA). 

and replaelng first two members of the eaqpanslon with 
W ^LoM» derive ^e following expression Instead of 
(27J ^ 

(27») 

Integrating (27«) In the glvan limits we obtain 

;ä7T[ Arch^-Arch^ (28) 

«here 

L 
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nihen for the dlinansionless concentration, the following    1 
expression can be written: 

V^Ach U / a -I- Arch   nfy 

7 2a c« 

-6 
129) 

Entering the concentration at the back surf ace of 
the electrode in U9;, ^0^^l^^^l7^J^l£ 
solving the transcendental equation (29) with the boun- 
dary condition forCsls 

^ s 1-© 

The expression f<r  the dimensionless polarization 
(21) can then be written in the following form: 

V-Ach 
«A- 

5 V a + Arch 
2aCo + b 

-b 

2aK (30) 

^.-^LlnCQ^/Q7^^'). e 
where Q' aid B« — the values of ft and B taking into 
account-the above assumptions. 

The distribution of polarization and current 
through the porous electrode are described by the 
following expressions: 

RT e      *r_ftv 

X 
/-A ch 

«E 
/o 

InpeX        a r Mnpex 

/T+>Kh?2^1-t (31) 
 V —a J i 

+ *pin((}'+/5^=T)). 

M£i ch [, J/Tf An*-2^-]. (32) 

The obtained solution of the problem, in the 
closed form, concerning the distribution of intenaLty 

,   of an electroohenical process through a porous electrottj ' 
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• (27) in a diffusion system and the expressions resultingl 
fron It ^wlth the given assumptions; for polarisation 
131; and current (32) present the most difficulty for 
analysis« Overcoming this diffieulty will be studied is 
subsequent reports. 

SYMBOIfl 

J.—diffusion ooefficlent of the J-compaaent in the 
• electrolyte 

D»--effective diffusion coefficient of the J-oonponent 
J in the porous electrode 

d --coefficient of diffusion dilution at the electrode 
in comparison vilth diffusion in the free electrolyte 

V—atoichloraotrio coefficient in the J-component of 
J the reaction 

s — specific surface of the porous electrode 
Bt—effective resistance of the operating mixture la 

the pores of the electrode 
n —number of electrons participating in the reaction 
F —Faraday's number 
cc —kinetic coefficient of the electrode reaction 
• —thickness of the diffusion layer at the frontal 

surface of the electrode 
©—"charging" coefficient of the electrode 
| — "contamination" coefficient of the reagent with the 

product of oxidation (reduction) 
V^o (c» ^  («p)'"*^ — current exchange 
X0—effective value of the current exdhange on the porous 

electrode 
y—variable (first introduced in 11 ) characterizing 

the relationship between the transport dilutions in 
the diffusion layer adjacent to the frontal surface 

0 of the electrode and inside the electrode 
lim""'016 ^•S8iPatlon capability factor oharaoterizing 

the relationship between electrode polarisability 
with a limiting current and the ohmlc resistance 
filling it a operating mixture 

SÜMMABY 

The problem la solved on the distribution of the 
electrochemical process through, the depth of a porous 

L electrode of finite thickness under the diffusion ccn-  -i 
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ffiransXator's note:   In the preceding translation ww«ll 
Russian letters were used as subscripts and superscripts« 
Following is a list of those letters and the!» meanings 
asusedtnthe test:   P-(sub.) solutlonj P--(super.Equi- 
librium; (the remaining are subscripts), ff—produotj 
*»—metal, 9—electrode;  »rpc#—limiting 
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raCTBICAL ANALOGUE 30HJTICN, BY OBKIC BBSI3TANCK 
CIRCUITS, OP THE SYSTSH OP DIPPJSRENTIAL 

EQUATIONS FOR HSAT AND MASS TRANSPSR 

L* k, Xosdoba 
Inttltttt« o£ Rival Inglnwrt, 

A method for the elaotxloal aa&logue sola« 
tlon, by öhnlo reslatance circuits, of the 
system of differential equations for heat 
and mass transfer is given Q,, 2/•    The re- 
sults are compared with the numerical solu- 
tion of [)}• 

.  The system of differential equations of beat and 
mass transfer in the unidimenslonal case with transfer 
coefficients, tfiläh depend on temperature t and moisture 
content u, >sA(t,u) and a'aa^tju), has the form Q.,S\i 

dt " tfT# djc \  dx)'t c   dx ' 

dx      dx\     dx)**    to' 
0<x<,L 

(1) 

In   1,2 , boundary conditions for system (Innere 
Introduced«   The boundary conditions for the surface of 
X"R of the plate (width and length are consideraÄly lar- 
ger than the thickness 2R)(Plg. 1, a) with a ajsnetvleal 

199 
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rdlstrlbutlon of temporature and nolsture content, pela- | 
tlve to the center plane (x«0), have the form: 

WJC/JWä   
(2) 

I 

.(tL*'"(lL+'<" 0. 
(3) 

Similar conditions can be written for the boundary *■-*• 
We diall aasme, as in ß], ^»J • ffi *&*%: 

plify systom (1).    Then, if toLwite {l)-(3) i\^BJe
in'' 

ite illicit form, it is possible to introduce the ex- 
pression for the parameters of the dmio *gsl?tan?; N

ci';; 
Suits Shich a solution for temperatures W'-H^LSf. 
Sstu^Tcontents (^-circuit), ^^f^?^^     " 
sions for the parameters of the Rjr and Rtt-clrcuit8 is 
similar to the derivation InTL, £/.   Por •JflS^jLe^ 
with Kirchhoff's law for cirofclt J$ntlon8t "^as neces- 
sary to determine the parameters of the R^-circuit (Fig. 
1, b) by the expressions; 

*',-*JA5 

At r^' 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

L 

and the parameters of the Ru-circult (Wg. 1, o) — by 
expressions 

.•«■ 
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r 
kr!» 2LM 

1 $   $ ihi $ 

0    4/4 ««•/ 

Fig. X: 
tlons 
lenj 
lS,X»     ^"_**«f»    H."--!!     *       -IX'  w "*%**w|- "' Ji 
across the ends of resistors 1; voltage Vjfk is renoveA 
at Junotions 0 md n; and voltages vj «ad Vj^ ire sup- 
pUed across resistors 3 and 1|. respectively; 0—^-oi»- 
cuit: 1-resistor 4Ui-% 3-^, Mi»   VoXtt^s 
VJ v^i w« supplied across the ends of resists?« If 
Vg t is removed at juncticns 0 and nj and Vj^ is re« 
moved at 2 and 3.   Vc—voltage simulating tc# 

..-™ ——— ——————— — —""——"' 

XU*    nir 

t 

(10) 

(XX) 

(X2) 
■■ 

The B*- and rf*-circuits fox» soXving the vmidlaea- 
sional symmetrical problem are •^ to »«• J» ^j'      . 

Ljipace interval in reqions xso and XSR is taken as n/2|    J. 

— iw — 
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Ti» potions 1, .... 1 are located at distances xsih     H 
from the middle  (ioo. 1, ...» n). rro» wmwM v*   i ^ ooemelent.8 ^ talcen as cons- 
tant, expressions (li.)-(12) have the form: 

R* - *', N* 

XR' 

R- - »' 

(V) 

(5») 

(60 

(7») 

(8») 

(90 

a'U _- 

R;«—75 

Rw* 

do o 

(no 

(12») 

In the general case, unaqual apace and time intervals «ere 
chosen. Only the accuracy of aolutlon depends on the magnitudes 
of h and/ t, while convergence and atablllty era Independent of 
h and At,  alnce the aolutlon of finite divergent equations for 
R-clrcults leada to an lepllclt syste» 

■, '. 
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!     in the same way as inTii., S]» «MO^nim» were   i 
Introduced for calculating the paraneters of the R*- and 
J^-oirouits for solving the system of equations of heat 
and nass transfer written in rectangular coordinates (two 
and three dimensional problems), for the system of eqpa* 
tions written in cylindrical or polar coordinates, and 
for dimensionless equations in any coordinate system« 

The method of solving problems of heat and mass 
transfer by electrical analogues is identical, to-ihe net- 
hod for solving unsteady heat flow problems Ofc fi. but 
the solution is parallel to R*- and Br-circuits (Hg. I). 

We shall determine the distribution of u in the 
m time interval according to the Imovn distribution of 
u at the (n-1) tine interval and by the known boundary 
conditions at time m. The parameter of the Ru-circuit 
also depends on (to-t«) at the (m-1) tine interval. 

After, having obtained C^»^,*** *r" •• datiP" 
mine R*« and, according to the known distribution of temp- 
eratures and boundary conditions at (m-1), we determine 
the distribution of temperatures in the m time interval. 

It is possible to determine u by the known differ- 
ence (to"*^ for krtepval a la W* second approximation, 
however, experiments showed that It U mtrlete* by one 
appr oximat i on* 

Since the solution is discreet in space and tine, 
then at each stet) it is possible to chanae the pararaetera 
of the R16- and Ru-circuits with space and time in order to 
calculate the variability of the physical properties of 
the materials, boundary conditions, etc. 

In tables 1 and 2 are presented the results of 
solving the system of differential equations of heat and 
mass transfer by electrical analogue for R*- and Br-clr- 
cuits and the results of PJt derived by a numerical 
method. 

The conditions and numerical solution were taken 
according to PJ. The relative error Is 

A'- iäLHi 100%; A-- ^=^s UN* . 
'e «i 

Problem:  A wall,2Rao,09 meters, having an initial 
temperature tH*10

o0 and an initial moisture content of 
UUB0.27, was placed in an environment at to»90

o0. 

L I 
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T«bl« 1. Distribution Ttaper«tur« in tbt Wall 1 
Distance fro« wall canter 

Tine, 
hours 

0.0 
0.2 
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 
2.0 
2.2 
2.4 

0.0 
Blec 
anal 
ogue 

0.01125 0.022S 
SleclAccox 
anal -ding 
ogue 

H.O 
11.5 
14.0 
17.4 
20.0 
23.0 
24.9 
27,2 
29.4 
31.7 
33.6 
36.0 
38.0 

11.0 
12.0 
14.5 
18.0 
20.8 
23.7 
25.5 
27.8 
30.0 
32.3 
34.5 
36.6 
38.4 

to 
/5/ 

y.% 

10.00 
10.00 
13.10 
16.07 
18.90 
21.58 
24.14 
26.56 
28.74 
30.92 
32.99 
34.96 
36.83 

Ml 
2,22 
1,55 
2.14 
2,11 
2,35 
1,51 
1.38 
1,40 
1.53 
3.21 
1,82 
1.74 

0.03375 

BleclBlecJAccor 
anal- anal-ding {A', S 
ogue 

12,0 
13,5 
16,5 
20.0 
22,5 
25,0 
26,5 
29.0 
31.2 
33.5 
35.5 
37,6 
39.7 

ogu« to 

14.5 
17,5 
19,5 
22.3 
25.0 
27,8 
29,3 
31,5 
34.7 
35,8 
37.5 
39.8 
41.2 

10.00 
16.63 
19.45 
22.11 
24.63 
27,04 
29.32 
31.49 
33.67 
35.62 
37.47 
39.23 
40.91 

I       0.045 
BleclAccor 
anal-ding 
ogue   to 

/V 

5,000 
0,970 
0,055 
0 210 
0,410 
0.840 

-0,022 
0.011 
1.140 
0.200 
0.033 
0,630 
0.320 

17,0 
21,0 
23.0 
26.0 
28.0 
30.5 
32,3 
36,2 
34,5 
36.2 
40.0 
42.0 
43.5 

17,345 
23,330 
25.735 
28,095 
30,335 
32,470 
34,495 
36,420 
38,355 
40,090 
41,730 
43.295 
44.785 

-0.383 
-2.590 
-3,040 
-2,330 
-2,590 
-2.190 
-2.440 
-0.240 
-4.280 
-4.320 
-1.930 
-1.440 
-1.430 

Table 2. Distribution of Moisture Content in Wall 

Distance from wall center 

Tine,0-0 I   0.01125 
hours 

0.0 
0J 0.4 
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 
2.0 
2.2 
2.4 

Blec. 
anal- 
ogue 

Elec 

ogue 

Accot 
analf dlngjA", % 

to 
/I/ 

),2700 
),2700 
),2700 
),2700 
).27000 
J,2700 
}.2690 
J.2686 
J.2680 
5. 
0.2664 
0.2656 

0,2700 
0,2700 
0,2700 
0,2700 

,2690 
0,2680 
0,2680 
0,2664 
0,2656 

,2646 
0,2638 
0,2630 

0,26400,2625 

0.0226 

Blec 
anal 
ogue 

,270 
.270 
.270 
.270 
.270 
,270 
,270 
,270 
.269 
.268 
.267 
.266 
.265 

Blec 
analjding 
ogue 

0 
0 
0 
0 

-0.37 
-0.74 
-0.74 
-1.33 
-1.26 
-1.26 
-1.18 
-Ml 
-0.92 

0.263 
0.266 
0.265 
0.261 
0.261 
0,260 
0.259 
0.258 
0.258 
0.258 

0.2460 
0.2390 
0,2410 
0,2410 
0.2420 
0.2440 
0.2460 
0.2480 
0,2490 
0,2494 

0,257 
0,2580.2520 

0.2520 

0.03375 

Accoi 

0.2560,2500 

0,270 
0,268 
0,266 
0,264 
0,262 
0,260 
0,258 
0,256 
0.255 
0.254 
0.253 
0,252 
0.251 

-8.89 
■10.74 
•9.26 
■8.52 
■7.40 
•5.92 

4.44 
2.96 

•2.22 
- 1.70 

0,37 
0 
0,37 

0,045 

Accoi 
-ding 

to 
/5/ 

0,1610 

0,1930 
0,2044 

0,2425 -; 
0,17900,2410 

0,2395 
0,2375 

0,21400.2360 
0.22200,2340 
0,22760.2325 
0.23260.2305 
0.23600.2300 
0.23900.2290 
0.24000.2280 
0,23600.2275 
0,23600.2265 

A«. 

-30.18 
-22.96 
•20.93 
-12.26 
• 8.15 
•4,44 
• 1.81 

0,78 
2.22 
3.70 
4.44 
3,15 
3,16 

W 



r 
« - 10,44 ««^-«^^-»C; Je« 0,«3 mM-^efioi-K; 

emim KdMiar^tpad^K;  7«-14715 n-jir«; 

P - 2388,3 KdM-iur1', i m \(f H'irl'ipa*-*C; 

«-0,1; Ki-0,3; Lu-0,08; 

a-X/cT-32,91.10-ijM,.c»rl; 
a' - aLu - 2,63- \(f *.§**; 

•mm 

^(t)--J!5- -6976.10- «•Jlr,•cilr, 

6-^--126,667'C. 
c 

V/e take hzO, 01125 meters. DLvldlng the plate into 
elementary sections was done according to the diagram In 
Fig. 1, a. Since the problem Is sjamstrioal, the solu- 
tion was carried out on half R*- and Ru-olroultat and u 
and t were determined at the Junctions «here xsQ (center 
of plate), 0.01125, 0.0225, 0.03375. and 0.0l|5 meters 
(surface;. 

The resistance circuits consisted of class 0.2 
variable resistance boxes with integrator charts used 
as the measuring diagram, m* 

The temperature and moisture content of the wall 
pface (xs0.0l|5 meters) wore determined according to 
J as the half-sum between values t and u at a given 

time interval at point xsO. 03375 meters and at imaginary 
point xaO.05625 meters. 

_. Srror in the solution due to a«'«o was evaluated 

Results are given in the tables for Ax^sO.2 hours« 
As the initial distribution in the experiment, the dis- 
tribution of t and u, obtained for the time interval 
0.2 hours, was taken which was also the initial distri- 
bution used in m. 

Selection of the initial distribution influences 
magnitudes of error A. The initial distribution accord- 
ing to tables 1 and 2 lead to a decrease of in the 
first steps of the solution in oooparison Kith the ini- 
tial distribution of m. 

In Fig. 2, the errors A* andAu are given for 
jjaxperiments at AT =0.6 hours. Increasing the first  j 

Sf 

. 

> 
• • 

• 



Istep from 0,2 to 0.6 hours leads to «n Inoreasa of error I 
(oonpare tables 1 and 2 and Pig, 2)* 

The Initial distribution of t and u in the experi- 
ment, the errors are given in Fig* 2, are the sane in 
tables 1 and 2. 

•9 

u 

\A  

Pig..2  Change of A^ (1, 3. encl 
5) A* (2, 1^, and b){%) with time 
at points at distances from the 
middle of the plate(meters): 
i, 2-0.01125; 3, l^-o.03375; 
5, 6—0.0li5 

Relative errors were determined initially from 
the numerical solution r3] with the step AT-0.2 hours 
(tables 1 and 2) with a correction in the first step« 

Prom the tables and Pig. 2 it is evident that 
the error drops with increasing number of steps in 
time and after £-6 steps is cozqparatively small. 

By the corresponding selection of the initial 
distribution (similar correction introduced in the first 
steps of the numerical solution 0u)i by the decrease 
of the time intervals in the first steps of the solution, 
and by the decrease of space intervals in the zones of 
sudden drop of t and u can reduce maximum errors and 
obtain time-interval errors not exceeding 2-3^. 

In such a manner, electrical analogues of öhmic 
resistance circuits can successfully be used to solve 

I the system of differential equations of heat and mass 
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> transftr. Th« «rror, in eoaparlaon with tha nuaarleal aolutioa 
attar 5-6 atapa in tloa, la aMll and auftleiantlj aeearata tor 
anginaarlng praetlea. 

SYMBOLS 

1 

R — alaetrlcal raalatanea of tha circuit Cor datanlniag wiatiira 
content (Ru -circuit) 

R — alaetrlcal raalatanea of tha circuit for datamlaiag ta»aratara 
(R* -circuit) 

Rg — atandard R-drcutt reaiator 
— interval of tiM  ■ ( ■ 0, 1, 2,...) 

A V^~~ greateat voltage drop (when determining u and t in a drying 
proceaa, VM ia tha minimn voltage) 

^ — factor for tranapoaing from analogue paraaatera to voltagaa 
#Ä|-- electrical analogue 

H .. nuaarleal 
c — anvironaant 
H — initial 

SUMMARY 

The paper preaenta expreaaion for calculation of paraaatera of 
obaic raalatanea circuita in the ayatea of differential aquationa of 
heat and aaaa tranafar at variable phjaical paraaatera (1, 2). 

The reaulta of aolving tha teat problea (3) (tablea 1, 2 and 
Pig. 2) ahow that thia aethod ia aufficiently accurate for engineering 
practice. 
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1 

TRANSITIONAL HEAT CONDUCTIVITY IN MOLTI-LAYERED MEDIA. II. 
DOUBLE-LAYERED SYSTEMS AND THE DETERMINATION OF 
MINIMUM HEATING TIME FOR A SYSTEM OF A GIVEN 

HEAT CAPACITY 

I. S. Ztydtnaan and 0. F. Muehnlk 

The method it examined for the aolutlon of contact probleaa 
with the breaking coefficient (Part I) la uae for the aolutlon of the 
"Internal problema" for double-layered flat ayatema. 

The differential equation for heat conductivity for the firat 
and aecond layera ia: 

k-Ä. ^.«.K. a, 
dLx        Jbf1     Jit       jut 

Limiting condition» (the problem ia aolved for the eaae of 
adiabatie partitiona) are:        .i 

kk-     -0; 
Is 

»-«i 

«-«, 

is 
-0. 

«-* 

Initial conditiona (fig. 1): 

4(0, «)-/«;* /|(0, JT^O. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4>/ 

(5) 
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l'x-2 

/' 
i 

/ 

,> 
* 

T— ̂ 1 0 

Oft     QB.   t,2     (i 

Fig. 1. Double-layered system: a- stateaent of the problem; 
b- determination of the first root of the characteristic 
equation:      . .   - a 

n 

Solution for separate layers: 

T/ä»N     jS M'siniiuSiniiji-ncos^cosii,,) ' 
0» 

/,./   -LV. 2sin^C0SM^--Jg)exp(~tt?.t) 
Tt**    imi  l*/(/sinpui\nH«-«cosi»,,cosjij"' 

where 
8i ^i 

Mi K«! 

(6) 

(6a) 

a«   •• ■   8L..  *-« !SS 
??''c,+ v;; 

Characteristic equation 

K.tghj-^tgliy. 

V^i' 

(«.b) 

Terminal temperature of the system can be determined from the 
thermal balance 

*M -JL (c^t + c.8,). Jt . - /.   ij ; , 
tws Tin*    Ci8i+C|i|       (7) 

because in the common form 

f -V Cl*l 

L tml 

(m> 
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Th«raoph]rileal proptrtltt of thtttt «r«: 

ex - X.8W. 10«J..-3 .4H-1,     C2 . x.m.j^,*! #dtg-X( 

•! - 1.36-10-3 M^MC-I, a2 . o.97.lO-3«2' mkA
t 

^1 ■ 0.03 n,    fa 0.013 ea. 

••^ 

» 

Proi vhieh 

FlMlly 

K.-0,59,   ^-2.66^,   1^-0,81^. 

/»i^Lo.59 + ^??..3,136. 
0,037 

0.0835 

0.0312 

Cbaraettrtttie «quatlon 
omt^ + iw-™- 

0,59 tg (2.66 |i)«^tg (0.81 |i). 

Flm root (fig. i)        Hl.o.83. 

/,-480- 1700 V; ?(i*/)co$j»lt(^~jr)exp(- njt). 

9(|*i) - 0.555. Thon 

/, - 480-17000.555. cosjill(jfl-jr)exp(- O^t). 

With 

up 

*-*,/l-480-945cxp(-0,6»t). • 

It of ton is required to dttoraino tht tUt MeoMarv imm --' 
th. mrm right Uyor to tho f-orotw. E^ ^S!,;JLf!L,,;!,ll,l« traHraturo I ,   thU tiao eta bo 

a 
—150    «. 
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V 

lObtaiMd from (6.a): 
!■     '    -'•- 

*! 

.(-)_   2.303 KltW».)!        („ 
1*1 f« 

,, ! 

Let us tzwln« • doubla-layarad «yitn aurrounded by adlabatle 
partition», tha rataatton capability of which ia conaUnt. This 
■aana that «i ^ j ♦ «2 / 2 " con,t' ffttl1   ■ eowt and t ■ conat, 

thia laada to 

ci«i»const, c,^-const. 
(9) 

For such a aystaa, tu» T (t) possesses the following properties: 

1. T increasea k tinea if: a) \ and >* are reduced k 
1     2 

tines; b) ^ 1 and f 2 •*• increased k tiaes; e) the proportion 

£l/^l U increaaed k tinea. In particular, T becones aero if 

fy X( and fa ^^  becone sero. 

2. X does not depend on f l if the correaponding ^ i^ c» and, 

converaely on X £ if the correaponding f ^0, 

_ On the baais of properties I and 2, it can be concluded that 
X  (t)^ is a bonogeneoua function of the first degree with respect 

^ i/ X i i.«.. 

(9.a) 

where b1 and bj are constant with respect to   f   and X 1. 

Ve stress again that fornula (9,a) holds true only when ob- 
serving conditions (9).   Acutally, in the general case the warningup 
process (cooling process) is deternined by the Kurier criteriun 

Fo *   ^ySx  * 1fillch *** to M,U3r lhMlk " Motion (1) U written 

[_in dinensionaless form J, 
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For aultilayered systtmt, «• will b« shown bolow in th« 
•xMpl* of tho four-laytrtd tyatoa, th« eondltloat of •lallarity 
also hold trua In obsarving th« eonataney of th« crltorloa Fo, !.«., 
th« roductlon of all a1 by n tiua laada to an incr«aaa  (f) by n 
tlMa, and a raduetlon of ^ t ( of all layara alwiltanaoaaly) —* 

to th« roduetion T (t) by n2 tiias. 

HoH«v«r, with *i  £ i m conat and ** S 2m eonst 

1,«., hold true (9.a). 

Th« solution of th« probloa for a two-layarad aystaai can b« 
us«d for th« solution of its own typ« of limiting problw — datarain- 
atlon of tha minimum tin« naeaaaary for th« "axtraetion" fro« th« 
firat sh««t of a cartain amount of haat by maana of contacting this 
sh««t with a body "aquivalant" to th« r«maining layara, which poaaasaas 
th« total terminal haat capacity cj f * *** th* tn£lnlt* htat conm 

ductivity (tha caaa of tha infinit« haat capacity of a body loads to 
th« known problom of th« firat aarias with a aaro limiting t«9«ra- 
tur«}. Th« thermal contact at th« «dg« of th« ahaat is conaidarad 
ideal. This problem, of course, can alao b« solT«d iiid«p«nd«ntly 
if w« place as the second limiting condition 

1137 

or take a thermal balance equivalent to it 

0 

How«v«r, w« will iomadiataly obtain th« solution of this limi- 
ting problom as a separata case in tha aolatioa of th« two-l«y«r«d 
sysum. 
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A« a utter of fact, froa (9.a) with X 2 -* 0 *• find 

w7\ h  Si  • (9-b> 

1 

tha «yataK 

This also is tha sought ■Inlmua tiaa naeatsary for tha extraction of 
a speciflad aaount of heat fron tha first sheet. For any systea. 
consisting of N sheets,X min wil1 *ls0 d*tar»ine tha limiting 

boundary, in which case we should take for the heat capacity of the 
second layer (c. £ 2) in t^a Mg* *am äquivalent heat capacity of 

X       im*   \  ' 

The overall solution of the limiting problem has tha following 
form 

in*   *zi - ****** + [c, Vfi^i +11 «»is, 

The characteristic equation 

The series (9.c) quickly converges and, beginning with a specified 
Fo ■ (Fo^iaiting* *H its terms become small in comparison to tha 

first. 
Than 

For 

UK*   •-Min|i1-HcxW.+ llco8|»1- 
; 

small values of Fo, the representation with « "T can be written 

r«A i 
J1I + 6/K»I ' 

the original of which is 

L ^,t)-/.-/.exp(^)erfc(^)f    (9 £) 
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>«htr* b • /•lc1/c2cf 2 ; ttft • I - «rt; «rt U a ftmetion of •rmal 

For tho cooparison and avaluatlon of tha fomlaa obtalnod 
abova, tha lUitlng problaa was aolvad by tha noaarleal atthad of 
tanlnal diffaraneas. 

Tha baaic aquation and axtraaa eondltioaa in tha tamlnal 
dlffaraneaa can ba praaantad in tha font 

( ■«+i ,»m — '«.»-l T ~" »«^ T ""••.«+1« 
p p p 

(10) 

«hara 
1   fl,At 

P     (A*)«' 

•«it» "" ••it l J 

(lO.a) 

(10.b) 

(10.c) 

(lO.d) 

Aa can ba saan from aquations (10.c) and (lO.d), for calculating 
taoparatura, two "garo" layara aro introduead — ona, locatad to 
tha laft of tha first layer (with indax n ■ o), and tha othar to tha 
right of tha laat layer (with indax n ■ l+l) at a diatanca at Ax/2 
ttcm tha partition. Thasa layara pamit satisfying tha liaitiaK 
conditions of tha Mission. 

Tha taaparatura of tha partitions (i.a., points x -f^ la: 

Fro« which 
«,eT   9 m*m.H' 

'«.Ar+i-2/,,.// —C. AT- 
(11) 

With tha h«lp of tha ralatlonship (11), tha ta*aratura of 
tha layar (H ♦ I) is datarainad. Tha ta^paratura of tha laft saro 
}a7!fÄ

l!v4*U!?ln*d ttcm th* ^«tionahip (lO.a). Substituting (li) 
in (lO.d) wa find 

U.//-(l-2*)^// + 2ilrf-,4. (U.a) 

L 
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•     Th« solution hat « physic«! ■ignlficsnc« (It doot not vlolatoH 
tho Mcond law of thtraodynaalci) with l-2k>0. I.«., k^J. 

For th« aodulut p In «quation (10), a valua graatar than 2 or 
•jual to 2 should b« taken. Hovavar, in th« lattar eaa«. th« point« 
obtained item the solution will fluctuate about the true values 
which is why it is racooaended that p«3 be taken. 

The calculation is wade with the uae of subsequent op«r«tion«: 

«) Th« Uaperature of the layer (R+l) is detenined 

With 
U.ii = 0   /a. ATM« -/a. AT; 

I-K. ».s5?   Tht
v
tw«P*r*t»>" o« the inner sheet is detenined. including 

the Nth layer by the fonuila 

etc. 
'1*-j(/«.«-i + '«..+/..,1+i) 

c) Fro« the found values t,fl and tB;I1, t^,, ia d«te»ined. 

In this, t^jj is found froa (U). 

If ^.It ■0' H,U " 2kto,l. "^ interval^ X* »i^ P ■ 3 

3a * (llb> 

Solution (11.a) can be broken into two coaponents: 

W//-0,-1-0,. 

quite rijidlj c*lcuUtto,li •^ th* value e2 «MUMS a stable v«lu« 

TU t«aq>«r«tur« of the liadt t^jj in this case can b« found 

w£J It fÜJü1? l0t tht attm o£ th* ,•rl•, <****** progr«..lon) with th« initial te«^2 and the denoainator (l-2k){ 

tm+l.ii~(\~2k)%,u+etlzJljzWL    m.c) 
i a» 
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It it tmmmtU to Ute •• t0 tu t&mwtun of tho bomdary • 

at MM tiao Utorval ■0 aftar tho atart of tho proeoaa (Cjjr tso^la« 

ao , 10), and for ^2 — tho avarago valao botuwa^j, «» <»* d|tttni, 

**•'• & 2* to« " 2 ^ta«- 

lhaa, with «o- 10. t0tII« 208.4
oC, g 2 ■ 19.70C fto« tha 

accurato calculation t^xi ■ 376.5° . and fro« tho fonula^ (11.c) 

tin n • 382.(^C. Tho orror la 1.5%. 

Figure 2 praaanta a eoaparlaon of tho data for eoapatation of 
tha tanporaturo of tho partition of tho aaeond ahaat obtalnad with 
tha uaa of tho operation and ninarlcal aothoda of calculation« tha 
convorgonco la aufflclantly aatlofactory. 

Figure 2. Cooyarlaon of calculation aathoda. 
1- function of arf; 2- aolotlon with tha 
flrat tan of tho aarlaa: 3- nunarlcal 
■athod. 

200 

too 

/ 

»-2 

'/ 

h / 

500 
ftm tha drawing, It can ba aoon 

v  that with     0.0S aaoonda, foraala <9.a) 

«00 

ahould not bo uaod, and with   0.15 
aaoonda, fonvla (9.0 provldoa an arror. 

0 0? t 

Fro« (9.o) It can bo doUralnod 
2.303 igie/^.)! >. ^m»» - — i 'f'   «f« 

«hara 
fiVi)- 

(12) 

Tha valuaa^ and * (/^ an yratantad In tha Ubla,   With 

L. 
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ci Sin cmMt n 
^mln 

2.303 Ig le/fQi.))   (exlxy.%        ^ 

3 ^      "    X.' 
which w«s nottd •bov«. 

1ABLB 

Roots of th« Charaettristle Bquttlon»*-—i»<iV«i*i »* function« 

fW  
CjVCl»! ft H 

20.00 1.60 4.720 
15.00 1.61 4.725 
»0.00 1.63 4.730 
7.50 1.65 4.740 
5.00 1.69 4.750 
3.75 1.72 4.765 
2,50 1.79 4.790 
1.50 1.90 4.850 
1.25 1.96 4.870 
0.75 2.11 4.970 
0.50 2.29 5.080 

Pi N VfCi) 

7,860 
7.865 
7.870 
7.875 
7.880 
7,890 
7.900 
7.930 
7.950 
9.010 
8.095 

11.00 
11.00 
11.00 
11.00 
11.01 
11.02 
11.03 
11.05 
11.07 
11.10 
11.17 

0.036 
0.047 
0.070 
0.091 
0.131 
0.158 
0,213 
0,277 
0.304 
0,342 
0.357 

Figure 3 ihows data from the calculation with varloua taralnal 
temparatur« of tha syataa. £ fO.Oi at, c^l.SWKPJ ««-S. dag ^ 

c2 / 2"0.0125'105J' m"2. dag"1. (naxt paga) 

Tha curve« obtained are the Halting curvea for the «ultl- 
layered «yatea with thoae c «nd ^,

l and poaaeaalng tha aaaa retantl«n 

capability c2 andf 2 "O«0« c«1 Cca2 ••O)'1. 

The reaults of the calculation T (€) according to fonmla 
(9.a) are presented In figure 4. (next page) 

As can be aeen from the figure, all calculating potnta are 
«ell-plotted on straight lines, in which respect in all cases b2«const. 

L 
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1 
Flg. 9.   Mini«« tim «C bMtUg 

l- t^jjiSSO0. VlMO^Cj 2- t^,^» 

4H0oCt t^HWCt   3- tum«M^. 

flg. 4.    D*p«ld«Ct Of WtC^iBg-«» 
tiM T (MO) of tbo ijitoa o» 
tho thleknott o£ partitUn oC tho 
•oeon« ihoot J»a (oi) ««4 eooCfioUAt 

of hoot eonduotivltyi 1-4 - A a 
roipoetivoly of Ml to 0.12ft 
0.42{ 0.1%; 1.4 (W'»-l •4og-*)t 
5- for !-•• ■ o* 

L 
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Syabol« 

tunt ~~ ttrainal tenqptratur« of tht tyttca^^ — root of 

tho eharaetorlitle aquation; S V S %" thicknaaaaa of layara; 

X 1* X 2' cl' c2 ~~ coefftclenti of hoat conductivity and haat 

capacity of tha layara; &• tterm -I  — dlMnalonlaaa tao^ara- 

tura^ J • ^i * — pulsating intarval in tiaa and spaca; m — tlna 

index« n- apace; tu ~ tenperature of a body with infinit« heat 

conductivity. 

Summary 

By means of a general method, preaented in Part I for some 
multilayer systems, the unsteady te^erature field of each component 
of a two-layer adiabatic system with internal heat sources in on« 
of the layers is found and analysed. A mintaa time r«quir«d for 
heating such a system to the pr«acribed temperature is estlaatad 
both by the analytical and numerical methods. The exact solutions 
are given in the final form. 
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1 

QM THB YOkT COSOOCanTT OP AM URLIMITBD FLAT HALL 

A. F. Khrttstal*v 
Sevastopol Branch, Odaaaa Polytachnlc Inatltvta, 

Sevastopol 

A «athod Is raco«»ndad for tha thraa-dlaanalonal stationary 
taaaaratura fUld of an unlüiltad flat «all. half uaarsad In a 
haat-gIvlng madlim, whlla Ita othar half flvaa off haat In a 
haat-sansltlva aadli». 

Va ara dasignattng tha ralatlva coafflelant of haat azehanga 
batwaan tha haat giving »adli», tha taaparatura of uhlch ehangas 
only In tha dlractlon of tha x-axla according to tha la» Tj ■ fC«), 
and tha wall through h0, and tha ralatlva coafflclant of 

haat azehanga batwaan tha wall and tha haat-aansltlva aadln through 
h. Wa taka tha taa^acatura of tha haat-aansltlva layer aa equal 

to sere. 

In auch a formulation, tha solution conalsts of tha detenina- 
tlon of the function T (x, y.a) satlafylng tha Laplace equation 

ifr .irr .^r 
I*     if     If CD 

and the Halting conditions 

Ball 

JiL + tufm\m   »*i«.V-±^lxl<fl0»~fl0<,<0* 6 
— UO  - 



With respect to the function £(x), we •■•ume that it can be 
repreaented in the interval ( -• , +ä> ) by the cone-integral of 
Fourier, i.e., 

n 

/(x)-^(»co$MP. ^(P)-^J?/(0)cos?«to. 
(*) 

We note that the case of a two-diaenaional stationary teaper- 
ature field of a flat wall which corresponds to f(x) ■ const ia 
examined in /f7. 

It is not difficult to verify that the function 

1 
+•      0-;-W« 

T-ylcosMP f B(a,P)cos(Ktf'-|»,^p)exp(w)dii,<5> 

in which y ■ p b, s>vb, B(u, ^ ) is the arbitrary function of the 
effective parameter A and the complex parameter u, and the contour 

of integration represents the entire simulated axis with the diver- 
sion of the origin of the coordinates in accordance with the hour 
hand and satisfies equation (1). It remains to satisfy conditions 
(2) and (3) which, on the basis of (5) with  ■ 1 respectively 
take the form: 

+*. o-:+i« i . 
Jcosjjdß j   /CM)exp(w)du-0   forO>0; 

—• —!• 

+• fh-Mm ri< (7) 
JcosM? J   ♦(«,Wtxp<i»)A-A,/(«) for »<0. 

—m —tm 
Here 

tr 

l/iiP, ,.. fl, McgQEB-Kgyga^ ZEE? 

L 

— i«i - 

J 



(») 

r        Cpndttlont (6) «d (7) ulU »>• •ttUfUd If 
,h'pi<(a.P)expMia-0.o>0; <8> 

—I» 

bj an 6 xiM InMJtitU» by ^ IM«    «»  <» 

.tU. .t <»> « «« »««tlv.IT " H«UtU. (6) »4 (7) 

it K«, pnu «fi» i» «• r•,,«• »• *> * ». •' »•,B, 

tu« Jui, tu «,«1"-«... th. J««» x— u «- -^- 
ding rtngM. 

At th. origin of coordln.f.vp (u.^ ). th«. ih.«Xd b. . 
tüvl. pol. with th. r.ildu. 

res*(«,P)|i,-«- — jaJT"' 

th.r.for.                                             MfflAm 
resK(tt.P)U-*-—    2^ ' 

A6chS6 4P68h96 

For th. con.tructlon KC«.^ ). a*1"»1»« O ' *J> m **n 

th. Infinitiv, product 

n(u.P)-nrri6/ do) 

«h.r. • U th. po.ltlv. root of th. K««tUn 

1 ^^yirW-VV^'toV*^-0'   cu) 

_ i« - 

• 
■:■■-* m 



'and bk it tht poiltlv« root of tht «quatlon I 

^6cos/15rrpp-/7?:rpfp$|n/-5f3pp-0<   aa) 

in which'IT («• ß )•        1   ,i      for «uffleUntlf largo   /altn tho 

0<Ä^argu<2tc-a. 

Now, it 1« cloar that 

/C(alp)--MIPLfl(p)!l(«JLt       as) 

rang» 

tt 

and tha functlona 
+• 

2itiJ 
fl(PM(P)cosMPX 

x   f * n(q,3)cos(/FZppifpeXp(w) du 

W" 
+• 

---^ jfl(P)^(?)cosp«fpx 
—• 

Im[n(fVttß)exp(/p/i)|ch (/n' + ft'^o)^ 
(Wch K «»+ ^ö"+K «" + P'^sin K n* + fi*i*) 

+• 
Mo   (* i4(ß)chß6pchpx<fp 
2   J   Mchßft + ßftshßft 

(1*) 

latiafiaa aquation (1) and tha Halting eondltlona (2) and (3). 

By tha mathod praaantad In ^T ^ 37, wa find tha Halting 
valua T and ♦ dT with y —91 ♦ 0, p ■!, and wa alao datandna 

— U3 — 



thft rMpont« T with^ ♦<>•: I 

—• 

lin,[*f7]-A-|'«(»(»-*.KiiPr)co.Mn 

+• 

s 

limT-O, limT-AIL \ ilBJJlhSSJJJJl 

Ut u« txamln« another thrM-4lMnilon«l atatloiiary tt^tra- 
tura flald of an unlialtad flat wall with aiiad limiting eondltiena 

ir 

JU (15) 
IT 
f- + Är-0»ihärey-6, I^Uoo, 0<f<+oo;        a|) 

ir 
^■f ÄorF-VWwharay-ft, |jr|<flof -flo<,<0, (17) 

With raapaet to the function f(x) it la aaauwd that tha 
•zpanaion (4) la applicable. 

Tha eolation coneiete of determining the function T(x« f, •> 
which aatiefiae aquation (1) and tha lialtlng coadltiona (15) - (17). 

■ 

It la aaay to ba convinced that tha function 

T 

— ii* - 



's. "— :'
mm\ 

■ 

•atisfUs «quation (1) and condition (15). It raaaina to aatiafy 
conditiona (16) and (17) which, on tha baaia of (IS) aaaoaa tha 
form: 

jcosMP )   'Ci(«,?)exp{ao)d«-OwhoÄ1p-J, »>0;   (19) 

+• 
JcosMP J   1»i(«,?)exp(w)rfu-Al/(x)vhiirip-l, o<0. 

Haro 

(20) 

,i 

KlM)m S*yi™ ' 
,.A 

+ a6Vral-fl6*cosVal-Jl6*-X(ii«-.p«^)8lnVr"i?q 

,   • , •• 

whara 

Aa bafora, wa find that 

3*1   f,(0,p)     « 

L 

■ 

• 

yi(0.p) M a^shp^.t-XAPchp6-t>c6chß6 4-Xy8hP6 . 
t«(0,P) '"a^shp^ + X^pchp^+oftchpft + Xp'shp** 
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r«k «nd bk ar« positiv« root« of tbo HMtim^ (a.^ M M4 ^(M. ^ )oQi 

ia i*ieh     UtCtt.p) • l/ V?^i    for loefieioiitly lorgo   ■   U tki 

r«nfo    0 < t ^ trgu % 2« - i. 

Mow it it. not difficult to oflUUUh thot ttao fvoetioo 

««O »1(0.1) 

«A 

Xexp(i»)(lu|a9i(ii.Wr»*^JtlM.^(P)cotpjrfpX 

X?|lm|nl(i«lp)exp(ito)l(XVr,HqTFPdiy^+FPp + 

+ a6sh/«»-t.ß»^)itt|(i>,fl(^p)|-i + 

(21) 

Tbo lUiting V«1UM T and dTjriior« T -^ ♦ 0, p ■ 1, «ad alto 

tho ratpona« T whara v «^ + o^ haa tba font 

(eont. on oast paga) J- 

— IM- 

■■ 



^äTM'-ZäH** 
n 

■■>-H>.r«l 

+• 

—•   ■ 

in conclu.lon. ve not« that If th. function £(x) U If^g* 
in th« FPutUr .in. lnt.gr.1. tb. probl« *******££ 
m.nner; th.r.for., th. ...lgn.d probl« cn »>• «oljt* In ^W 
^Ltlon th.t th. function (f(r) c.n b. r.pr...nt.d by th. FourUr 
lnt.gr.l In lt. g.n.r.l form. 

Sunmuiry 

A «.thod U dUcuMod In th. p.p.r for d«t««lnttl0" 0f.n* , 
thr^-dtr.Ion.1 t.-p.r.tur. fl.ld ^ » WljlJ. fl.t w. und« 
aix.d boundary condition. (2), (3), .nd (15). (16), «nd (17). 

An «x.ct solution li obt.ln^ In th. for. of ^u.tloni (U) 

•nd (21). 
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r 1 

TEMPEHATORE WAVES III ELASTIC STBAIKS 

V. S. ChoMBko 
HydroMUorolo|leal InstltiU. QiMM 

On tht bails of the thtraodynaBics of tho rovonlblo 
proeotits, tho piano problaa coneornlng poriodle prooiufo 
of a rigid dio on an olaatie laaiflano la ozaalnod. 

8tata«ant and Solution of tho probla« 

With spoods of strain a littla loss than tho spood •< pro- 
pagation of olastic wavos, it ia poasiblo to proeood fro« tha 
aquation of tha statistical thoory of olasticity /T/. Tha lattar 
in tanaor syabols hava tha form /*# 37: 

(I) 

In addition, tha strains £ lj ara connoctod with diaplaeaaanto ■1 
by tha ralationships 

-ife+fe) • (2) 

Subsoquontly, «a will axaalna tha plana atrass condition, 
l.a., «a will ssstna that 6 tfO. 

Wa aat tha axia x1«x along tha bordar of aaaiplana eoMUioM« 
and tha axia xj-y vartlcally donn. Tha dlaplacaaanta ^ «id « oat 

ba awaaaad by tha hamrale functian flp aid tha fonetlaa ^ U tha 

— 1«S - 



!Z. following aannor /T, 2, 47: i. 

(S> 

T. W+rt 
«• plan In fare* tk« tbtalat« rlfldlty at « it» unter tb* litur 

3^ + 2|*   Jx JE^it (4) 

With tho UM of «quality (3), it is pouibl« to raproiont 
stresaei 5 12 and 5 22 in  tht foni! 

„.-„ili.+Ji*. 

X + ji 

At tht bordar of tha aamiplana yith ynO, tba tangantial 
atraaa ia abaant 

ii.o, 

with |x{ < a appliad praaaura 

and with |x(7a   -^W+P^^exp(/»/).   /-/-I, 

L 
s 

0M-O. 

(5) 

(«) 

(7) 
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n        SubMqutntly, In eo^ltx valatt. only tht tfftetlvt part U      ' 
•MUMd. 

Tht functions P and ?l art aubjaet to dttttainttion frts 
condition (4) tnd tht tlvtn tottl foret. 

Qi + Qiexp(/W)=JP#(jr)d« + exp(/«»Ö JP»^)^. (8) 

Proa tht tquallttta (6) and (7), «t htvt tht followliig limiting 
condition» for tht function (p   with yO. 

CD 

Por tht dtttnlnatlon of tht traptrtturt T. «t nat tht 
aquation for htat conductivity 

^     I.ATX« <l0> 

As ahown In tht work ffj,  for tht rtvtralbla proctaaaa tht 
valut q can bt dtttrnlntd frcnTtht relationship 

au 

(Prom tht rtsults of tht Invtstlgatlona of N. 8. Psstov £7 It 
follows that tht thtrnodynsmlc process can ba eonaldtrtd a» rtvtrst 
with small frtqutnclta of strtssO On tht baala of tquallty (11) 
tht aquation of htat conductivity can bt wrltttn In tht following 

form     *    * * i I 

L 

(12) 
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If a hot «xchang« Uk- phst on th« boundary of tho •Mlplaneo, I , 
th» condition should bo •atlaflod 

^L + pT-0iih»-*-0. 
(13) 

On tht .trength of tha aqualtty «) tha function (p can ba 
represented by tha expression 

9 (*yt) - fo(^) + 9M)exp(/»/), A f#., - 0, (U) 

where <P rt is the vslue of the function f  which corraaponds to 
the constant co-ponent of pressure, and^ it the co^lax a^lltuda 

of the varisble coaponent (f.     It is not difficult to see that tha 

temperature effects in the seaiplane are caused by tha exceptionally 
variable coaponent of the pressure force. Therefore 

' (15) 
T(xyt) - Tx(xy)exp(/»/), <D(x^) - 01(xy)exp(/•/). 

Por determining the values ^ 1^, and (^ in accordance 

with the qualities (3). (5), (9). and (12) -(15). we have tha 
following differcntital system: 

A«!« WT.. ».-i? • 
(I«) 

2lX + |>) i.y 
With y-0 

fj, 
2(^ + 1»)    ft?  «JI 

L 

^L-O^ + pn-O. 

(17) 

J 
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• 
«r 

mmm mm —1 

iBtiidM tk* eondltiom (17), it U n«etMar7 to nqairt that tht i 
•ought functions dtcrtaso towards infinity, and on tht bordtr of 
tha saaiplana with | x | < a, JFO satiaf Ud aquality (%) 

4(^i0 Uli,    k* 
* + *> i i/   * M 

(is) 

For solution of tha aasignad Mission, «a uaa tha Fouriar tranafor- 
■ation 

m)-h{*y)t*m*)ix% 
d») 

m)~~\lu**9{~Hm> 

in which tha siauilatad unit i doas not intaract with tha taa^orary 
siaulatad unit j. 

With tha usa of tha tranafonatias (19), tha aystaa of 
aquations (16), (17) is writtan in tha form 

W W (20) 

whara 

With ymO 

<ii) 

L 
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Apart from th« conditions (21), a limitation (18) is plaead oil I 
tha functions being sought which is connactad with tha absoluta 
rigidity of tha dia. From this condition, with tha uaa of tha Fourlar 
intagral and tha sacond equality (21) «a obtain tha intagral aquation 

pexp(-/U)d5j^i^-0, |x|<fl. (22) 

Equation (22), on tha strangth of tha parity of tha function Ti ([jj/) 
with raspact to §   (parity of tha function % fry) with raspaet 

to $  follow directly from tha ralationship (3) and tha conditions 

of synmatry of vertical displacements) has the following solution 
satisfying tha first equality (20) ffj : 

*i-4/.(al)CXp(-m*). (23) 

where A is the constant subject to determination. 

It is easy to prove that the solution of tha aquations (20) 
under conditions (21) and (23) are determined by the expressions: 

^"T'lW+F^? exp(~^^)-exp(-'l*l)]/'(fl*)' 

i^-4 -.-£]M.O. 

(24) 

(25) 

The constant A, which is part of the ralationship (23)-(25) it found 
from tha normalisation conditions (8) 

Qi- $Pi(x)dx. 

Determining from representation (25) the original and last used 
expression, we obtain       or?       .u«i i-i 

L * * 
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I 

[»ilwrt 1 
F{\) 

jnsui~m~VPTF) ., . «L 
r«(i iU/f-p) 2r 

Trtniftrrlng In equations (23) and (2*) to tho orlflntU, m 
finally find 

* = A f/#(fl*)exp(-my-"*)^       
m 

2« J 
—• 

r- -17 f'•<al, [TOT ^-»/<rfF)- "p(- ""lx 

trra which, in particular, «a obtain tha taaparatura liait 

n 

Ptculiaritiaa of Taaparatura Diffusion at tha Liait 

In «any practical important cases, for axa«pla, with a fraa 
haat axchanga with a aurfaca, tha coafficiant of haat axehanga p la a 

rary aull Talaa which can ba ignorad (for axaapla, for ataal f  • 3.«* 

10"*«'1 /SJ.   I" this aiaplast case, tha diffuaion of ta^aratur« 
at tha lialt of tha seaiplana has tha form 

(29) 

whara B(x) ia a unitary function: »■! with x^O and B«) with x <0. 

Wa will show that tha taaparatura of tha ll«it of tha aami- 
plana ia a lifting function. For this, ** ^ ********•• 
fonatian of tha packaga wa writa tha tntagral (29)   In JJ^J^j J 

■ 
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r 1 

■ I d f K.IV/r(x + at)| ^ 

"^ it dx J   /^-» 
i 

(30) 

Here K ( T ) !■ • »odlftcatlon of th* Beewl function of tht 
Sd ?yp. of tht «ero order, end the v.lw x .. . ro.ult of the 
»yaaetry of the proble«, cen be coneldered poiLtlve. 

It is not difficult to see that only the fIret term In 
e«uellty (30) cen heve elngulerlty In the point x-e  For the 
lloletlon of thle ilngulerlty. «e note that the function K0 ( T ) 
In point X «0 h« M order of In X • 0° th* b••t• of 

thle, In the vicinity of the point «-•♦ 0. the Integral (3) cen be 
prtsented In the form 

/=- 

. In 
d 

»1/2 dx ] pn      w 
(31) 

«tore  ^  It • ■Mil poeltlve velue •atlsfylng tha Inequality <fro 
Sti x < a. f 7 l-i   with x  > a, and R(x) It tb. function 

a 
which It regular with XM. 

Co^utlng the Integral (31), «a find 

1 Rt(x), x = a + 0. 

The.« equalltlet. together with forwla (28) Indicate ^a lljltttlon 
of tha function T In polntt |x| -a, Inawuch at ^ (x) -^ 0 with 

x -^ oo , on the entlra axlt y-0. 

From tha ralatlonahlp (29) with Integration by !•**•. Ujlz 
Mty to obtaU the aty^*otlc baharlor of tha function T. (x) ^ V»  . 
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r 
rw._il(i£lfl_3-£±^l+0(n. (32) 

1 

As <um b« mn £«« fowul« (32), th» oo^l«t «Ultud« o£ tbt 
tUS.tIrI%Utlon r.pldly £.11. ««f with dl.unc £ro. th. dU. 

Dl££u.tott Qg H«.t Sourc. 

Tht eowlMt wplltud. ^ o£ th. d«i.lty o£ hMt *»urc.^l« 

th. ten 

ft 
/«T^ 

• 

i-f-^- f/,(a5)exp(-^)co»WI + 
(33) 

Fro» «pr...lon (33) It tellow. th.t th. .l..tlc .tr.ln o£ th. ••■I- 
»IS. uid. to th. £onutlon o£ voli«.trlc .ourc.. ********* 
SCoi^Aich drop. o££ with dl.unc £ro. th. dl.,   In p.rtl«il.r, 
n.« Stetijw o£ th. dl.. £ro. tholr i^Wrt «^.Ä Uto- 

JJtc. t conJ.ntr.tlon o£ hoot aourc.,   ictwlly. with 7-0 

ft i 

wh.r.. .. .hown .bov.. ^ (x) li . ll«lt.d £«nctlon. 

With •u££lcl.ntly mil £r^u«icl.. o£ «twin, th. ..cond U» 
In ^Mllty (33) c.n b. Ignorod.   In thl. mm 

X 

L J 
- 17« - 
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2«(*, + ^(,) aj + j,. 

equal to M. g ^ •*" -N th* "««nt which lg 

vibration. C Btraln li ^»"iontl to tho £Mqu«icy of 

Symbols 

of U».r «p.«.^   ^.. ^„^ ot ^ ^^ c __ ^^ 

th. p.rl*.lc fore, .f STSEU^ ■'i^^TJ^11^. " of th« «.ro ordtr. V™V w . J0 ») — tht Bunl fyiutlm 

SuMnary 

»olv.bU InUft," «IS!! i??-   "^ "» »Mbl" 1» "«IM* to o 
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THB iMlSOIHKRMAL FLOH OP RIAL GAS. IH A GAS PIPBLIW 

by B. ?. Shaliaor 
ScUntif le-K*ttareh Imtitutt of 
Natural Oai, Moscow 

Under InTestigation la a ataady-atata flow 
of thanaodynaaloally imparfaot gaa in a gaa 
pipollna, and the beat axchanga with tha 
surrounding medium is takaa into aooount* 
A solution auitabla for practical oalcuLa- 
tloas was obtained by the uae of tha 
parameter method« 

. In engineering practice, the distribution of tha gaa tempera- 

ture over the length of the gaa Una la calculated ty the well known 

V* G. Shukhov formula applying to thermodynamioally ideal gaa flowing 

at a low speed (1). There are caaea whan the gas temperature at tha 

end of the pipeline is lower than tha temperature at tha aurrounding 

ground (2). This does not agree with the V, Q. Shukhov formula and 

shows that it is inaccurate with reference to tha flow of fas. It la 

assumed that tha temperature drop ia caused by tha fact that the gaa . 

is thermodynamicaUy nonideal which has to be taken into account in 

case of considerable pressure changes (2). At any rate, no aatia- 

factoty quantitative estimate ia available. I. A. Chancy * a mono- 

graph (1) cites a system of gas dynamic equationa for real gaa and 

examines in detail a case of adiabatic flow (tha Joula-Thomaon effect). 

Balow is the affect of nonideal gaa on tha temperature of a 

gas line where account ia taken of the heat exchange with tha aurround- 

ing medium on tha basis of general aquations of gas dynamic. 

L J 
« 
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(1) 

I. The initial equations a7e thoee of the law of mass preatr- | 

vatioa and the quantity of notion and balance of energy whioh, die- 

regarding the uneven distribution over the gas line •ross-MCtioa, 

Y wf sc G *■ const. 
looks like the folio dng: ' '       ' 

and the equation of the state of real gas, for which the Bertlow 

equation (3) ^as used, is 

-Br"1+ iss pt^\     PI 
Deducting the second equation (1) from the third, we get tt» 

heat inflow equation 

7   G a       2g 
It is known (1) that in the case of gas flowing in a major gas 

line at a slow speed, the equation of the quantity of notion nay din- 

regard the changes in the speed-produced pressure and geonetrio height 

as conpared to the changing piezonetric pressure, and take 

T    d      2g 
Then the equation of the heat inflow can be represented with the 

sane degree of accuracy as 

G 
(5) 

or, using the well known thernodynanic relation for an enthalpy (l)i 

as 

L 
^^^^l-)^^^-^ 

(6) 
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• fU dMignatloM used bar« ar« irelTlaaoro and colacldt with tbost *"] 

tokaa in (1); the exceptions are T0 - the t«peratare of the surround- 

ing nsdlua and K — the full coefficient of the heat transfer fro« the 

gas to the surrounding medium. 

The prohLem is thus reduced to the Integration of teo nonlinear 

equations      dp^ m    X f 01» ZBT 
~ ax" 2gd[f\    p   ' 

with the initial cooditlons p ■ p^ T - ^ and E ■ 0. 

To simplify the problem, we shall take >, K, and Op as constants 

of the gas-line length, and average % value as the coefficient of 

coopressahlllty within the temperature and pressure range under con- 

sideration. 

We shall introdued the dimensionless variables 

/ P$ Tt           I» 

and assuming that 9    ^fl. J*.     aml^ ÜL L^ 
*" 128   c,   fc '      " d  c,   Q' 

we ihlM change the equation system (7) to tba followingt 

dx        f,      181 t 

dx       L       ^ J * 

ii« —±i.f  c-wp   t-t,  npH  «-0. 
dt b   * 

(8) 
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i*~   II. In the case of an anadiabatlc gas flow (K»*©), the sol-'*'! 

ution of the equation system (8) can be obtained ty the small para- 

meter method (4)• 

In the majority of the actually Important eases the parameter 

£ is very small. Withe» 0 (ideal gas), the system (8) will look 

like the foQIovring:   . .. 

ax d* b   ty (9) 

Its solution, in keeping vdth the conditions ^p» ^ , y.^, > 

and x = 0, will be:     „, . '. .       , 
9(«)s=^ + (tI-t,)exp(-ax), 

^(x)=r wj _ 2^ x ^ 2J^J^ iv. (10) 

We shall further assume that 

t-f+t, ««■(!>-f«.      (11) 

From (8) and (9) we find:   d*        b ity       (j» + «  J ' 
dx «     f    ,-        18  T    - 
d%       i|» + « L f+t J (12) 

«-0, t=»0 npH x«0. 
We shall look for a solution of the latter system in the form 

of small parameter e series. Bearing in mind that with 6- s 0. 

Z (.*)  5 0, fCx)a 0, we gett 
«(x) » iw^x) + ... , 

7(x) - «.(x) + ....       (13) 

The convergence off the series is insured by the Poincare theorem (4), 

In the future we shall confine ourseltes to the first terns of 
L    . J 
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f «xpaailon (13) ia view of the low's valut. Subetltutlng (13) 1» (12)! 

and dividing the power series (f ^ 0, H* ^ o), we «Ul^flnd» 

iL   fl if: 4.-*! 

dt    ♦ L    »• J 
ilS*0,    wi —0 npH X«rO. 

The solution of the linear equations (U) is obtained ia 

quadratures: "i -—(?—%) | "T"" M — — • 
a     J L ?•  J ?-%        , % 

-'      X (15) 

and the relation ^s^^) is prgvided .^ ^      (10). 

These integrals oan be conputed to a desired aeouraqf tp 

approximate methods. 

1. Let us examine in detail a case in which 7,B Te • The 

relations (10) and (15) are simplified: 

5- — -T - *   exp(-ax) rexp(a»)^. 
«• 

W« shall express the latter integral ty the Gauss function 

«rll-r^fexK-««)*. 
whose values are tabulated (5):        o 

t"»—-i~ ^T[^-l exP ^^ Ni%^)-^ v^)l. (»7) 
Disregarding the correction for pressure 1» the .CMS of noa- 

ideal.gas which is very low, that is talcing #** V, we «ill present 

(16) 

the solution as follows» 
\mmm 
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,. _ i2L-irexp(ci<,)lerf(iclK'7)-«rl(«y?)l.  . , 

,   9  -«[18 .]      ,__*_ /•-i2^VLT"1J•     «% 
It follows from (18) that * will diminish or incrtas« with 

the drop in initial pressure depending on whether % is loss or more 

than tho inversion tenperature ty Iw«/.= ^J • 

It can be shown that function (18) is monotonic, and for this 

reason the naxiBum change in the gas temperature due to its nonideal 

characteristic, as compared with the initial temperature, occurs when 

^=0;        .   Vü     I.      ..      - 
W ■« —- 7=- erf^ \ c). 

2 Vc (19) 

2. Still more interesting from the point of view of appllcap- 

tions is the case when % A* • T^ following oonditiow are usually 

fulfilled      , ?.  .   . i ^.  . .. .     . 

(20) 

The function f ( i ) =?* - 1, where <f(*) = ^+i W£-€*), we 

shall expand into the Uaclaurin series with each fixed value * , dis- 

regarding the terms of the second order of the infiaiteitintl in 

relation to & : ^ . / « 1 j) ._ ».JWp(-«i.). 

Then 7. -1 

L 

;--(?-10) \ tj   /J 9-t,  to (21) 

J 
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To calculat« tht int^ral U (21), bwriag In «l«l iMdM^ltar i 

(20), we shall replace (without auch loss of tccoraoy) fonctioo *& 

ly a simpler one ♦«-[-^•r 
whereajK»n the nenUoned integral wiU be expressed ly a Isuss funotton 

analogically to (16). 

Taking &c*y»y  , we shall express the final soluM«» ift the 

following form 

f.|^-i.«-i(tl-il)|i-.Mp(-i«)ip, 

t..t0 + (tl-t,)exp(-a»)-t*f 

..•.i^l^.exp^it^lerf^v^-erf^/c)!- (22) 

_iL JL iL^!L(itl-w)exp(-cW-«,)I. 
' 32 f „   tg 

6 
/•' 

9  ^ 
128 cp 

18 -i 
2% 

Taking inequality (20) into account, it is quite possible to use 

formulas (18) instead of (22) for calculating ^ and t .. 

3. In the case of a fully heat-insulattd gasline (K = 0), an 

approximate solution can be obtained from (18) ly a maximum change 

vrithK^O»  x-tj-t», T»-/(«|-W), ^ 

«-[«?—r J       i» h IT J 
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It is 8i41ar to the lineariiad solution for Vsndar T«üJ« gM ! 

found in (1). 

III. In addition to the other well defined peraneters from a 

physical point of viw, the distribution of the gas temperature orer 

the length of the gas line depends on the full coefficient of heat 

transfer K characterizing the heat exchange with the surrounding 

medium. The methods of calculating it In concrete cases art found In 

(6) as well as in reference manuals on heat transfer* 

r 
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yM 2 ? £. 

^ t 
** 

^ 
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*>* ir s s 
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to 20      30      W 

.   Fig. 1. Relationship between T*(0C) and 

1 - 1C»0; i'- K»0{1); 2 - K»i.l6; 0 - 1362.5; 
3 - £=4.65; a sl362.5; A - K =1.16; 0*681.25. 

, 

Under turbulent conditions of gas flow in a gas line the coef- 

ficient K depends on hydraulic factors, but the range of its dependence 

on the Reynolds parameter is very narrow. In the case of high Re 

numbers, the coefficient K is actually determined by the heat-conduct- 

ing properties of the surrounding medium and can be calculated lay the 

Forheimer, Arons-Kutateladze formulas, etc. In practice, a certain 

Uverage value of coefficient E is frequently used. According to the 

— 18« — 
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riwtstigations tor Pistol» kora, K may bt takaa (In ttxw of wt/« X i 

dagrat) M 1.16 for dry sand, 1.45 for damp clay and 3*49 for watar- 

aaturatad sand. Tha latter value la racoBaandad alao ly Shukhov and 

Laybeaien (6). In a turbulent gas flow K la larger than in a laainar 

flow; a fully heat-iasulated gas pipeline reduces i to aero« 

To estiiaate the effect of the thennodynanic ohn-idaal character- 

istic of gas. on the temperature uoodlticoa of/jt gaa-ÜM, «aleulatimia 

«are made under the following condltlonst 1 « 120 knj d ■ 0.8) > = 0.0135) 

methane gas; T0 = WO.S
0^» R = 53 m/deg.) Cp = 2«21S| kj/kg x dag.) 

pc = U.9 x 10
? h x m j Z0 - 0.93. 

Formulas (18) and (23) were used to calculate the 0rop in the 

gas temperature T produced ly the changing praaaure Ap = p, - p with 

p. = 53.9 x 10^ x/a2, t., s T ■ 150C and yarious weight loss valuea 0 

(in n/seo) and coefficient K (solid lines in fig. 1). The theoretical 

distribution of the gas temperature over the length of the gaa line was 

calculated ty formula (22) for real gas, and for a comparison with V. 0. 

Shukov's formula (10) for ideal gaa (Fig. 2).. 

L 
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Pig, 2. TheoMtioal dep«id«ioe of Tto0) 
on      (km) with p. mtW.lV Ik« *; 
0 «1362.5 n.seo-lt K s 147 «t*«"46* 

«dag"1: 

1 - through (10); 2 - through (22); 
3 - ground t«nperaturo. 

The calculation shore that: 

1) the temperature curve corresponding to real gas runs conr 

siderably lower than the curve corresponding to V. G. öhukov's formula 

(10) under identical conditions (Fig. 2); 

2) the drop in gas taaperature caused ly its non-ideal character- 

istic depends largely on the rate of flow of » and coefficient K» all 

other conditions being equal, it drops with a decreasing G, and in^ 

creases with a decreasing K to a value corresponding to the Joule- 

Thoiason effect with K = 0 (Fig. l)j 

3) the non-ideal characteristics of the gas may cause its tem^ 

per;.ture to drop below that of the surrounding ground, which agrees 

Ljvith the natural observations (2). 
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'*"   Th« selection of a articular equatioa of state is not » aattag 

of principle importance. The Bertlow equation, 4s is taown (3), pro- 

duces good results under moderate pressures, as in the ease of methsas 

in the field of pressure ( 0 - 100) 105 h x m"2. In the particular 

case of K = 0, a comparison was made of the cslculatlons based on 

formulas (23) and the similar I. A. Charnyy formulas for vendsr Waals» 

gases (Fig. 1) which are found to he practically the same withto the 

temperature and pressure range under consideration. 

Thus the V. G. Shukhov formula applicable to the flow of gas 

in a gas line under changing pressure shows wer-estimated gas tempsr- 

ature values as it does not take into account the non-ideal character» 

istic of the gas. This should be borne in mind whenever it is i»- 

portant to know the gas temperature in a gas pipeline (the depth of 

the pipeline, the condensation of bydrocarbons and water, etc.). 

A generalisation of the outlined method of solution does not 

involve *ay serious difficulties in the case of the vsriable-4ength 

gas line K and T0. 
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r 1 
OOKKMKIM TOR WOLDS OP A TTOBÖLBIT fLW TILOaTT IH A €100» OMMt 

by V. A. SetaNb, 
Branch of th« Ouk InstltuU of Railroad InginMra, Xtmk 

Tht iubjact undor congtdaratlon it tht volocity 
fUld of a turbultnt iaotbanal Clow in a cylindrical 
ebaobor with a tangential aupply of a Mdiw. aa a 
raault of tha generaliiation of tha viacoua aovaMnt 
with an avaraga alua of tha "turbulent agitatienN 

coefficient. 

The characteriatic featurea of the twitted turbulent flow pioduced 

in tpecial cyclone or vortex cbambera with a tangential supply of a 

nediun are incorporated In the production of high preaaure heating de* 

vice», In the deaigna of a number of aeparatora, viriout types of 

pressure and feeder installationa. Fron this point of Tiew it would 

be interesting to generalize the experloental investigations of the 

velocity fields in such cyclone chanbera on the basis of theoretical 

principles. In this sense there are sons possibilities! if the turbur 

lent movament in a cyclone chamber is to be considered as a result of 

the generalisation of the viscous movement problm ty using the average 

value of the "turbulent agitation" coefficient* In this case, as will 

be shorn later! it would be possible to establish the velocity field 

in the peripheral region of the cyclone according to the input of the 

medium through the cyclone, the coefficient of the flow turbulence and the 

basic dimensions of the cyclone» and generalise the aaqperimental In- 

vestigations of the velocity fields* 

L J 
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Fig. 1. Diagram of oyolona obambar 

For this purpose we shall examine the movement of a medium in a 

cyclone chamber with a radius R0 and L long (with an arbitrary value of 

the L/RQ ratio) and its tangential supply through nossles whose cross- 

section outlet area is determined by the product of dimensions 

X ^i ^i£* ^ * ^e "^^ ot the medium £^m the cyclone is through 

an opening in radius R. and the Rj/R0 ratio may have raxious values. 

In the peripheral region of a cyclone (r >fi.} characterised by 

a tangential supply of a medium along the entire qyclone generator| 

there is practically no agitation in the direction zt which is normal 

in relation to the rotation plane; in that case, the movement in this 

region can be considered as a plane movement depending only on r and 

<f with the use of a cylindrical system of coordinates. The effect of 

the axial speed component uzbeoomes substantial and a central part of 

the cyclone at r < R^ where the cylindrical surface of radius B. ts as in 

the first approxlmatioiLthe surface of the division of two different 

regions of medium movement, peripheral and central, which can simultao- 

L eouily be considered as the surface corresponding to the "merger" of 
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fth« nedivm under tht «ffect of cwtrifugtl fore« thwugh UM ortlrt j 

opening of.rtiius 1^. In this connootion, tho dirinlon wrfaeo of 

radius R is tht boundary in ths ohanging nature of the distribution 

of the transverse (rotating) speed conponent uf . As is known, the 

experimental data revealed that in the peripheral region (r> 1^) uf 

increases idth the decreasing radius in accordance *ith the exponential 

relationship, and in the central part u^ Is approxlBately proportiowl 

to the radius, which practlcaUy corresponds to the quasi solid rota^ 

tion of the medium. 

In the case of the peripheral region of the cyclone (at r^ Hj), 

assuming that the nwement does not depend on coordinate s, and noting 

that the terms containing the derlvatlTcs^ are «occluded in Ties of 

the flow syamatty, we will get a differential eqoation for a turbulent 

movement in the following form: 

^ fa««, . »J^.««'U^-^. CD 

and the continuous novament equation 

1F+Tm0t 

(2) 

(3) 

where the solid line Indicates the time -> averaging operation, and 

L 
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dot the corresponding values of the pulsing speed components. In   ! 

later presentations, all the trsnstonuitloni will refer »nlyvto Aiae 

averages, and the averaging sign trill therefore be oaitted. As a 

result of the separation of variables and integration in (3), we get 

m, — const - — —2—, (A) 
2icL ' 

where q is the volumetric consumption of the medium through the 

nozzles. A negative sign indicates that the direction of the speed 

comoonent u is toward the cyclone axis, ^jr substituting the values 
*    r 

(5) 

ur in (4), we find from equation (1) 

Bearing in mind that the viscous tangential tension in the ease of 

movement under consideration is 

v->(£-Bf)-^) 
and introducing the designation of the turbulent tension component 

V-—P'V«r. 

equation (2) can be expressed ty tension 

/ du9   .  «-«, \ d ,     , - v j 2 ,  . - . (6) 

On the basis of the general principles of the seaiempirical theory of 

turbulence, we will assume that 

and that the kinematic coefficient of the "turbulent viscosity11 if 

t»~«iff|--|-l-li. (8) 
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rf? some average value of the coefficient c ** ^ can be taken in the """l 

region of flow, at r > IL, equation (6) ulll aoount to the following 

after the substitutions of the ^r and'V' valuea 

As u^ « u «f (r), equation (9) can be presented as followsi 

if«,   t+m du,  1 —m «t-0, (10) 

where 

m-^|2«L(v + «•)l-,. (^ 

equation (10) is a Euler type equation, and its two particular solu- 

tions should look like 

* 

The substitution of value u^ in (10) produces 

P + mik-O-wHO, 

hence we have: 
*»■—(«-"l); ik,—-i. 

The general solution of equation (10) is 

The arbitrary constants can be defined from the following consider- 

ations. A certain speed u^fl is established near the oylindrioal 

wall of the cyclone but not on the wall itself, so that 

«,-«„ npH r-/?#. (^ 

Besides, when q s o, that is when the oediun is not shifted in a radial 

direction but the established speed value u^ at r s ao eontinues, the 

speed ooaponent Uf should be redistributed in accordance with the I 

-  »5- 
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ftotatioh of liquid as a solid bodyT This mwMant can be produoad 5| 

tenovius the entire medium flowing in through the noaales to the 

cylindrical wall of the cyclone through specially "«de openings in that 

vrall, as was experimentally proved in work (1). Obviously, an analogical 

case •rould be the rotation of a solid cylindrical wall when the cir- 

cular movement cf the medium on the external boundary is caused ly 

viscous tensions on its surface, and in this case the medium inside 

the cycle chamber will rotate as a solid body* 

Thus when q = 0, it is necessary to have u<f = Ar which is * 

possible with B ■ 0. Using the boundary condition (I3)i we get the 

following final result for u^ with r >Ri; 

u9»U0{R/r)n, (14) 

Where 

/i-m-l-^^wL^ + to))-1. 

I i 
Thus the relationship characterising the field of the rotational 

speed In the peripheral region of the cyclone with r^ ^ has been 

established. Relation (14) makes it possible to establish the effect 

on the velocity field of nedlom q, the length and radius of the cyclone, 

end coefficients ^« and V . Here the value £o  la conaiderably 

greater than -V . which In moat easea makes It poaslble to disregard 

the value of the latter. A quasi-solid rotation of the medium la 

initiated when (of V ^« , Juat as in q ■ 0. When the viscosity of 

the medium dlaappeara, that la vhen(ot^'"?^i It followa from (12) that 

L «,-B/r-VÄ/r/ (15)  J 

■ 
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CoBparing It with (U}| «e tiiaä th« following conditiont ] 

Thus the nwnlng of relation (U), with low V v Talno», if liaiUd 

ty (16); consequently, with certain 4»-* v yaiues it is possible to 

produce a noraent in the cyclone only whea the % values sitisfly (16)« 

The value e , defined ty (8), we shall compute as the average 

magnitude within the peripheral portion of the cyclone at r > R^» We 

fVi«n assume that the "swirling method" 1 is proportional to radius 

11*** i where x is the constant subject to definition tgr experlaentA 

methods. From (8) and the additional use of (U) we will get the 

following for e : 

2wtil [r )     ' 

Attributing the average value £„   to the average value of the radius 

in the zone   under consideration rCp'=M0£/     * *• ***& 

(17) *=l 

where l^l-f^rO,)-». 
(18) 

The effect of multiplier R^/RQ may not be taken into account, as the 

index value of the experimental data on the used values R;|/&0 s 0.15-1, 

/•A. 
does not exceed the rax«e -n--« 0.1-0.15. The following assumption 

in this case would be fairly accurate 

H-«^VIW (19) 
Lfhe value «f constant X is defined on the basis of the experimentalJ' 
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; investigations of the velocity fields in cyclones. Since according toj 

(U) and (18) 

we will get the following, bearing in mind (19): 

(20) 

The values % , calculated ly the experimental data (l, 2) in 

accordance with (20), are plotted on a gra^i (Pig. 2) in relation to 

M ' ^"a^ ' ^»ia« in »ind that the volumttelc flow through the feed 

nojizle 

A 

where u8X  is the speed of the incoming medium, we get for M, taking 

(18) into account, /        V^   -   \V. 

«« 

u. 2tcl/?, (21) 

It follow« from the graph (Fig. 2) that the value x is sixbordinated 

with precision to the linear relation 

x-0,01+0,56 Af. (22) 

The order of magnitude X  agrees with the values ©fcalned ly L. A. 

Vulis and V. P. üstimenko who considered the turbulent movement in a 

qjrclone from the viewpoint of its qualitative confonaity with a rota- 

ting tubular jet. R^^ (22) wa8 construoted ly the use of. the 

experimental data obtained ly measuring the veloolly fields in cyclones 

with a tangential supply of a medium only (1, 2). It should be em- 

^hasized that the result obtained in accordance with the formulation-i 
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'of thi proUeB characterizes the velocity field in a oarlindrical ""j 

oydoa« where the mediuiB is avpplied taagentiaUy. k partial auppljr 

of the medium through an axial noaale in the central part of the 

cyclone acceleratea the grovdng speed in the peripheral part of the 

oarclone   (the^ n degree index is higher). This phenomenon can he 

explained V the support produced tgr the air mass introduced in the 

central part of the cyclonej it is confirmed hy the tests made l|r 

0. N. tyakfaovskiy (2) in which the volme of air introduced through 

the axial nozzles amounted to one-third of that introduced ty the 

tangential nozzjfts* 

C« 

0« 

Qfi 

Ofi 

Fig. 2. Relationship between coeffi- 
cient^ and dimensionless para- 
meter U, according to experimental 
data. 

l-Ivanov, KatsnePson, Parlor; 2-Vulis, üsti- 
menko; ^-Schnab, Kapustin, Shahancr. 

Thus the field of the velocity component u^ in the peripheral 

region of the cydone (r > f^) is defined hy the eiponential relation 
•'■ .'• 

I (U) in which the index of power h, taking (20) and (22) into aooounlj, 

e: 
/ 

J 
t 

/ 

•-J 1 . 

Oi *   o o    <- ?   « r    i '   1 i /HO 
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will be -1 n « M(0.01   0.56M)'J• - 1.(23) 

K/O' 

_,/ 
s r— 

ii 

4 Y 
t 

i 
S 

V> y O-l 

• -3 

** 

0 i, 5 5        (5       10       IQ      B    W 

Fig. 3. Relationship between Telocity drop 
fcil- Up/Uto o' isothennel flow end 
diuiensionieea paranetep 

2itÄ0L      1-3 —see Fig. 2. 

Ine relation u^ /u8Jt =^ included in (21) represents the 

coefficient of the decreasing speed which is defined ty the preset 

speed near the cylindrical wall of the cyclone and the speed of the 

incoming medium. A reduction in the incoming speed uw to u^ near 

the wall of the cyclone is the result of the energy loss in the cyclone 

through friction tension on the cyclone walls, the outlet loss of 

speed and tbe loss involved in the central part of the cyclone in the 

activation of the air mass through the outlet opening, and other 

similar losses. The experimental data (1, 2) can be used to express 

the coefficient, of the velocity loss by the following (HaenUlonleae 

relation ** Lr 
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at prtstnttd In tba graph (Fig. 3). Xht UM of UM «qptriMAtal 

cotffloitQt vaj.ue ^obrlatos tbt otcMiltgr of prtsoriblQg tht Ttlooitqr 

v«lu« tt^o »coordiag to the oxporinoatal data in oaoh oonortto oata 

in ordtr to dtfin« the velocity field. It la a Yety iaportant and 

test-proven fact that the field of rotational apeed in the peripheral 

part of the cyclone, in accordance with the above conolusioni depeoda 

on the cross section area of the inlet feoialea bat doea not depend on 

the method of their custxibution on the qrolone generator (aaauvUig 

the sane energy loss value at the end) • Ihia oonoluaion natural]/ 

does not affect the changes arising in the distribution of velocity 

components *t.»     , 

In the central part of the cyclone» with r <. IL and fairly 

loir Values Ri/R0 (within the range of 0.15 - 0»A),  the velocity field 

u* i as in the case of a solid body rotation, is described 1y a 

linear relation 

where u^R» is determined lay (U) with r ■ ^ i saoothing-out pro- 

cess occurs at the Joint of the apeed velocity profiles u^ , ao that 

-^. = 0 withr «i^. 

L 
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A STOW Of tin nwncs at THEBMAL woowbBinai or RHAMI n m 

SIMOLi-WLSI SHOCK-TOn MRROD 

hf ?. 0. Knorrt 
0. t. Bailor 

2mmt Instltutt U. 0. M. Ir«hl»luinovikly, Äsen» 

Tfet proctti o£ th«tMl d«co^oiltl»n of •thu* hat bw itodUi 

btfort by vwloui ■•thod» In th« fUW of rtUtlvtly low twponttirM 

(I, 4, 5).   But tht d«t« tvilliblo on tbo total klnotlci of blgh U*«r- 

«turo otluno d.e<»potltlon Mt ttlll iMlgnlflent.   V« tboroforo InltU* 

t*d a ttudy of this ptocow by tho «otbod of • •ln|lo-polM ibock tabo 

doterlbod In work (I). 

2000 

fig   1. Ibo rolatlonshlp bttnoon tho to^orotaro bohlnd tho rtfloetod 
wavo ahock and tha Mach nunbar of tha Incldant ahoek «ova . 

Iji'tot pura AT; 2-5% otxtura of 02^*95% Ar ^4 
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An awüysis of the reactionproducts was nade on C^,, Ofli,    \ 

CgHg, Hg and in a nunber of tests on OH.. The pressure of the reacting 

gas in the high temperature "plug" during ths tests anounted to about 

405 x 103 n x m"2, and the reaction time between the tests fluctuated 

from 0.7 x 10'3 to 1.1 x 10~3 sec. The calculation of the gas tenper- . 

ature behind the reflected shock wave Tj took into account the rela- 

tionship between the ethane thermal capacity and the temperature on 

the assumption that the oscillation relaxation had been completed and 

there was no chemical reaction. The dependence of the theoretical 

temperature on the Mach number of the : incident shock wave for a 5$ 

Edxture of C^ -f 9# Ar is shown in Fig. 1. The mixtures containing 

ethane of the order of 2$ temperature T« was calculated on the basis 

of calculation curves obtained for cases of pure argon and a 5% mix- 

ture of C2H^ + 95^ Ar.  The Tj value was used as a temperature reac- 

tion T , with a correction for the reaction heat. The latter, in turn, 

was determined by an analysis of the reaction products that took into 

account the dependence of the thermal effects of the decomposition re- 

action of ethane, ethylene and acetylene on the temperature. 

The tests were made in the interval of the Mach number values 

of an incident Shockwave which extended the range of etha« transforma- 

tion from about 2 to 9056. This made it possible to cover a reaction 

tem^rature range from 1,160 to 1,580° K in these relatively short 

reaction periods. It will apparently, be quite difficult to rise to 

|_the region of still higher temperatures even ty these methods.   J. 
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Tfebl« ~! 

Sp««d-t«nptratur« dtp«ttä«io« of «tUa« yrttijßtiM 

-—i- 

139 
146 
140 
145 
138 
144 
136 
134 
137 
132 
131 
142 
135 
141 
143 
161 
149 

K" 

L 
♦» L e 
e f j 
2 

i 
B 
S 

| 
B 

«I "d fi 
II H *» 

I 

Coapositlon of 
tto rMetion pro- 
ducts, % 

4 

i 4 \ 

H 

>: i'ti 

>t 

^1 
1897012.34416000 
97202,41277000 

142S02.46408000 
194502.5464100013200.87 
129002.55433000 
65302.66218000 

117002.65440000 
1050(M2,66 394000 
105002.72 "~" 
105002.72 
105002.76 
95902.82 
95902.84 

11700.76 
12200.78 
12600.96 

421000 
421000 
442000 
429000 

__„. 436000 
87902.8942200016300.74 
80502.9942400017300.98 

150002 48 42800014401.14 
12900|2:S424000|1570|0.89 

13300.77 
13401,03 
14200,82 
14300,83 
14800.70 
14800,81 
15200.76 
15700,74 
15900.84 

5,3 
5,4 
5,3 
5,3 
6.3 
6,4 
5.3 
4.45 
5.3 
4,4 
4.4 
6.3 
4,46 
5.3 JU 
1,15 
1.16 

6.1 
5.1 
4.4 
3,6 
4,2 
4.1 

0.0^0.6 

0,2 

3,6 
2,2 
2.7 
1.4 
1.4 

1.2 
M 
1.05 

0.2511.55 
2.16 

0.35 2.25 0,002,7 
2,6 0,15^3,2 
2,6 0,2 ' ' 

1.6^0,802,7 0.1 
0,950.652.550.503.85 
1.050.6 2.9 0,26 4,3 
0,650,9 3.0 |0,5 4,8 

0.1 

0,1 
0,1 
0,6 
1,4 
1.2« 

1.8 
2.5 

o.3 *M.o«.! lo.^.«!!« 
0,250.5610,3 

1,18 2672,4312907.75 

3,7515803.20 

521,7211708,53 
741,8712108,25 

194 2.2912308.12 
4422.6412707.87 
3052.4812907.75 

4702,6713707,30 
8432.9314007.15 
9622.9814007.15 

14203.1514307.00 
15033.181470|6.80 

18403.26151 
21803.34151 
22003.341' 

14706.80 

To determine the order of the ethane reaction, teits «ere oade 

with a 556 mixture of 0 H, 4 9556 Ar with the same M number but differ» 
2 o 

ent pressures in the reacting gas. The figures on these tests are 

shown in the table under numbers U5j 138 and 144* A comparison of 

the reaction speed values in these tests reveals that the thermal 

, decomposition of ethane does not depend a great deal on the pressure J, 
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'"cEanges within the approxiaate range of 202 x 10? to 607 x l(r h x tt, 

which indicates the first order of the reaction.  The teste «ere 

made primarily with a 5% ethane - Ar mixture. Several tests were made 

vdth. l£ ethane concentration in the mixture. 

V 

2fi 

"■ .•> 1  

"Ss 
Vv 

. 

^ V 
• 

\ 
<. N > 

W     V     W     V     8P     V  w 
leoö   '    Mö~   '      12Ö5    1 

Flg. 2. Temperature depfludenoe of the speed 
constant of the ethane pyrolysis process: 

The test results were processed in accordance with the reaction 

of the first order. The primary experimental material and the calcul- 

ation results of the reaction speed constant of the first order in the 

thermal decomposition of ethane fy are shown in the table. The temper- 

ature dependenfce kg is represented in Fig. 2. This chart shows that 

the activation energy of the thermal decomposition of ethane decreases 

with increasing reaction temperature. But as the latter increases, 

according to the table, the degree of ethane decomposition increases. . 

Thus the seeming activation energy of this process decreases with the 

increasing decomposition of ethane. This result agrees with the 
J 
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f conclusion reached ty Skinner end Tall (2). Figure 3 Aowe e OMpev^; 

ison of our data 7.1th those of other authors obtained fron a relaUr^r 

low degree of ethane transformation. Thus in the teste oerrled out If 

Skinner and iiU the degree of transfomaticn did not exceed 200, and 

that is wly their data are found within euch a nerrow teaperature 

interval of 1,060-1,220° K. This graph shows that, given a temper» 

ture corresponding to a low degree of ethane deconposition (not Mr« 

than 205t), the results of our tests well agree with the general 

tendency of the temperature dependence of the reaction speed oonsteat typ 

But at higher temperatures and degrees of decomposition the speed 

constants obtained in our tests will mount to only several percent 

of the values obtainable ty extrapolating the data on corresponding 

low degree trensformation k^* ^his experimental remit indicates 

that ethane pyrolysis occurs in a chain mechanism with the participa- 

tion of free radicals. It is interesting to point out that 1^ does 

not depend on the ethane concentration in the initial mixture as !»• 

plied in our work (2) and ty our data. The kg dependence on the 

degree of transformation is apparently due to the inhibiting action of 

one of its deconposition products. 

The graph represented in Fig. 3 can be used to determine kg)* 

The angle of incline of Arrhenius straight line dram through the «»- 

pcrimental data with a low degree of ethane transformation corresponds 

to the activation energy of 1,140 Joule x h"1. On the other hand, 

{Skinner's and Ball's data indicate an activation energy equal to  J> 

■*-■■.. 
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'§70 Joul« x h"1. Other researchers cite their own value». 

*■♦ 

•>?;■• 

1600 1200       tOOO 600       f 
Pig. 3. Compering the deta on the tenpereture dependence of the speed 

constent of ethane pyrolysis: 
1 -(A); 2- (5)} 3 - (3); U - (2); 5 - ours; 
6 - a ease of a oaloulation pre-exponeat 

It seems to us that the following method of determining the 

activation energy of dbhane pyrolysis is more correct. The free atoms 

and radicals determining the speed of ethane pyrolysis can be produced 

ty a break in either the C-H or the 0-0 bond in the ethane molecule. 

If the process is a monomolecular one) then, according to the theory, 

the pre-exponential factor should be of the order of the frequency 

L J 
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OBolllatlODs of th« Talent bonds In tht nolooul«. In ttao out of an j 

ethane ooleoule this fpequency anounts to approrlnstoly 3|000 on , 

That means that the pre-exponentlal factor of the speed oonstent k^ 

is equal to 9 x 1013 sec'1. An Arrhenius straight (dotted) line 

corresponding to this value of the pro-exponential factor is dram 

aCVOM the experimental data (Fig. 3}, The activation energjr value 

calculated from the incline of the given straight line «as found to bt 

equal to 980 ±28 joule z h'1. We thus get the following expression 

for the ultimate speed constant of ethane pjrrolysis» 

69000 Aft-QlOUexp (     SSSt \ 
\      RT    I' (1) 

It would be interesting to compare the activation energy! thus 

defined, with the C-H and C-C bond-breaking energy in the ethane 

molecule. There are different values of these bond-breaking energies 

mentioned in literature and recoamended by various authors. For ex- 

ample, the C-H bond-breaking energy values cited ty various authors 

are found within the interval of 1,210 -1^20 Joule z h"1, and for 

the 0-C bond in the interval of 840-1,200 joule z h"1. Thus the free 

radicals are probably originated ly the following reaction 

C«H«->2CH|. (2) 

This is confirmed also by the appearance of methane in ethane 

pyrolysis products, especially at a high degree of transfojraation, 

whereas it is not found in ethylene and acetylene decomposition pro- 

jjucts. The inhibition of the ethane pyrolysis process with the   J. 
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Increasing degree of its transformation may be due to the elimination; 

of radical CH^ or atom H from the system (which invariably forms 

there) by one of the intermediate ethane decomposition products) such 

as H2, CLH., CH or CJL. As shorn in the table, the concentration 

of these substances in the reacting system reaches considerable pro- 

portions. In this case the primary products of ethane pyrolysis are 

ettaylene and hydrogen, A little later the reaction products are found 

to contain methane whose concentration gradually increases in the 

course of ethane decomposition. Acetylene apparently forms from 

ethylene at higher temperatures and degrees of ethane pyrolysis. The 

question which of these componsnents inhibits the ethane pyrolysis 

process can be decided by studying the effect of the addition of these 

gases to the initial ethane-argon mixture. This was done in work (2) 

where it was shown that the addition of hydrogen accelerates the ethane 

pyrolysis whereas the addition of methane and ethylene slows it down. 

Thus either one or both of these substances can inhibit the ethane 

decomposition process. 

This problem of course, requires further investigation. We 

vdll merely point out that any micromechanism pretending to describe 

the ethane pyrolysis process should explain that experimental fact. 

From this point of view it would be interesting to check the Äice- 

Hertzfeld mechanism which was further developed and modified in works 

(2, 4). 

L J 
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r 1 
STMKRT 

Tht klMties of ethtnt pyrolytlt «at ttodltd in a sinflt-pulM 
•hock tub« ovar the tenparatur« ranga 1160 - 1M00K. tha raaetion 
tima baing about 1 aaac. Total flrat ordar aquation (1) daserlblng. 
tha initial ataga of athana pyrolyaia ia givan. Tha apparant aetbration 
anargy fall« with athana dacoopotitlon. 

Starting fron tha raqutrtaanta and uaing tha data obtainad in 
tha praiant work and raportad, tha concluaion ia aada on radical 
■achanin of tha initial ataga of tha athana pjrrolyaia daacribad by 
aquation (2). 
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THB BFPBCT OP AM KLECTBICAL HUD Of A OOinilUOn UQDID JIT 

bf A. A. SMtrehan 
I. I. Kuala 
▼. K. iMjkov 

iMtitut* of High-PTMiurt Phjtlet, Mueow 

Continuous liquid Jots are now finding inoroasine applicatton 

in tho national economy, and tha tandancgr is to inoreaao thair outflow 

apaad. Undar development is a hardraulic axcwrator daaignad to daatroy 

rook at the spaed of the water outflow which is faster than tha apaad 

of sound in the air. It is kno,«n (1) that a highspeed Jot grows in- 

craasingly wider further away froa the nosslo, aaauaing tha ahapa of 

a cone consisting of a mixture of water and air, and its dastrucUwa 

capacity is thereby sharply reduced (2). The fight against tha atom- 

iaatlon of the Jet is tfaeraforo assuming deciaire importance in 

counection with hydraulic excavators which are used for destroying 

rocks located at considerable distances from the noaalo. It is be- 

lieved possible to compress the Jet with the use of an external 

electrical field if it can be electrified. Tha Inatituto of high- 

pressure physics of the USSR Acadaoy of Sciences has therefore made a 

study of the effect of an electrical field on a continuous liquid Jot. 

The nozzles used in the tests had a diameter of 0.5 to 2 ma. Tha 

speed of the Jet aas about 2.5 maters/sac. A high roltaga rectifier 

capable of developing up to 20 kilovolta was uaed to oreaae an elec- 

trical field. Up to 7 kilovolta tha voltage waa determined ly a 

ijdlovolt mater, and above that ty tha spark gap in tha diachargar J 
« 
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i installed at the rectifier outlet. The table on which the tests «ere I 

made was covered with an insulating rubber oat so that all the 1, terns 

on the table were insulated from the ground. The observations were 

made visually and photographed with an exposure of 1/1250 sec. The 

photographs were taken at a ^0° angle to the Jet trajectoxy plane, 

the lens being held at a level of the nozzle tip. It was first 

detenained whether the jet coming out of the nossle eas electrified. 

As the jet went through a ring under a 4 6 kilovolt potential, indi- 

vidual drops of water were seen to detach themselves, swirl around thf 

rim of the ring and adhere to it. In another test the water jet was 

aimed straight denn between the plates of an air condenser which had 

+ 6 kilovolts in one armature and 0 in the other. The jet was first 

attracted to the -f 6 kilovolt plate, and, acquiring a positive charge 

upon contact, was repelled from that plate art attracted to the 0 plats. 

After that the phenomenon was repeated from the very beginning. The 

oscillation frequency of the jet depends on the distance between the 

plates, the potential of the positively charged plates, the nozzle 

diameter and the speed of the water outflow, etc. In our case the 

oscillation frequency per second equalled 2. The water jet coning out 

of the nozzle into the air was thus found to be charged. This is 

probably due to electrokinetic phenomena, bat it is difficult to 

establish whether this electrization occurs in the noazle or in the 

air. 

L ' J 
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7ig.»V Artifioal tlttristtion of wtttr M* 

tht authors assuned that one of tho roasoos for tht atooisation 

of the jet as it travels away from the notale «as electrlaatlou AotuaX- 

Jy, if the water drops receive a slailar charge they repel each other 

therely wideoing the jet spread. Experlaents in the artificial electri- 

zation of the jet were therefore made for that purpose. When a high 

tension wire was connected directly to the metallic noasle tip (Fig. 1), 

the jet took on the same charge as the tip. A metal level attached to 

an ebonite handle and connected to the nosale tip with a high tension 

vdre was then placed in contact with the jet. The ^charged was repelled 

from auch a test rod. The similarity of the Jet charge signs was also 

confirmed ty the determination of the drop charges. Tso identical 

electroscopes were used. One of than was charged with the use of a 

metal ball on an ebonite handle near the nozzle by the repeated trans- 

fer of the same amount of charges. The second electroscope was charged 

ty the water drops coming out of the nozzle and hitting the electro- 

scope ball. Clmirged to the same potential ty different methods, the 

two balls were connected) the electroscope needles renained la place . 

which confirms the similarity of their ohaxgis. 

2U 
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Fig. 2. a- Jet flowing out of two-opening 
nozzle; b- saine jet with nozzle 
under high press\ire.

A iioziile ’.7as bui.Lt .vitn tvo .r-'tj.lei 0v3nii._,£i '.atu 0.8 mia c-ia— 

meters, spaced at 2 mm from eacn ofciier. When a uie-n voltage was passed 

to tne nozzle, these jets repelled each otner (^ig. 2). It is axso 

obvious that tne atomization of an artificiej.iy charged jet iiito drops 

is more intensive than tnat of ?ai -jnenarged jet. Opeciax tests showed 

(Fig. 3) that tne atomization of a jet increases v.-itn tne incrcasang 

aopj-icatiou of a cnarge. At a uistarice of 350-400 mm from tne noi-zle 

tne jet begins to atomize, Euad hits toe target in the form of separate 

large dro^DS. The dispersal of the drops is proportioial to the applied 

ciiarge. At a distance of 170-200 mm froin the nozzxe, small jets consist

ing of tiny •■■ater arojs begin; to brnicn off the main jet. The dispersion 

angle of the smOLl jets inens .vith the tocreasiag charge, reaching a
I

^Tnsoslaum value up to 60^.
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Fig. 3. Increasing jet atonization with 
increasing pressure

ft ft
r# M (

4. a-a vertioul upward jet; |
b-oompression of jet with an analogously ■ 

charged cylinder;
c-jet cannot "break through" charged 

cylinder.

'Ihe electrified jet ac contracted aiid tnrougn a reticular

metal cyliiider (for tlic convc.iie.ice of obcervatiou) .-.’nxcn -.vae conuectea

bo the nofciie a nigii voitace •■ire (t'ig. 4, i, b). At ijoc-e critical

■*.oint the hinetic energy of tiie cnarged jet it. not nigh eiiout^h to

overcome t.ie electrical field of tni= c^j^linder (Fig. 4, c). All the 
t —i-
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'above listed tests were »ade wito ordinary tap water. Attaipta to  | 

electrifly kerosene and spindle oil Jets (good dielectrics) did not 

produce aiy positive results: the potential did not produce any effect 

on the shape of the Jet. 

It was thus established that an electrified water Jet breaks up 

in proportion to the Jet potential, This break-up can to a large extent 

be controlled and reduced to a ainimun with the use of charged focusing 

cylinders. At ary rate, it nay be stoted that if the electriaatlcn of 

a Jet is one of the reasons for its break-up, *"* factor can be reduced 

to aoinimuin ty passii« the jet through similarly charged cylinders, rings 
. ■ ■ 

or bellows. 

the above tests Justify the hope that an increase in the oonpact- 

ness of the lydraulio excavator Jets with the use of an electrifi*! field 

nay be quite effective. 
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"~ TBERMAL MASS BXCBANGB IS ARIS0TROP1C 

by M. I. OMuymev 
Kalinin Ptat Institut«, Itoioo« 

»ollowlag   (li 2), the thexoal BAM «chang« In «niMtvopi« 

enpiUMT-P010«» «ö11014 hodlos oan b« described by a ayit^ of equations. 
3    _.   3 

(1) 

(2) 

where z «rspresents the Cartesian coordinates (i : 1, 2, 2); t, « are, 

respectiTely, the temperature and potential of the mass ezchsage; 

c c cm 

It is assumed here that the coefficients of heat end temperatw« 

conduction, moisture and potential conduction and the thenao-gradient 

coefficients k differ in the direction of the coordinate axes, «he 

other ooefficimts do not depend on the ooordinates aa they are the 

mass (TOlvnetrio) characteristic of the body. 

Ve will find a solution of system (1), (2) for an anlsotropie 

body reprssenting a parallelepiped with the following dimension« 

Zi  x ZiyX 2<l* under boundary conditions: 

t(xu xt% xt, 0)-/i(Ax, *„ *•), H*i> *%> '•. 0)-   (3) 

• and symstry conditions (it i« assumed her« that the coordinate«  J 
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; originate in the center of the parallelipiped, end the solutioa takee; 

into aooount only 1/8 of its Toluae) 

dt{Ot x)    dhjO, x) 
d^      dxt (5) 

After the succeaslve application to equations (1), (2) and 

conditions (3)-(5) of the Laplace integral transformation by tin« and 

the Laplace finite transformation (3) or the Courier cosine-transfor- 

aatioa (4) by three coordinates and their combined soultlon, we get: 

f-MTi-tfiT.Vtf; e-^.Ti-A'.TiVW,      (6) 

where 

Af^D^ + D^ + D^ + ^j ^-fl^+B^ + ^f; 

A<i-M+ 0^+0^; Nt-Atf + Atf + AJi + q. 

T{*i* *%, x,, q)~^t*p{-qt)t(xl, xt, xtt x)dv, 
o 

Qi*if*t,x», ?)-Jtxpi-^t)«^, xt, xt, t)dt; 
o 

^(Pi. Ptf P»f f)" f f K(*i. ^I» *•• q)coiplxeosivcQKp^dx^x^xt; 
ooo 

"e, 7 , P2   are   also transforms by three coordinates of functions 9, 

V f2J ■ 
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Aoeordlng to condltioas (4). (5). th« 4ha«iottrittio nvMtiQM 

«rt rtoorded as follows: 

coi^-cos^-O, ^-(2*-l)«/2 (*-l. 2, 3, ...); 

coe^-cosjia-O, ^-(2m-l)«/2 («-1, 2. 3, ...); 

«»(^-cos^-O, j»<l-(2»-l)i^ («-1. 2, 3. ...). 

«• shall uss th« inYsrsloa foxmuU to ohsngs to tht orlglaaXi 

17 the ooordiaatss, oquata tha d«ifl«inator of aquations (6) »1th two, 

flaA tka roots b and, using tha axpanalon tl*aör«, wa «IU gat tte 

final ajpraeaion:   (v   < (*i» %«4%i ^ • 

._!-£ 22 J(-iKflK/(«i/+oi/)-Af;/(«l,+ciw)[ 
ftal m-l *•» /-I 

0(Jf|, %, %* t) 

(7) 

1 •   _a- _» 

£2 2]S(~1)/+ll^(w,/+t,,/)'"Afi(ai/+^)K (8) v
i"~ i kml mml Hmt iml 

wbara 

— 220   . 
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r 
a ' 

1 
A—r. 

+ITK   itHI     U'Lui LjLu« L»Lu' 

/C^l+Fc+l/Lu,. /»I. 2. 3; Fe,-^; Ltt,- ^ ; 

i i i „/t-8 jJJ/,^^..*.)cost»»-j|-cosiim-^cos^-ä./ 
0 0 0 

vdii-rfiLdiL.cos^ü cos|im ^. cpsji. ^(-v/Fom); 
/t     /,     /» 'i '« *• 

Fo-W c 1 
(-i)»^-g ? iA|4 r (j_+F.v(.)+Isw») + 

J 
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+ 

r "f 

■^-♦»(^[expJ-v/IFo.,^) - Fo(l(»)MFo,(l)X 

Xcos^ii-cos^^cos^^; 
•i    *i    '• 

It is not difficult to txttnd tho atthod of oolution eitod in 
th« «rtielo to bodioi of various configuration by using tha Laplaca. 
Fouriar or Hankal finita tranafonations. 

mmf 
A hast and mass tranafar aquation of an aniaotropie capillary- 

porous colloidsl body is solvad in tha papar. Tha body is a parallalo- 
pipadon 21x X 21 X 21^ in aisa undar boundary eonditiona (3) and W 

and syiMtry conditions (5). 
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SnaUBZR AMD MODBLMG CORDITKIIS OF AIOBS ILICnOSMILTUlO RDCISSn 

by 0. 8. Has 
8UU Scientific Rcicareh ImtitaU of Honftrrovi Mttalt, MMCPW 

Uader gcaeral stationary oonditloM d«alt «1th la ibm foxaralu 

(8)-(29)* «• ahall asrau that 6^-1, u In the caM of low TIIUM 6 

th« offoot« produced by the polarisation of a dial»otrlo My bt 

Ignored, In this connection, we shall oonsider Ä - 1«ä • OthenrlM 

a slailarity analysis «111 lead to an additional equation condition 

in the senple end nodal of dialectrlo penetrability «hioh, as «ill ba 

scan later, does not have to be fulfilled in the case of high Taluss e. 

An equation of notion is ralld for any aamnt of tine, and 

that nesns also for ^ • 0,«p » ~p > ••• Then it «111 possible to 

include in it «xpijvt)  s 1 for a sinilarity snalysls. 

Replacing the dimensional nagnitudas a, a, a, a In the aquations 

by the dlaansionlsss A s^, A s^ , A s^ , A s^- («here ao is 

the magnitude scale) and, excluding the scales, «e «111 get dimension- 

less equations and the following binding equations between the soalast 

1) from the equations of the electponagnetic field (8) 

2) fro« the equations of motion (9) 

3) troa tlw «twtKm»«! tett txntt« is tlu ■«Itiiig (11) 

U) fzn the equations of heat oonduotlon (13) 

* 'i'be numeration of the fonulas in this article is in aooozdanca 
with (1) of whioh this «oxk is a continuation. 
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5) from the boundary ooadltlons (21), (23) I 

The others do not produce eny binding equations*. We bar« 13 

equation binding 19 unknown scales. Selecting the following 6 scales 

as independents /% -^; <r#»«rA; 4»^/ ^M*^/' *«
a^; ff ' 

and detezmining all the others from the binding equations by diTiding 

the pbysioal magnitudes into the scales, we will obtain the values of 

the dimensionless magnitudes. 

If the unknown quantities are dimensionkess Characteristic 

equations, the solution of tbs entire systan of dimensionless equations 

may be recorded in general terns as follows: 

KIV- K'v{n) ~ K'V(X, >. Z, llt In L», Fo, Rerp,, Erpi. 

Bi', Br, er, e... E,. VN. KO», Qp», or;, it, K: , /c;,, 

K'^ /C:,, /C, Kr ^3. Ä.n ««, /?•„ Pr,, A«, A„, 

A«. Cj, C$i, C*t« C»i); 

Kv~Kv{n)', <,3-<5.3(n);Poi-Poi(n), 

»M-ÖM(n): Kw-/Cw(n); Eu-Eu(nK     {A2) 

where the function f(JT) it introduced to simplify the recording. It 

can be understood as a function of a point in some rsgion of multi- 

dimensional space f) ; the number of space dimensions is equal to the 

number of dimensionless magnitudes included in the sign of the function, 

and the region is determined by the possible yalues of those magnitudes* 

The monodromic criteria here are: 
*It is assumed that all the equations expressing boundary 

• conditions are invariant in relation to seal« transfonations*   ^J 

—22* — 
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r XmiM^t-: r-«^t-;  Z-Ä^» 
• « c 

fei ^^ . iu*-tet-N%t u.// i- ^r     r1 ^4,"    «WVf/ 

e«    ^T'  "  ^TU/ •• 

A». «. «3. M - kfrt'*?' ' 

C«. «i. »s. •» " jJpTi 

Tht poXy4ro«lc erlttri«: 

frgc*\( H 

Pr, Pd 

JlL 
x. 

i 

«-JH. 

«:. 

Udl 

»•I 

sIV 

«pv* 

.3   9„ 

- ■ 

1 

Iht K' and Kn crlurla tr« variant crltarla of tha alactroMig- 
natie £lal4   and  with altarnatlng ainuaoidal currant and   i |, 

and KIV and Ky ara Eu Po varianta for pondaraotiva foroaa and Jovla taaat; 
K* ' ' la a ■l»llarity erltarlon of an alaetrougnatic f laid in wini 
■adla. 1 

Z fta V  erltarlon eharactarlaaa tha ratio of tha carraat ooadae«-! 
tanea danalty to tha rotation of tha aafnatio intanaity la a 
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I stationary msdivn;       * ' 

K» obaraot«rizM 1) tha xatioa batwe« th« diaplaoount oumat 

density sad the coaduotsncs ourrant in a stationary asdlus; b) ths 

ration bstwssn ths trsnsfsr currant density of a aoring polsrissd «sdi«i 

and the oonduetsnos ourrsnt generated by the ■orenrtnt of the aadiiai 

in a msgastio field; e) the density ratio between the pondexosotiT» 

forces in a stationary dielectric end the ponderoaotive forcae In s 

stationary conductor; 
* 

K' * • characterlzei th« density ratio between a conductanca 

current generated by the morement of a conductor in a magnetic field 

and the conductance current in a stationary mediun; 

(£in)2 oharacAarlaes the density ratio between'the ponderoaotiTa 

forces generated by the norement of a dielectric in an electrical field, 

end the ponderomotive forces in a stationary dielactric. 

All the values in the criteria of the left part of equations (42) 

apply to the same flowing point. All the criteria in the right pat of 

the equations, except X, I, Z, li», li", ^, e^, «^ \» hsTe a 

strictly local moaning (it is recalled that the diasnsionless charac- 

teristic equations ars considered as fixed)* 

i'he resulting oritsrial relations fulfill ths requiwments of 

the ä-theorem. Indeed, the number of physical Taluss is N s 50+i; 

ths number of values with independent dimension b -s 6, and ths nvabsr 

of criteria» - b s M+i» 

l_        It is obvious that the simpllfioations ws introduosd la ths -i 

» 22« — . 



rStsorlpttob of a ftatiouxy O«M art oontot on oondltion ttet   "1 

To produo« a tlnilaxlty of «Itotrleal, taporaturo, ralooitj 

•ad pvfftuxt fltlda, tht orlttrla I17» KT, K^» tad In la tht alallar 

poiati of tba aodal tad Mqtlo tbould bo tho OOM. Thia aoold otofloaaly 

ooour if tho following wert tqutl ia tho aodtl tad toqplt 

*oi» ^»j» ^»j» *** %i« Tii» Ä»i, /?w, ^M, Pr», 

^•t» ^W' ^w» C», CWl C»|, CM, 

if ii', Bi" tad ^ wort tqual ia tbt tiaUar poiatt on tht bouadaxy 

turfaott a« tht tiailar aoMatt of tiao, tad 9h, i^, ▼h ia tht aiailar 

poiatt of tbt yolumt; alto if tho diMatioalott obaraettrittio tfoationa 

wtrt torrttpoadiagly idwtioal for tht toqdt tad aodtl. •Thia ia tht 

rult for nodoling tht proottt uadtr iartttigttloa. 

Ia a ttatioaazy out, tbt tquatioaa (30)-(a) with tovf/^r) a l 

will product tht following binding tqviationt: 

It will ttltot 7 totltt with indtptndtnt diMaaicntt 

Pi-Pt; ft-Ä»; ^-a,; ^-^; ^-r,; i^-ik; cf»c,. 

»7 tnalogjr with tht prtriout oatt, wt wiU gttt 

L 
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KIV - KiVm ~ KIV(X\ Y\ l\   L), Lm .... U', 

/Ci,£/. Q, Qr^.Q' ,Gri, Pr,); ,. ■. 

1<! - /fv(rr);   Re-Re(n');  Eu-Eu (R'). (A3) 

whtr« 
. 

'-K-^)' ^ ■-JtiiTil-(ifs-),: 
' 

■ 

/ «""A5 ^-Ä1 

Re vpl 
i • : 

The other criteria are the MUM M in e nOMtttiQMxy out« Zt 

follows from (A3) that 

Nu--£1-Nu(n'). 
A 

Here the requlrmeats of the ^r-theorem art alto fulfilled: N >224i; 

b • 7; N - b s 154i. 
vhe giet of the nodtling rult it that ia tht nodtl tad seaplt 

Ll »^I'^l» K* » '» ^ •^ » ^ ■m,t ^ ooppttpoiidiagljr tqutl, ead 

Q   . Q    eaually distributed on the ntltiag bouSdiritt; tht diwn- 
rP    rp 1 

L 
•iooless   oharaoteriitio funotiont autt bt rttptetiTtly id«itioal • J " 

— u« — 



ft is iapXltd h«p« that tht ovUt of rtUtloni botM« tte rilativt     • 

ooaduotaaoM in the Tiriotw part« of tho foznaeo «nd it« woUl it tte 

MM, wA tho aiM of th« oltotrodoa and th« looati« of tht toltMtar 

taat oireoit ara inoludad in the mribar of gaoMtrie panaataMt 

It ia aot difficult to aaa that «IMB tha nonpotaitialaapaat of 

a fiald oaa ha iffiorad /aaa axpraaaion« (34) «* (35)/» *** «itari« 

U   it axoludad fron tha oritarial dapndmeat (43)» nA tha IT 

«ritarioa «ill look lika 
^v. It*' 

la tha oonniaroial ora-aialtiag alaetrio fuznaoaa of tha non- 

farroui mataUurgy K«41 and KM »41. Thaf oat thaiafor« ha aodalad 

aooording to tha aboya-oatliaad rula. 

If tha linaar toalat of a nodal and aaapla ara diffanmt, tha 

uaa of tha aama nalting ia thn will ratult ia tha aoafttlfillMat 

of tha Ox;* = idon raquiPBiwttt. Thit bringt vp tha probl« of Mlaetiag 

nodaling natariala. 
öo far it hat beta impoaaibla to ■alaot tha toitabla aatarialt 

for aodaliag aoattationaxy operating oonditiont of fuxaaoat ia tha 

aoaferroua metallurgical industry. 

Tht rule for modeling a stationary east, at tho« by oaloula- 

tions and the experience in modeling coonereial foxnteat, oaa b« eatily 

followtd by eoTering the smelting ia tht aodeltd fuxnaoa with a tolid 

chaxgt, aad by utiag acidified glyoeria (tltg) tad atphthal«« (solid 

jjlAtrgt) as modeling materialt.  _. -wrf 
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r btlng developed with i 
widening tb* •■•ortatnt 

1 
ApproxiMt« nodellng Mthodi at« 

view to reducing the eise of the aodels 
of Modeling meterieli. 

SUMMARY 

Similarity conditions are enalyeed and rulea for simulation of 
the processes occuring in the electrical melting furnace under ■*•*»»- 
ery conditions are formulated. This analyaia allows to obtain criterial 
equations (42 and W) in a general form. 
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THHSiAL STHESSK UND HBAT BKLEASX Of 

RBCTANGÖLAR CHOSS-SEOnCM UNITS 

by A. S. ThntiMow 

Certain parts of nuclear reactors are shaped like fairly long 

prisms (l>3a, if a<b) with a rectangular cross section (2a x 2b) 

(Fig. 1), or have a very similar shape (the reflector and deoelerator 

units, etc.). Snowing the heat release o and the tasperaturt field 

T(x, y), it is quite simple to deteznine the magnitude of the thezaal 

stresses in such units. 

Disregarding the axial temperature gradients, we will hare 

a condition of plane deformation % a const. Introducing the standard 

symbols (1), we will get a formula for the axial stress.., esiwaring the 

lade of external loads on the prism 
a   * 

a. «x£ l-ffrdxdy-r(x,y)l+v («, + «,). (l) 
4ab 

and for the tension function definable as 

we will get the following equation   "     foty * 

(2) 

V4<l> + r^-V,7'-0.        (3) 

where 

with the following boundary conditions on the cross-section oontour 

L       > *mdn      ' j 
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In a steady-state process we hare: 

which, with a = coast produces the following problem for the dimsasioa- 

less stress functioa u = ^P Lau ' I 

at A a du 
U.a) " b dx 

y=±\     «- —-0 
dy (A.b) 

(Hereinafter z and 7 will he used as dimensionless coordinates) 

Fig. 1. Diagram of rectangular 
cross-section unit 

Ue find solution U) by using the variational method (2) and 

the n-th approximation for u(x, y) in the form of 

«flBS(jc»-c«)«(/-l)
t(al + atx

l + fl^, + ...l.    t5) 

The system of equations' for the unlmown coefficients a. in our case 

looks like the following 

L 
Ux n^jÄift-nfi^ 

—<  _1    *~l 

0, i« 1,8,...,/!, (6) 
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CÄm   ^Pla■(*,-«W-l),;  ^«fi«1;   %-fi^MT. A.       tu.  I 

W« shall lialt ourstlvas to thrM Uns off tht ssrlos, thsn 

V*£a^«8«1|3(^-l)
8 + 3(x«-.i-)«44(^-c«)(3^-l)| + 

+ 2(3^-l)(15^-l2xV+c*)l+8a,l3^(y,-l),+ 
+ 3(JC«-c«)«(l5^-2)+2(3x«-^05^-W+l)i. 

Substituting qusdrsturss in (6), «• got tho following systw 
256 ^ . 64\ . ^/64 ^^ W^ + 

■)- 

.  / 192 . , 256 - , 192 
2 

Tho solution off this lysten for tho difffforont cross-soetion rolstions 
is givon in Tsblo 1. 

Vsluos of coofficionts s^ Tablt 1. 

L 

c «i Ol * 

0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.6 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 

0.034896 
0.036570 
0.038924 
0.040420 
0.039910 
0.037419 
0,033574 
0.029069 
0.024481 
0.020203 

0.0072160 
0.0076043 
0.0083781 
0.0090080 
0.0092298 
0,0090146 
0.0084531 
0.0076667 
0.0067707 
0,0068875 

0.2153200 
0,1884900 
0.1448520 
0.0086810 
0,0624880 
0,0385540 
0.0237190 
0,0147070 
0,0092206 
0,0068575 J 
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Coasequtttly, w« g«t the following foxmal«« for stressM (2): J 

'r-Af.: '»-*/»; V"^ (g) 

/jr-2(JC*-c
,)M(3^-»)l2(fli + «t«') + fl«<3^-l)l+6^(^~,)); 

The maxinun noxnal stressM ooour on tho prim wrfao« and 

are defined by the following formulas: 

^««-«lOf-O,//«±I)-*fr, with •»-0« 

•,m.«-«,(A-±^ r-O)-^ with c*-0- 
(9) 

A äJfMf 

Here the value« f and f  depend only on o» and can be tabulate 

(Table 2), 
Table 2. 

The f end f values in relation to o 
x    y 

0.2 
0.3 
0.4 

0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0,9 
1.0 

f*«fc«(0,+0|) 

0.00020018 
0.00288100 
0,01190900 
0.02847500 
0,05119800 
0,07*76800 
0.11004800 
0.14344(100 
0.17688000 
0.20648000 

[/^-««•(•i+^i) 

0.0027973 
0.0117500 
0.0285700 
0.0')3S800 
0.(1844300 
0,1171I0J 
0. »478600 
0.1739600 
0.1941700 
0.2064800 

If solution (5) were to Involve   only one tern of the series, 

as is the oase with formulas (3)i tb« ^      would be placed too low 
sax 

• (about 2at for a square oross seotlon); but the addition of the  J," 
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'Suowiag tax«, of the ttrtot (fmotlow ft;fr •"•) to o« wluU« |' 

«nouat. to approxlaatoly »t. «d tbi. »y probrtly bt «Iw*«** to 

▼iw of th« accurate diflnltion of the ooaatanta etc. 

The tangential streaaea en the aurface are reduced to seco, 

their »axlBum being fomd in the region where the noaal atrwaea are 

low. and the abaolute magnitude of r^ ia oanaidarabij ««U«r than 

<f  (for o . 1 ^« 0.234); the tangential atreaaea wiU tbwefore 

not be limiting factora in the operation of the unit. 
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OGNCBHIMO THE CRITIC«. KAIUTB OF 
SPHSRIGAL TBESaUL INSULmON 

tafi. A. lUwW 

A« !• kaom (1), the critical diowter of the theiml inmlttiOQ 

of oylindical and spherical bodies is usually referred to as the value 

Of the insuletlon dianeter oorrespoadi&g to the niniaum thexnal resis- 

tance. The data on a critical diaater of the thexnal insulation of a 

sphere, arailable in literature (2), apply only to a hypothetical east 

of a conTcctive heat-ezobange coefficient independent of the dianeter 

of a sphere« The solution shovm below reraals the precise Tariability 

of the heat-exchange coefficient. 

Ve will record the general expression of the thexnal resistanoe 

of spherical bodies 

f-,. + -L|J-fl-J.U-i-rl. '•^liKK-y 
We will assume the relation 41**4 (9) and, oonsequantly, relation 

*«*A'* (<)(/to be lenown. Thus a oonveotiTe heat exchange with the surrounding 

medium provides experimental data (3) on the nature of the relatioaslip 

between the Nusselt number and the Reynolds number. These data oen be 

expressed in the form of the following exponential relation 

Nu - AHeP, (2) 

with R<10 n « 0, A s 2. As Re increases, the value n changes fron 

n • O(Re-^O) to n s 1 (Re-»«). On the basis of (2) we have 

%•■%#■*, (3) 

Uffhere a is the value a definable by foxnula (2), with s s 1$    «i 

m- 



r       Subitltutlng (3) In (I) and co^trlng the teri^tlv« ^ t «• ' 
find th« critical value • • a* . AJU* 

I   «14   J ;    ■   ■ 

■ 

or tha valua of tha critical dlaaatar 

(4) 

D -212 + !^ (5) 

The Indapandanca of a. of tha aphara dlaaatar eorraaponda to n • I, and 
can actually occur only during a conyactlva haat axchanga ultk t-r « 

In thla caaa, In accordance with (2), «a hava: 

a,-A. <•> 
But In all tha othar raal caaai, lAan 1< n ^0, tha valua of tha 
critical dlaaatar will ba 

2   tiuaa laaa. 
n ♦ 1 

SYMBOLS 

r . la tha tharaal raalatanca of a apharlcal hody to tha Inaulatlon 
layer; 0 x - D/d tha ratio of tha variable external Inaulatlon dlaaatar 
D to the conatant value d of the Internal Inaulatlon dlaaatar; a (X) 
tha coefficient of the heat exchange on the external Inaulatlon 
aurface. 

■ 

SUMiART 

Equation (5) la obtained which relatea the optlaua thlekneaa of 
apharlcal tharaal Inaulatlon and the convectlve heat tranafar aachanlaa, 
deacrlbed by foxaula (2). 
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m&T XNTBHATIQNAL OGNOBBS   OF CBBaCAL 

WOINIIRXNO (GH1SA) IN 
by A.S. OlMbuii 

The fiwt International Oongrese of ;*hMioal iBgiae«ring> itoli- 

ine-bqiiding and aatoaatlon (OHISi) «as held fro» the eeoood through 

the eighth of September 1962 in Brno (OseohoilorakU). Partioipatiag ' 

in the congress wee wer 750 deleg**«« representing 19 ooontries 

(GxeohoslorskU, USSR, GDR, Poland, Huagaty, BwmaU, Bulgaria, Xugo- 

slovia, England, Bel^ii», Holland, the U.S.r, France, feat OeimsBjri 

Japan, etc.)* 

the following three sections were siwutaneoasly at workt l) 

ohenical engineering (chairman professor Zh. Standort, Prague)! 2) 

chmical mdixine-building (chairman engineer X* Schreiber, Bn»)> 

3) automation (chairman engineer I. Bonurca, Prague). 

The cwwening of the Congress was a significant ereat in the 

develojment of world science and technology not on]y because chemistry 

and chemical technology are a poeerfnl force of modern technical pro- 

gross, but also because of the concrete subjects of the reports which 

covered a variety of processes and apparatuses of various industries. 

Per example, the sessions of the engineering section dealt with hydro« 

dynamics, heat transfer and drylagi absorption and extraction, dis- 

tillation, etc.j the section on maohlm-buildlng exaalaed reports on 

the characteristics of materials us d in chemical msohine-hindlng 

_ a» «. 



1 (austenitic rustproof steel containing Cr-iin-M, alloys with a niokel I 

aivi titanium base, etc.), the protection of naterials against corrosion 

(the chemical stability of acid-proof enaael, «ino-nickel electrolytlo 

cover, the stability of po^Ti^l chloride, ato.)i &* design and cal- 

culation of apparatuses and their elements (highr-pressure pumps and 

compressors, heat exchangers, mixers, cylindrical vessels), as well 

as reports on the durability of the chemical industry apparatuses» the 

section on automation dealt wiidi ^ ooaplex autonation and the con- 

struction of automatic production control systems, the use of electronic 

computers for regulating processes and apparatuses, as well as certain 

problems of general interest such as the cascade regulation of the 

temperature in a blast furnace, the selection of the best heat «xchangtr 

design, the analytical determijmtion of the properties of fractionat- 

ing columns, the control of the blast process with the heat stream 

piclwip, thermistors in laboratory measuring facilities, apparatuses 

for gas chromatography, etc. 

A review report on "The Investigation in the Field of Chemical 

Engineering in the ÜÜSR" was read ly Academician N. tt. Zhavoronkov at 

the opening of the Congress. 

We shall dwell in greater detail on the performance of the 

engineering section where much attention was devoted to pseudoliqui- 

fiction, particularly the drying of granular materials in a boiling 

layer. The first session of that section was devoted to a discussion 

U hydrodynamics. A report on mechanical UjqM mixing was made fcy  -4 
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:profes«or G. :attldl (Departaent OTPTOOMIM «ad Apparatuaw off tb/ST] 

Prague Ohemioal-Technological Institut«} • that report outlined tho 

inrestlgatlon tteulta of auoh phenoaena aa the heaogeaation of inter- 

nixable liquids, the exhaustion of a granular solid phase and its dis- 

solution. We should also point out suoh thanes aa the analytioal and 

e^eriaental Investigation Into the aoveMnt of non-Hewtonlan llf«U CU, 

Dlbrecht, Soiontific-Sssearoh Institute of synthetie rubber, Gotaaldo«, 

wsechosloralda); the determination of gas oonsunption ly neaauring the 

temperature drop in the adiabatio expansion in a renturi tube (T. 9»b* 

ler and A. Burkhart, Laboratory of processes and apparatuses of the 

Polish Aoadensr of Sciences, and Department of prooessss iad apparatuses 

of the Polyteehnieal Institute at Glirioe)} the study of the meoh- 

anism of continuous evaporation of solutions and the inrestigation of 

"lower densitgr" areas in a pseudoliqulfied solid body-liquid syste» 

(H. Hassett, k, Lodson and H. Stoldcy, Department of processes and 

apparatuses of the Technological Institute at Laffborougl^ bglaod). 

The latter report iras illustrated ly a special film demonstrating the 

formation of canals (or, as the authors called them "bands and pseuAo- 

bobbles") in a boiling layer. 

The second session was devoted primarily to the bjrdrodynamies 

of a boiling layer. This problem, now being widely taeklad In Oaeoho- 

olovakia, «as dealt with in the reports ty J. Beranek sad 0* öötol 

(Scientific-Research Institute of Organic Synthesis in PapdaUtse). 

l^   Beranek dwelt on the uneven distribution of solid partielas J, 
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■ik a boiling layer.  Th. author ALatlngulshas three types of a boil- 

ing layer: uniform, bubbly and reciproeating. Considerable differenoei 

in the specific gravity of the particles and liquid tend to disrupt 

the uniformity of a pseodoliquifled layer and result in the formation 

of bubbles. If the sizes of the . individual bubbles are large enough 

to be commensurable with the diameter of the tubes, they produce a 

"piston effect" in the latter — the bubbles divide the particle 

"pistons". The fluidity of such a pseudollqulfled layer Is character- 

ized ty two Simplexes, *J&r  "d d^/d«, , where dn is the diameter 

of the bubbles: dr the diameter of the solid parttcles end dall the 

diameter of the apparatus. A vertical channel In which the static 

pressure is less than the hydrostatic pressure may be formed in the 

layerj as the static pressure along the edges of the channel is greater 

than within it, the liquid is sucked into the channel. The size of 

the bubbles depends on the physical properties of the particles and 

their interfrictlon. An accurate physical picture of the state of a 

boiling layer will make it posslbls to proceed to the Idnetlc cal- 

culation of the apparatus. 

D. SoioL discussed the abrasion of particles In a boiling 

layer which is frequently of decisive importance In the practical 

utilization of pseudoliquifaction processes. The abrasion Is de- 

termined W toe tyirodynamlcs of the layer,, the design of the appar- 

atus and the plyslcal properties (stability) of the particles. The 

i author investigated the effect of the gas velooiiy, the height and J 
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PdlMttar of tb. apparatus «i th. Äa^on «f tto p»rttol«t.   ■• W1 

that abrasloa occurs priwrUy i*« ths «atsrisl ■or.-at tstos pUes 

in a horiaontal plans. 

Ths rsports of ü. Wntsrstsln, K. «oss snd 0. Ftrsg (lastttets 

of Dtaigning Chsmical Squlpwnt In Lsipsl«, ODR) outlinsd ths inrssti- 

gatlon rssults of ths hydtofras^cs of a pssadollquifisd Isarsr in a 

«ultlatsp apparatus with ovsrflos plpss.   to thsss oontüwously opsr- 

ating apparatusss, usuaUy of a oountsrflow tjrps, ths lajrsr of a 

dsfinits thlcknsss should bs nalntainsd at saeh stsp, and ths duration 

of ths variotts partldss ahould bs chsractsrissd ly SOM aTstsgs rCm. 

Th« authors prsssntsd squations snd charts oharastsrislng ths 

rsUtlonshlp bstwssn ths transportation proosss of ths solid parttolss 

(up or down) and ths gsonstric and *rM«ic chsractsristios of ths 

apparatus. 

Inysstigating ths aUdx« of solid particles in a horisontal 

boiling layer, L. Husil (Scientific^ssearch InsUtuts of laorgsnlo 

-hsmistay at Usbi-on-Labs, isschoslovakia) chscksd ths possihUity of 

using a simple diffusion modal. In risw of ths diffioultar of «olring 

toe problen of the length pressnes of ths particles in ths lajrsr on 

the basis of physical laws alone, the aathor used ths statistics! 

astbod of investigating chance phencena. Be eharactsrisss ths intsr* 

aixing of particles as a stalled diffusion cosffioisnt which rsMins 

constant throughout ths proosss. 

L  Profsssor P. Q. RonankoT aad docsnt H. B. Boshtawstaya (ths  J 

.' 
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Ileaingrad Lensoviet Technological Instittttc) ttiteittad a raport on \ 

•Tha drying of pacta-llka natariala In a boiling layarN. ThU ewpta- 

bansiva paport outlinas a naw method of drying paata-lika nateriala 

and daacribaa naw dasigna of drying apparatwaa and faadara. Tha 

effect of tha design of irrigation facilitiae and tha water te^para- 

ture on the irrigation density la diaonaaad in tha works of f • Hoblar, 

I. Synoviets, V. GranoTskiy and Lu-Hsin Su (Laboratory of processes 

and apparatuses of tha Polish Aoadany of Sciences at Qlivica). It 

contains inf otnation on tha water consunption and a calculation of 

the irrigation density for horizontal and vertical pipes. 

The third session was devoted prinarily to tha processes of 

drying oatsrials in a boiling layer. 

The major report on this thene «as aada ty professor la. 

Tsiborovskiy (Warsaw poly technical institute). It is practical to usa 

apparatuses with a pseudoliquified layer for drying pasta-like and 

solid materials. An investigation of the heat exchange between gat 

and the layer showed that tha temperature of ihe solid phase is 

practically the same at all points, and a layer of 150 m high and mora 

is characterised hy a thermal equilibrium between the gas and tha 

layer. According to the author, the drying la a pseudoliquified 

layer is an adiabatio process. R«ferring to SOBS design problems, 

he suggests that tha gas be fed (tangentlaliy) as la a dust extrsotor 

(qyolone) in order to present tha formation of nhinnali» *o dry fnoh 

ladders, it would be praotloal to use impulse pswdoliquif action.   J 
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Ilht speaker reported that grain dryer» with a boiling layer and a eap*! 

aoit/ of 6 tons per hour are auooeaaf ull/ at work la PoUah agrieultm) 

Vuy are used for drying rye, buokufaeat, oil plant seeds, eto. Hs sug- 

gests that the automatic control of the drying process in a boiling 

layer be based on the layer and gas tanperabure and the iatensifioation 

of the feeding mechanism (ly the use of a booster). 

Dryers in a boiling layer are characterised ty.a high technical 

and economic indices; moisture removal 100-300 kg/mr-hr (inatead of . 

15 kg/m-hr in other types of dryers), specific heat consumption 

2,940-9,460 joule/kg of moisture} when a low residual moisture is 

desired, the heat consunption can be raised ly increasing the desorp- 

tion heat. The hydraulic resistance of the installation ranges from 

about 2,940, when the drying chambers are connected in parallel, to 

9,300 n x m"2, when connected in series. 

In his detailed work, I.Valharsha (State Scientific &eseareh 

Institute of ^hermal Machinery in Prague) obtained a system of differ- 

ential equations describing the process of drying monodispersed mat- 

erial in a JQt dryer, and generalizes the same process for poly- 

dispersed materials. The polydispersed ays tern is replaced ty a certain 

number of monodispersed fractions which are characterized ly various 

periods of their presence in the apparatus. The results of the theo- 

retical investigations were checked on an experimental installation. 

V. VaneceMScientific-ftesearch Institute of Inorganic ^heaistiy 

ii-üsti-on-Labe) investigated the dehydration of crystalhydrates in a J 
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|laboratoty dryer tu a boiling laytf as well at 1A a seiiproduotioa    ~j 

continuous-operation installation.   The charaoteristios of the dried 

materials are presented , and the basic technical and eoononic indices 

cited. 

A. S. Ginsburg and V. A. Reschlkor (Moscow technological Xa- 

stute of the food industry, and the All-Union Scientific-R#8earch 

Institute of grain) invesigated the aerodynanics of the heat-and nass 

exchange in an apparatus with a boiling layer of grain. 

The aerodynamic investigations revealed the existence of two 

stages in the pseudoliquified state of the grain layer* an initial 

stage and a stage of turbulent boiling. In apparatuses without mech- 

anical mixers the drying process should be carried out at the beginnizg 

of the second stage of pseudoliquifaction. The investigations of grain 

drying in a boiling layer indicate that it would be practical to use 

that method for a preliminary drying of wet grain. The drying of 

thermolabile and moisture-inert grain materials in a boiling layer 

calls for the use of alternating heating and cooling processes. 

The calculation of a drying installation with a boiling layer 

should take into account the duration of the material-heating process 

to a preset permissible maximum temperature. Such a formula was obtained 

by the authors ty integrating the differential equation of a thermal 

balance. An empirical equation was obtained and a calculation nomogram 

compiled in order to determine the drying speed. The equation pro- 

fides a good description of the experimental results obtained tyr the _J 
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linrtstigatort of virious countriti lUSSB, OMoboslortkU, Pol«d, Oaai^p 

West Genway). 

Ziolkovakly (Institut« of Ptysloal ^tao^stcy of UM PoUjh 

Aoadecy of Sdencos) dmlt on tho «sosaing" (•quivalwxt) boat ooiktaotloi 

«f a layer of granular naterials in which the space between the indi- 

vidual grains is filled with gas that is either inobile or aoriog 

nornalty in the direction of the beat streaa. Be investigated the 

relationship between the heat conduction of the Isyer and that of the 

solid phase, the nature of the grain arrangenent, the mean taftperature 

of the layer aad the speed of the gas flowj in parUcular, he establishtd 

the exponential relationship between the coefficient of the heat con» 

duction of the layer and its teaperaturet 

The report of J. Jaris and K. Porter (Birninghan University, 

England} dealt with condenser designing. The autbora developed a method 

calculating horizontal refrigerating devices designed for the eondensattoil 

in the presence of noncondensable gases. The theoretical premises wert 

cheeked in an experimental laboratory device by condensing the steaa of 

ettqrl alcohol and water in the presence of air or nitrogen. 

The importance of the problem of drying in a boiling layer was 

«mphasized by the discussion following the reports. 

P. D. Lebedev (USSR) emphasised the value of the impulse method 

of drying finely dispersed materials, V. Vanecek (Caechoslovalda) pointed 

out with reason that drying in a mediua with a considerable amount of 

'steam cannot be considered as an adiabatio process, etc. «J 
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"f    Th« aaia »ubjeot of dUcuwßa »t tht foarth •Mtlon vas Iwat "j 

transmission. 
Unatle to dwsU in detail on ths content of ill the reports, we 

shall hereafter confine ourselves to a brief outline of some of the 

works and reports. 

V. R. Van Vijk outUned the results of an iarestlgation into the 

fonaation of steam bubbles in boiling liquid binary mixturesj the re- 

port ^as illustrated ty a motion picture film (the filming speed was 

4,000 frames per second). 

The work of K. Kemblovskly and U. Serrinskly (Technical Insti- 

tute, Lodz») discussed the investigation of a heat transfer from a 

heated wall to a suspension of solid particles in water moving in a 

pipe, and cited a comparison of the heat transfer coefficients with 

reference to pure liquid and suspensions. 

I. Moshchitskaya (Institute of physical chemistry of the Polish 

Acadeny of Sciences) experimentally determined the local heat transfer 

coefficients on models} the resulting coefficients were then compared 

with the values obtained from an analogy between the heat transfer pro- 

cesses and the mass. 

The mass exchange of two-phase systems was the subject of dis- 

cussion at the fifth session. Special mention should be made of the 

»port suhmitted ty professor Zh. Standart (Institute of theoretical 

bases of chemical machinery of the Ozeohoslovakian Acadeny of Sciences) 

who used the thermodynamic method of Irreversible processes to 
-1 
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linytstlgaU U» tranafT ghenoBOT» on an InUrphMt tmhm   Ooidi* j 

ly th« BernouUi«iuatioa and tht flrat lur of ttotao^TMiloi, wrltW» 

with refewac« to hoterogtnio gyoteaa, tho Mthor ototaixwd tho wtU^ 

tawm diff«rential equatioaa for a oonttnuou» phase and now •apttaalooi 

for tho prooossoB oooarrlng on tho surfaco of tho phaao di-rialon. 

Corroapondlng inoquatlona for indiTidual tranaf or proooaaoa wro ob- 

talnod on tho basis of the second law of theraodynaaios expressed in 

the form of an Irreversible entrojor laoreaont. The linear correlation 

between the awing forces and the streans they generate» obtained fro» 

these inequations, are transformed and account is taken of the ohanginc 

noving forces. Of the greatest interest are the correlations describ- 

ing the superimposed processes of heat-and mass-exchange. 

G. Linde (East German Acadeay-of Sciences) iurestigated the 

hydrodynamic instability of the liquid interphase of a surface in the 

process of mass and heat exchange. Determining the coefficients of 

light ray diffraction on an interphase surface, the author showed that 

the instability of that surface is the cause of a more oonplex free 

convection mechanism in the mass and heat exchange processes on the 

boundary of the phase division. Under conditions of a cOipulsory 

turbulent convection, the hydrodynamic .stability reduces the intensity 

of the process. 

J. M. Smith (California university) studied the nature of the 

transfer in porous catalyzers which are considered as a tyttm of 

iacro-and nicropores. The experimental data were processed with t wUrJ 
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To ottaining the relatloMhip beto'in tht •{••d of gas dlffuaton and I 

the distribution fmctlon of the »acropore SIMS, as well as the rap 

lationship between the seeaing (equivalent) heat coodactioa and the 

distribution function of »icropores and the length of the free rua of 

gas molecules in then« 

J. Kiko and P. Le Hoff (University of Hsncar,France) investigated • 

the, removal speed of solid particles (glass balls with a dianeter of 

63,micron) with reference to 1- and 2- component boiling layers (glass 

balls with a diameter of 63 and 160 micron). The authors drawn an 

analogy between tha diffusion of particles in a boiling layer and a 

turbulent diffusion in a contlnum. 

U, Mokhtadi (Birmingham University) and P. Brua (Canadian In- 

dustrial Company) imreatigated the internal circalaUcn and speed of a 

following drop with reference to binary fixtures of nonmiscible liquids. 

P. Feldesh (Budapest Technical Institute) drew an analogy between 

mass transfer and hydrodynamics on reticular bubble pUtes of diffusion 

apparatuses. 

Of the reports submitted to the sixth session, to shall mention 

that of Mr. Corger (Prague Scientific Research Institute of thermo- 

technics) on -The effect of a jet flow on the mass transfer and the ' 

possibilities of using that method for drying purposes«, and by U. £. 

Porin (Leningrad Lensoviet Technological Institute) "Foam in the pro- 

cessing of gas with liquids". 

L   U. Corger iarestdgated the process of naphthalene rraporatioU 

■ 
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'uöder the affect of an air stream directed froa a nosale nOQtiUj t51 

the evaporation surface. The correlations required to dttendne the 

coefficient of the mass exchange were obtained on the basis of «qper» 

iaents carried out under different donditions (the speed of the air 

jet fron the nosale KKO «/»oc, the width of the nossle $-40 m, the 

distance between the nozzles 70-350 as, and the distance beteeen the 

nossle and the control plate eas 1-8 tiaes greater than the width of 

the nossle). The optimum distance beteeen the nossle end the Mterial 

should be 8.$ tiaes greater than the width of the nossle. 

U. E. Posin's investigations in the use of the foaa regiae are 

widely known. This was indicated also tpr the lively discussion that 

followed his report. The various interaction processes between gas aad 

liquids (cooling and heating gases and liquids, evaporating solutions, 

drying and moistening gases, etc.) are sharply intensified ly. the con- 

version of the gasrliquid system into a stable f oaa. 

The considerable turbulence under such conditions leads to the 

creation of a constantly renewable Interphase surface, the diffusion 

resistance decreases and the intensity of thetasl and diffusion pro- 

cesses increases many times in comparison with the usual VwbMIng 

apparatuses and scrubbers, used on a large scale are foamy gas puri- 

fiers whose efficiency is as high as 97-99*J the best results are 

achievable in cleaning the gas of dust consisting e a 

disaster of about 5 microns. 

^   The seventhjs*siön focused its attention on extraction   J 

ifaaMaaawFiiiiiiiiiiwMwremtiji« • 
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iTrocewes. The report sutaittedly S. Ellis and J. Jeffrlee (BU»-.I 

ingham Univeraity) contaified an aaalyaia of the axlatlag theories of 

mass transfer and the quantity of mwrenent in a systen of a continuous 

and dispersed phase, and made an atte«pt to determine the efficiency 

of apparatuses W calculation methods. As an analysis was made for 

only one drop of liquid, a coincidence of. calculatlOB and «xperlmintal 

data xras obtained only for simple apparatuses with a fairly accurate 

description of the hydrodynamic regime of the dispersed phase. Düder 

conditions of a complex extract flow, the picture is changed ly the 

interaction ("adhesion") of the drops. 

y. Molino (Birkenditch Technical Institute, England) investlfiated 

the mass exchange ly separating the liquid systems and suspensions in 

a lydrocyclone. He cited. In particular, the design parameters of an 

apparatus for the enrichment of minerals and the form of solid partldt 

trajectories as well as the investigation results of extraction and 

oil separation. 

Doctor Reiner («ho spoke in place of K. Ubhart, turgl Joint 

Stock Compaxy,   Prankfort-am-ttaine, West Germany) outlined the results 
F1" — '* 

of his research on equlpft^ssftrfor liquid extraction. A higher efficiency 

-iS"T2§'ueüjy achieved by Increasing the mass transfer surface or decrees- 

Ing the film thickness of the respective phase. According to the 

authors of the proposed apparatuses which are of a more complex design 

than the packed and sifter columns, the degree of separation amounts 

(Jo 90-95%.   It Is proposed to replace the mixing ty fcentrlfugation -^ 
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r which nakts it possihle to do witBout a lixtirHMparator.   Tht laroiBW 

gatloas mrt aad« on a model about ono-ttnth tht natural ■IM. 

0. P. Solouakfaa and A. I« Planortldy (Soi«ntlfio-Ä«»e«ch 

Institute off organic semiproducts and dyestrffs, Moscow) inrestigated 

the nass transfer process in a gas phase during the absorption off 
« 

aoDoniuB tgr water from an air-ammonium mixture. Numerous tests re- 

vealed that the coefficient off the mass transffer on sieve plates Is 

determined ly the speed of gas in the column aad the height off the 

static liquid level on the plate. 

Schubert (Czechoslovakia^ S. Koppacheva (USSR), etc. partici- 

pated in the discussion. 

The eighth session was devoted to absorption proeesses. 

K. Asperger (Institute off chemical equipment designs, Leipsig, 

East Qermaqr) cited a design of equipment for the production of nitric 

add end developed a new equation for determining the equilibri« con- 

stants of nitrogen dioxide absorption. Admitting the possibility off 

using existing methods for designing plate-like absorption columns, 

the author finds it necessary to elaborate the design off packed colons 

and proposes a system off differential equations for charaoteriaing the 

changing concentrations ty the height off the column. 

The reports off V. I. Konvisar who spoke on behalf off a group off 

authors (V. Atroshenko, A. Zasotin, V. Effinov, Is. lordysb) sad I. 

Litvinenko (Kharkov Polytechnical Institute) outlined the results off a 

. large-ocale effffort in designing columns to obtain nitric sold from J, 
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fitric oxides. The prooww of nitric oxide abeorption ly wter   ! 

solutions of nitric acid is considerably accelerated In a col«i with 

sifter plates. The report shows the efficiency of the plates as de- 

teneined by the te^er.tare. Unesr speed snd genersl pre.sere of nitnK» 

gas as weU as ly the acid concentration. A production type nitric 

acid with a concentration of 68-7# was obtained in a «onal absorber 
i -2 

with sifter plates under a pressure of (3.8-5) x 9.8 x KT *x m . 

Ya. Bettelhein and R. Klimecek (Scientific4lesearch InstituU 

of inorganic chenistty, Usti-on-Labe, Caechosloralda) proposed and 

successfully tested on a new model an absorption installation consisting 

of a packed colum made of vdre spirals. The installation is designed 

to absorb sulfur dioädde fron the flue gas of theraal electric power 

plants. 

U. Belski and M. Adelaets (Scientific-Research Institute of in- 

organic chemistry, üsti-on-Labe, Czechoslovakia) reported on the con- 

struction and extraction results on a semiplant model of an absorber 

with «collapsing" (Russiam term proval'nlye) plates designed to wash. 

the tail gases in the production of superphosphate^ A study of the . 

apparatus produced certain data characterizing the mm transfer 

coefficients and the drop in the caLvain pressure. 

V. Orlov (USSR), snd others participated In the discussion. 

Redistillation was discussed at the ninth session. V, V. 

Kaforov's report (Moscow D. I. Mendeleyev chemical-technologlcal 

Unstitute)was titled "Certain problems of the contemporary state of J 
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i the th«ory and praotiot of radiatiUation11. Tha raport diaouaaad tha I 

aquilibriua in steam-liquid ayatcu and tha kinatioa of radlattUatlOD 

prooesaaa; It introdaoed tha ooncopt of diffusion afficianogr and citad 

aquations of mass tranafor with raferanoa to the design of the Tarioua 

types of diffusion apparatuses; it cited tha technical and eooooaio? 

indices of the redistillation colunns (the output per unit of eapaoitgr 

and the consumption of energy per unit of the difisien height) and 

proposed certain methods of improving th«( 

K. Drozba's work (the Otto Oerike Po^rtechnical Institute, 

Magdeburg, East Germany) dealt with the investigation of a mass trans- 

fer on a hooded plate; the reports of U. Gumlia, M. Bylec and A. Stand- 

art (Caechsoviet friendship plants, Zalushi, Csechoslovaldn, and tha 

Institute of theoretical basaa of chemical machinery of the Cseoh 

Acadeny of Sciences) discussed the dynamics and aasa transfer of col- 

lapsing plates; T. G. Soner (technical university, Ankara) discussed 

the experimental investigation into the designing of redistillation 

columns with sifter plates; *. Hobler, R. Crupicka and I. Chaika 

(Laboratoty of processes and apparatuses of the Polish Acadeay of 

Sciences) investigated the hydrodynamics of sifter and oollfpsing 

plates« 

Distillation was the subject of discussion at the tenth session. 

Mention should be made of the work of X. Lukaai, Z. Gaker and D. Galbia 

(Leina werke. East Germany) discussing the production of trlaetlqrl 

gamine with the use of an extractive distillation mixture of methyl «i 
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"aaine with water. Th* relaUonahip b«twf«n th« nmbtr of theowttciTi 

places and the aaoiat of «ided water was obtained as a reeult of the 

design of the column with the uae of a ooapnting naohine. 

We should also mention the report ly mi» (Soientif io4lweareh 

InsUtute of synthetic rubber, Gotwaldow, Osechosloralda) on the use of 

azeotropic distillation to dehydrate certain partially water soluble 

hydrocarbons. That report defines the p^sico-chenioal paraneters 

which determine the relationship between the anounts of water in a 

liquid and steam phase as well as the final water content in a liquid 

subjected to distillation. 

The eleventh and twelfth sessions were devoted to chemical re- 

actors. 

The report on the "Effect of chemical reaction on diffusion 

phenomena" ly D. F. Otmer (Technological Institute, Broolclyn, B. 1., 

U.S.) dwelt on the general characteristics of diffusion phenomena, and 

particularly, the simultaneous transfer of heat and mass. It would be 

practical to use electronic computers for the solution of the corres- 

ponding differential equations. The experimental investigation of 

drying processes calls for the use of high precision apparattis. 

The solution of important problems In chemical kinetics should 

be based on the following schemes the formulation of the Initial con- 

cept of the process mechanism, a mathematical analysis, an experimental 

study of the process, the design of the installation, its production' 

. and operation. The experimental method of investigation is of major J 
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I inportanc«, but aathematloal patten art also MtabUahad. Xb« baar*! 

method of onalysis is the presentation of the differential aquatlona 

of the process in dinensionless form. Analogic ccaputing davioos 

should be used for calculating the straau of heat and MBS in ^«dttal 

reactions. 

Unfortunately, the reporter touched only on general foraalattoui 

but did not provide any mathematical or graphic interpreUtion. 

I. I. Xoffe and L. U. ^is'men (Scientific-IUsearch Institute of . 

organic semiproducts and dyestuffs, Moscoir) substantiated the selection 

of optimum operating conditions and designed various schemes of tim 

ical reactors. As pointed out by the authors, dynamic programing is 

the most effective method of solving such problems. 

The work of D. R. Mason and J. Goulas (University of Michigan, 

Ann Arbor, Michigan, U.S.) discusses the matheftatical modelling of a 

tubular reactor with a fixed layer in a transitional regime; I. Slits 

(ftesearch Laboratoiy of the Oailever Company, Vlardiagen, Holland) 

speaks of the mathematical comparison of periodic and constant condensa- 

tion reactions of ethylene oxidei J. J. Oarbeny, (Division of frocesses 

and Apparatuses, Notre Dame University, Indiana; U.S.) discusses the 

effect of heat- and mass transfer on the activity and yield of catajytie 

heterogeneous reactionsj M. Grub« (Scientifio-^eseasch Institute of 

Macronolecular chemistry, Brno, CsechoslovakU) devoted his work to a 

study of thetoiling and condensation processes occasioned ty a direct 

jjemoval of the heat from liquid systems j the report of 0. laatsUy J 
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; (chemical plants of Czech-Soviet friendship, Zaluzhi, Chechoslovakia) | 

dealt with a synthesis of amtoniua in the presence of oaygen-containing 

substances; I. Sedlacek and L. Kubicek (Research Institute of the 

Cralovopolaki nachinp-building plant in Brno, Prague departaent) dis- 

cussed the catalytic method of renoring gas oixtures from oxygen and 

hydrogen, etc. 

After the CHISA Congress the delegates attended the opening of 

tie International fair at Brno with its large exhibition of apparatuses 

of the chemical machine-building industry from many countries* 

In conclusion it should be pointed out that the convening of the 

Congress contributed to the establishment and strengthening of friendly 

contacts between the scientists of various countries. 

There is no doubt that these creative contacts will contribute 

to the development of science and technology in such an important area 

as processes and apparatuses of various branches of industry. 
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